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Note to Practical Material
The Practical Material of this research can be found on the following website address:

http://kristinsofroniou.wix.com/musicalrecycling

Each chapter has its own page that can be reached from the main page of the website. Each
page includes a list with all the Practical Material that are presented for each chapter (that
can also be found in the main body of text of each chapter).
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Abstract
The subject of this dissertation is the use of existing music in three case studies since the
1960s: George Rochberg’s Nach Bach, Fantasy for Harpsichord or Piano (1966), Alexander
Goehr’s Symmetry Disorders Reach (2002), and Rodney Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions
(1989-2013). The main objective of this research is to analyse and discuss the borrowings
within these works from a performer’s perspective and to offer new possibilities of
interpretation and concert programming, in which the relationship between the ‘source’
and new work is directly addressed both in theory and in practice. This interdisciplinary and
intertextual research is situated within the discipline of creative practice and the field of
musical borrowing, aiming at constantly interrelating theory and practice. Each case study is
examined in the following sense: through the analysis of the intention of the composer in
borrowing; my practical exploration of the borrowing from a performer’s standpoint; the
exploration of relating the source with the new work within a performance; the meaning of
the pre-existing material to the composer within the new composition; and the
understanding of each case study within the general field of borrowing. The aforementioned
actions have enabled a set of possibilities for performance and interpretation, as well as
further insight and knowledge for each case study, and borrowing in the broader sense.
Rochberg’s Nach Bach is a ‘musical commentary’ of Bach’s Partita in E minor BWV 830 in
which Rochberg experiments with the use of pre-existing material in various manners under
the broader practice of collage. Goehr’s Symmetry Disorders Reach uses pre-existing pieces
as models for composing new pieces with the intention of exploring the possibility of
transparency between the source and new work. Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions,
composed out of his admiration of Michael Finnissy’s Verdi Transcriptions (1972-2005),
takes opera arias and transforms them into something new through the use of pre-existing
material. The conclusion at which this research arrives at is that, in works of musical
recycling, as the aforementioned case studies, the pre-occupation with the source, both in
theory and practice, can be significantly impactful and insightful to the performance of
these works. Additionally, through this process my interpretation of the source was similarly
affected and recycled, thus offering a fresh approach of interpretation to past repertoire.
The overall assumption of this research is that the exploration of musical borrowing can
become the tool with which the performer can construct and realise a series of further
performance projects.
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Preface
At the age of fifteen (or sixteen), I spent hours locked in my room improvising and
composing on the piano. It was my escape from reality activity, and though I rarely practiced
in a serious manner (or in the manner my piano teacher expected), I spent most of my day
sitting on a stool warming up my fingers. As every other teenager engaged within this life of
piano playing, I would listen again and again to my favourite piano recordings. One of these
was Frédéric Chopin’s Étude op.10, no.12 in C minor (known as the Revolutionary Étude). I
was never that kind of teenager that aspired to be a ‘Chopin guru’, sacrificing hours and
days of practising just to be able to play one, or two, or all of the Études (I have always been
more attracted to abstract music-making). Yet I listened to that recording countless times
slowly integrating bits of the piece unconsciously in my practice sessions. One of my
compositions of the time revolved around the Revolutionary Étude, in the sense that Ι was
using gestures and ideas from it but compromising its virtuosic elements in relation to my
capabilities at the time. I never thought about how much or how little it resembled the
Étude. I was just happy and satisfied to be able to reproduce something that I liked and I
could play well.
Due to my hyperactive nature I became obsessed with my composition and I would play it
again and again, anytime I found myself in front of a piano. It happened that one day my
class went on an excursion to another school. We entered the building, walked right
through a long dark corridor and entered a spacious and luminous room with a grand piano.
For me, there was no question whatsoever – the piano was directly looking at me – waiting
for me to play my piece. This was not about showing off, nor a demonstration of how much
I enjoyed playing for other people (I actually found it terrifying back then). Instead, it was as
if I had suddenly seen my escape-from-reality toy as a means to help me through the

boredom of a school activity (which was immense). So I went up there and started playing
my piece. It was a huge success amongst my school friends who thought it sounded virtuosic
and impressive and asked me to repeat it. I happily did.
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Then, my music teacher approached me. He congratulated me and said: ‘Which Chopin
piece is this?’
[…]
I responded fast and to the point: ‘This is not Chopin actually, it’s my piece. I composed it a
few months ago.’ But he insisted, saying also that I was probably a bit confused, and that it
sounded like the Revolutionary Étude – or something like that. ‘But how can I be confused
about such a thing?’ I said, ‘I remember composing it!’ His comment was completely absurd
and insulting. But he insisted. So I insisted as well. And then he left without having changed
his mind. I stayed there and kept playing my piece faster and louder than before but in the
meantime thinking about what he said.
His subtle accusations stayed with me for a long time after that day and progressively made
me believe that he was right, and that my piece was a bit like Chopin’s Étude – or something
like that (a phrase that sounded even more insulting that ‘pure stealing’): I was not a
composer but a thief who had stolen Chopin’s perfect composition and turned it into
something that technically suited my limited capabilities. From that day onwards, I never
played that piece again with the same enthusiasm. Gradually the magic had gone and I
eventually stopped playing it altogether. Some more time passed, and I forgot about it
completely. Today I still cannot remember it but I do remember this story. I wish that I had
the maturity then to do exactly the opposite: to forget the critique of my teacher and
remember my ‘something-like-Chopin’ piece. For what it is worth, it could have formed part
of this research project, and I might have had the opportunity to offer it in performance as a
companion piece to the Revolutionary source.
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Foreword
My research is situated within the discipline of creative practice, with a focus on the field of
musical borrowing. It sets to examine how the principle of musical borrowing has evolved,
and how composers since the 1960s have approached it, through the examination of three
case studies from the performer’s point of view. In addition, the aim of my research is to
assimilate analyses of the particular compositional methods involved, bearing in mind the
attitude of the composer toward the borrowed material, the ‘source’,1 with a view to
developing an informed performance of these works.
In general, contemporary practice would seem to indicate that composers are happy to use
pre-existing material in a number of contexts and, most importantly, are not afraid to admit
it. It can be argued that ‘originality’ suffers as a result. On the other hand, it can also be
argued that originality is found in the way that composers approach the source from both a
technical and conceptual perspective. In one sense, all music is transcribed. Ferrucio Busoni
(1866-1924) in 1910 defended Franz Liszt’s (1811-1886) transcriptions by saying that
‘notation is itself the transcription of an abstract idea. The moment that the pen takes
possession of it, the thought loses its original form’.2 However tempting the idea that ‘all
music is transcribed’, agreeing altogether to such a concept would mean denying a large
amount of musical research that is still to be done, particularly in relation to musical
borrowing.
This research focuses on the performer’s perspective and how I, as a pianist, approach a
work that uses existing music. The fundamental questions of this research are: What is the
relation between the contemporary and pre-existing work from a performer’s point of
view? And how can the understanding of the above activate performance decisions and
affect the programming of these works within a concert? My response to these questions is
both empirical and theoretical, and sets out to unlock the impact one work has on the other
1

The ‘source’ is the pre-existing work (complete or fragments) in its original context.
Quoted in Ian Pace, ‘The Piano Music’, in Uncommon Ground: The Music of Michael Finnissy, eds. Christopher
Fox, Henrietta Brougham and Ian Pace (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1997), 74.
2
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through performing both works and attempting to understand the composer’s
compositional attitude. Having chosen in advance three works as case studies [George
Rochberg (1918-2005) – Nach Bach (1966), Alexander Goehr (b.1932) – Symmetry Disorders
Reach (2002), and Rodney Sharman (b.1958) – Opera Transcriptions, (1989-2013)],3 my
methodology revolved around the experimentation of performing these compositions in
different contexts, curating each performance in diverse ways with the aim of creating
something ‘new’. Despite the diversity of the nature of the case studies, in terms of
timeframe and compositional attitude, all three works draw on complete pre-existing works
as a ‘source’ rather than fragments of different works. In most cases these are well-known
pieces and form part of the canonical repertoire. Goehr and Rochberg use piano music from
composers such as Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750), Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (17561791), and George Frideric Handel (1685-1759), while Sharman uses well-known opera arias
from Giacomo Puccini (1858-1924) and Richard Wagner (1813-1883) among others.
Accordingly, these case studies were chosen not only with regard to their borrowing
practice and conceptual approach to borrowing, but also in relation to the fact that their
sources triggered performance actions in which the relationship of the source and new work
was directly addressed in performance. Therefore, part of my research consisted of
deliberately programming the case studies before or after the source in concerts with an
inventive approach, and collaborating with other art forms to surround the performance of
my case studies with a view to transcending boundaries of conventional approaches to
music programming. The two works were not paired as an act of intellectual authentication,
but rather with the intention of allowing the works to merge into one. Moreover, my view
was not intended to favour one over the other, the old over the new, but rather to create a
sense of transparency between the two works.
I argue that the process of relating the two works affected not only my understanding of the
contemporary work but also my reading of the original work. For instance, my performance
of Handel’s ‘Air’ from the 3rd Suite in D minor (from 8 Keyboard Suites, 1717-1720) would be
3

Alexander Goehr, Symmetry Disorders Reach, for piano, opus 73, Edition Schott (London: SCHOTT & Co. Ltd.,
2002); George Rochberg, Nach Bach: Fantasy for harpsichord or piano, (Bryn Mawr, Pa.: Theodore Presser,
c.1967); Rodney Sharman, Opera Transcriptions (Canadian Music Centre, 1991); Rodney Sharman, Opera
Transcriptions, book II (Canadian Music Centre, 1993); Rodney Sharman, Opera Transcriptions: Tristan und
Isolde (Canadian Music Centre, 2013).
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completely different had I not performed it alongside Goehr’s ‘Air’ from Symmetry Disorders
Reach. My aim in the performance of both Goehr and Handel was to create an effect of
transparency between the two works, as if both sides of a coin can be seen at the same
time.4 Ultimately, what makes my approach original in the wider field of musical borrowing
studies lies in the argument that through the understanding of and preoccupation with the
use of pre-existing music within a new composition, in both a technical and conceptual
manner, my performance of both the new and original work was affected.5
In a new composition that embeds existing music, it could be said that it is the performer’s
responsibility to identify this, and to analyse the relationship between the pre-existing and
the new, if this has not been clearly pointed out by the composer. In my case studies, all
three composers have acknowledged the use of pre-existing music by naming the sources –
indeed even printing them as an appendix (Goehr). Nevertheless, it was my responsibility to
analyse and understand how, why, and where the borrowing has occurred. The
comprehension of the above resulted in a number of performance actions that would not
have been conceived had I not identified certain uses of borrowing.
The rise of artistic research as a field, as well as the explosion of cross-art and composerperformer collaborations, has led to the transformation of the role of the performer in the
last few decades. The performer has evolved into a multi-dimensional professional, who
multitasks as researcher, performer, and curator. Within this research, as the performer,
researcher and curator of my own performances, I aim to create something new, or do
something in a different way, not only through playing contemporary repertoire, but also by
presenting older, canonical repertoire alongside it.
Understanding creative practice as an inherently interdisciplinary entity, as the synthesis of
academic study and performance-based reflection, this research branches out to an
interdisciplinary as well as an intertextual reading of the case studies; that of creative
4

The score of Handel’s ‘Air’ that Goehr used as a model for his composition is printed in Symmetry Disorders
Reach as Appendix. Accordingly, in my performance of Handel’s ‘Air’ I used the same score.
5
This dissertation will not be discussing audience’s reception of my performance projects. Nevertheless,
relevant audience responses/discussions of my performances will be mentioned as additional material in
footnotes throughout the dissertation.
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practice as an interdisciplinary mode of research, and that of musical borrowing as a de
facto intertextual field, which will be further provoked within a performance setting.
Ultimately, in this research the two fields – creative practice and musical borrowing –
correspond through the middle ground of performance, and act responsively, as another,
and original, if you will, interdisciplinary method for researching my case studies. This
research thus aims to make an original contribution to knowledge, providing an insight into
the selected works and also into the way in which these two fields can work as one, hoping
to encourage further research on this matter.
The Introduction offers discussion of musical borrowing and creative practice, my
methodology in combining the two, as well as a brief historical evaluation of musical
borrowing throughout the eras. The following three chapters are dedicated to each case
study and offer an ‘account of process’,6 a theoretical and analytical exploration of the
work, and the process of building my interpretation of each work. The combined effect of
this interaction between theory and practice is intended to constantly remind the reader
that these three chapters are written out of performance and for performance, and are
intended to be reviewed not as programme notes, or commentary, but as a theoretical and
textual supplement bound in essence to the final performance of each work. Each chapter
has a respective page on the website of this thesis in which the Practical Material is
presented: practice sessions, work-in-progress, experimentations, musical examples, and
final performances. At times the language becomes less formal, but only when I consider
that it does not affect the quality of writing and smoothness of reading. In creative practice
research, in which the principles of documentation, self- and peer-reflection amongst others
are of tremendous value, the choice of language, documentation and general presentation
of the written part of the thesis are still under constant evaluation and re-arrangement.
Taking into consideration the relatively recent development of creative practice as an
academic discipline, these issues are in continual dispute and discussion among academics,
creating an attitude of distrust and questioning in the field – particularly among PhD

6

Robin Nelson (ed.), Practice as Research in the Arts: Principles, Protocols, Pedagogies, Resistances
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 34-35.
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students.7 In my view, there is not a single template for conducting and presenting creative
practice research, just as there is no single interpretation of a musical work. Through
following and directing my research under the principles and quality standards of what I
understand at this point of my life as creative practice research – which will be further
demonstrated in the Introduction – I have composed a thesis that I believe respects and
promotes itself as a valid academic work of art.

7

See, for example, John Croft, ‘Composition is not research’, Tempo, 69, 2015, 6-11. This will be further
supported in the Introduction in the section on ‘Creative Practice Research’.
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Introduction
Introduction to Musical Borrowing
The Problem of Terminology
According to J. Peter Burkholder,8 musical borrowing or the use of existing music is a field of
research that covers all periods of music history and multiple terms, such as: ‘borrowing,
transcription, variations, quotation, cantus firmus technique, paraphrase, imitation/parody,
modeling, allusion, and other ways to rework existing music, from troping and organum to
collage and electronic manipulation’.9
Musical borrowing has been an ongoing compositional technique since the early 14th
century and one in which recurrent practices are evident throughout the eras. Through a
detailed observation of the evolution of musical borrowing during the course of Western
music history, it is apparent that there is a constant transformation of the understanding
and application – as well as appreciation – of each borrowing practice and it has been
therefore unrealistic to try to offer a single definition of each of these terms for this thesis.
Besides the fact that transcription, for instance, is an evolving concept that is naturally
altered throughout history, most composers tend to understand or apply it in different ways
even within the same time period. Charles Wiffen comments similarly on the range of
diverse terms and functions that have been given to transcriptions in the 20th century in
particular, suggesting eventually his own definition of potential terms (to be discussed in
Chapter III).10 Besides using the same borrowing practice, composers have also used the
same source, a good example being J.S. Bach’s Chaconne BWV 1004 (1717-1723) for solo
violin and its two solo-piano transcriptions by Johannes Brahms (1833-1897) in 1877, and
8

Burkholder is an American musicologist, an active researcher on musical borrowing since the 1980s, having
published numerous books and articles on this subject.
9
J. Peter Burkholder, ‘Introduction’, in Musical Borrowing: An annotated bibliography, ed. J. Peter Burkholder,
Andreas Giger, Felix O. Cox, and David C. Birchler,
<http://www.chmtl.indiana.edu/borrowing/introduction.html/> (accessed 30 December 2013); Andreas Giger,
‘A Bibliography on Musical Borrowing’, Notes, vol.50, no.3 (March 1994), 871-874.
10
Charles Wiffen, ‘A survey and critical evaluation of the twentieth-century solo piano transcription’ (DPhil
dissertation, Royal College of Music, 2006), 26.
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Busoni in 1892. Busoni’s idea of transcribing the Chaconne left us with a work of great
pianistic difficulty where the volume, range and sustaining capabilities of the piano were
fully explored, while 15 years earlier Brahms had chosen to re-compose the work only for
the left hand, limiting himself to the recourse of five fingers. Additionally, there are a
number of compositions based on Niccolò Paganini’s (1782-1840) Caprice no.24 in A minor
(1805-1809), by composers such as Brahms, Liszt, Busoni, Witold Lutosławski (1913-1994),
and Rochberg in his Caprice-Variations (1970).11
On the other hand, a transcription, arrangement or a collage all share one thing in common:
their acknowledgement that they are drawing references from something else that has preexisted. And although that could come across as something obvious, this is not always the
case. Taking as a starting point the fact that the composer is responsible for the borrowing
that occurs within a composition while the listener – or the performer, in my view – is
responsible for hearing it, Burkholder rightly argues that in some cases the listener or
composer can misunderstand or be misunderstood.12 The listener might recognise
connections to past material that were not intended by the composer, and the composer
might exploit old material in such a way that the listener is unable to recognise it;13 as in
Tansy Davies’s (b.1973) Loopholes and Lynchpins (2002-2003) for example, in which material
is drawn from Scarlatti keyboard sonatas but it is almost impossible to hear the connection
between the two.14 More relevant to this thesis, and as will be discussed in Chapter I, in
Rochberg’s Nach Bach, in which the main borrowing source is J.S. Bach’s E minor Partita
BWV 830, Joan DeVee Dixon suggests further references – specifically from Frédéric
Chopin’s (1810-1849) Etude op.10 no.6 (1830) and Robert Schumann’s (1810-1856)
Papillons, op.2, XII. Finale (1831) – that are far from noticeable.15 Nevertheless, the
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See: Mijai Youn Auh, ‘Piano Variations by Brahms, Liszt and Friedman on a Theme by Paganini’, (D.M.
dissertation, Indiana University, 1980).
12
The same occurs in improvisation: The improviser is responsible for the borrowing that occurs within an
improvisation and the listener, in this respect, for hearing it.
13
Burkholder, ‘Borrowing’ in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online,
<http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/52918pg1> (accessed 2 April 2014).
14
Tansy Davies, Loopholes and Lynchpins (London: Faber Music, 2003).
15
Joan DeVee Dixon, George Rochberg: a bio-bibliographic guide to his life and works (Stuyvesant, NY:
Pendragon Press, 1992), 190-191.
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understanding of such a borrowing can expose new possibilities not only for performance
but also for programming.
In order to decode any relationship, hidden or not, between old and new material,
Burkholder created a typology of borrowing procedures in a table of six questions with
possible answers (see Table 1) for investigating the relationship between the two. This
process offers the possibility of critically comparing borrowing practices and approaches
between the different eras, allowing the distinction of the unique elements of the
application of each practice to become evident, and creating a typology of borrowing
methods.16 More than just identifying and listing any hidden or obvious borrowings within a
work, my research aims at using the findings for the interpretation and programming of a
concert.
In the process of understanding my case studies and establishing a general perception of
musical borrowing practices since the 1960s, Burkholder’s table has proven to be a powerful
tool and has helped in answering some important questions.17 Although evidence shows
that composers have mostly adopted borrowing in a subjective manner rather than
following the conventions of a wider group, certain characteristics seem nevertheless to be
recurrent among them with the foremost being simply the composer’s acknowledgement of
having used pre-existing music in the composition. Most importantly though, borrowing
practices of the last sixty-seventy years demonstrate clearly the composers’ subjectivity and
individual approach to the usage of pre-existing music.

16
17

Burkholder, ‘Borrowing’, Grove Music Online.
Details of which will be presented in the following chapters and conclusion.
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Table 1: Burkholder’s table of borrowing typology18

18

Due to limited space, only some of the answers of the Table are included here. For the full Table, see:
Burkholder, ‘Borrowing’, Grove Music Online.
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Musical Borrowing as a Field
In the autumn of 1987, Burkholder – along with co-editors Andreas Giger, Felix O. Cox and
David C. Birchler, and other contributors/collaborators – initiated a wide collaborative
project that deals with the creation of an online database of a detailed annotation of a
musical borrowing bibliography throughout the history of Western classical music (‘Musical
Borrowing: An annotated bibliography’ website).19 It aims to create an index of literature on
musical borrowing on the basis that it be understood not simply as a compositional practice
but also as a field; a field that surpasses chronological, geographical and genre boundaries
and interrelates, instead, musical borrowing practices from the Medieval times to today,
including non-Western classical music, as well as popular music, jazz and film music.20
Understanding musical borrowing as a field can offer compelling outcomes as it generates
the ability of an inter-textual reading and comparison of borrowing practices throughout
history. Burkholder writes: ‘We cannot fully understand any of the uses of existing music in
isolation from the others. They evolved together, one growing out of another, so their
histories intertwine […] their boundaries overlap, both in procedure and in function.’21 For
Burkholder himself, awareness of the function of pre-used material from 15th- and 16thcentury Masses, as well as 19th-century music, has significantly informed his work on
Charles Ives (1874-1954).22 This enabled him to compare practices amongst different eras
and thereby establish a thorough understanding of the unique elements of Ives’s use of
existing music. Similarly, in my research the understanding of the borrowing practices prior
to the 1960s opens up the perspective in comprehending not only pre-existing borrowing
practices, and thus the uniqueness, if any, of borrowing since the 1960s, but also how
musicians perceive borrowing.
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As of 20 December 2015, the ‘Musical Borrowing’ website has been unavailable due to technical issues. The
investigation of the literature of the present thesis was conducted in September-October 2015.
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See: Burkholder, ‘The Uses of Existing Music: Musical Borrowing as a Field,’ Notes Second Series 50.3 (March
1994), 851-870.
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Burkholder, ‘The Uses of Existing Music’, 859.
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Burkholder, All Made of Tunes: Charles Ives and the Uses of Musical Borrowing (New Haven: Yale University
Press), 1995.
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The present thesis will be using the existing terminology in the field of musical borrowing:
‘The uses of existing music’ seems to prevail as the most appropriate general term, which
covers the whole range of possibilities in this field.23 Burkholder has also proposed the term
‘musical borrowing’, a term that he notes to be somewhat problematic, in the sense that on
some occasions composers do not always want to embrace the ‘source’, but use it to create
an antithesis, as will be discussed in the section titled ‘Why History Matters’.24 Within this
thesis, ‘musical borrowing’ is used as the title of the field that underlines this research and
the ‘uses of existing music or material’ in the discussion of the practices of musical
borrowing.

Creative Practice Research
Musical borrowing and creative practice research
Although the research output on musical borrowing is of great significance to musicology,
promoting inter-textual reading of musical borrowing practices amongst musicologists of
diverse research interests, it has not yet shown evidence of incorporating the discipline of
creative practice within the set of interested disciplines. To date, the musical borrowing
website does not make explicit reference to projects that combine musical borrowing and
creative practice. After a personal correspondence with Burkholder, and following my own
review of the contents of the website, it is evident that the point of reference of most
studies is either the musicological aspect of musical borrowing, or matters of interpretation,
studying mainly issues that relate to ‘[w]hat the pre-existing material means to the
composer or the listener’, rather than ‘[h]ow does the performer deal with the pre-existing
material?’25 The distinction between the ‘what’ and the ‘how’ lies in the basis of creative
practice research and sets the focus for my research.26 Nevertheless, according to
23

Burkholder, ‘The Uses of Existing Music’, 861-862.
Burkholder, ‘The Uses of Existing Music’, 862.
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Burkholder, Indiana, Bloomington, Private correspondence with Ann-Kristin Sofroniou, 8 September 2015.
Private document.
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Marcel Cobussen proposes to turn the focus on ‘how’ rather than ‘what’, on empirical rather than
ontological questions: ‘How does artistic research work in practice?’ and ‘Why is artistic research necessary?’,
rather than ‘What is artistic research?’ and ‘What is practice-based research in and through the arts?’ Marcel
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Burkholder, the website has not been updated in a few years and he aims to include more
studies within the next few years, leaving space for more creative practice-based studies to
emerge. Through a general literature review of the field, I have encountered studies that
could possibly fall within this category, although none that explicitly targets and verbalises it
as part of its methodology. For instance, Yu-Ching Chin, in her dissertation ‘A recording and
performer's analysis of Partita-Variations for piano solo by George Rochberg’ (2012),27
clearly raises matters of both musical borrowing and performance practice, but
nevertheless does not contextualise her mode of research within creative practice. Instead
she discusses the musical borrowing from a musicological point of view, and the
interpretation of the work from a performing practice perspective, concentrating on
technical elements of a performance, without combining the two methods.28 While no
academic study has yet been conducted on Goehr’s and Sharman’s works specifically, Nach
Bach has been the subject of various studies. Examples include Martha Lynn Thomas’s
‘Analysis of George Rochberg’s Twelve Bagatelles and Nach Bach for Solo Piano’ (1987), and
Paul James Satre’s ‘George Rochberg’s Complete Works for Solo Piano: Their Style and the
Culture They Reflect’ (1985), as will be discussed in the respective chapter.29
The lack of studies combining musical borrowing and creative practice gives my research the
chance to fill in at least part of that gap by trying to answer questions such as: How could
practice-based research engage with musical borrowing? How does the performer approach

Cobussen, ‘The Intruder: On Differentiations in Musical Research’, in Art and Artistic Research, ed. C. Caduff, et
al. (Zurich: Scheidegger & Spiess, 2009), 46.
27
Yu-Ching Chin, A recording and performer’s analysis of Partita-Variations for piano solo by George Rochberg
(DPhil dissertation, Muncie, IN: Ball State University, 2012),
<http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/handle/123456789/196106> (accessed 11 November 2015).
28
Another current example is the ongoing project ‘Diabelli Machines. On Beethoven’s Diabelli Variations
op.120’, part of the artistic research ‘Experimentation versus Interpretation: Exploring New Paths in Music
performance in the Twenty-First Century’ (MusicExperiment21) at the Orpheus Institute (Ghent, Belgium), by
Paulo de Assis and collaborators. It sets out to create a series of performances in which Beethoven’s work is
set in dialogue with older repertoire that relates to the Diabelli Variations, as well as works composed
especially for this project, inspired also by the philosophy of Gilles Deleuze, amongst other literature. It
evidently tackles notions of musical borrowing and artistic research, and is perhaps the only current example,
to my knowledge, that combines both principles in artistic research. For further information, see: [Unsigned],
‘Diabelli Machines. On Beethoven’s Diabelli Variations op.120’,
<http://musicexperiment21.eu/projects/diabelli-machines/> (accessed 8 September 2015).
29
Marta Lynn Thomas, Analysis of George Rochberg’s ‘Twelve Bagatelles’ and ‘Nach Bach’ for solo piano (DPhil
dissertation, Austin, TX: University of Texas, 1987); Paul James Satre, George Rochberg’s complete works for
solo piano: their style and the culture they reflect (DPhil dissertation, UMI, 1985).
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the pre-existing music within a new composition? How could an intertextual comparison of
musical borrowing works affect or enlighten the performer’s perception of the new
composition? Finally, how can the performer ‘manipulate’ a work of musical borrowing
through concert programming? In contrast to the examples cited, my research is trying to
concentrate not only on what is visible or audible in a score, but also on what is non-visible
and non-audible – yet already there. The focus is always turned towards the perspective of
‘how something can be done’, or ‘how something can be understood through action’.
Creative Practice in the Spotlight – An Introduction
Only relatively recently (i.e. since the 1990s) has the point of reference in music research
shifted from the musicologist to the performer, from the conventional study of music and
compositions to the research of live performance and the work of the performer. This has
been pointed out by a number of academics; for instance Joel Lester who comments on the
lack of literature by performers and their performances, saying notably that Tovey,
Schenker, and Howell among others would never endorse their analysis through the
discussion of performances.30 Similarly, Marcel Cobussen challenges the notion that all
possible knowledge of music can derive simply from fields like musicology, music theory and
ethnomusicology, suggesting that performers ‘ask different questions or ask questions
differently’ and in that way the exploration of musical meaning can be revealed also
through performance.31 He has written: ‘To deny this access to music means denying an
enormous field of knowledge’.32
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Joel Lester, ‘Performance and analysis: interaction and interpretation’, in The Practice of Performance:
Studies in Musical Interpretation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 197.
31
Cobussen, ‘The Intruder’, 54.
32
Ibid.
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The Problem of Defining Creative Practice

‘Artistic research’ is a new practice in the arts in which artists themselves act as researchers
and present their findings in the form of artwork. This practice is firmly established at
European universities but has so far provoked little public response. What distinguishes
artistic research from ‘mere’ art and what contribution can it make to the art world?33

This paragraph can be read on the cover of a collection of 18 essays on artistic research in
music, visual art, design, literature and dance titled Art and Artistic Research published in
2010. The AHRC Research Centre for Musical Performance as Creative Practice (CMPCP), a
UK-based centre launched in 2009 that focuses on the research of ‘live musical performance
and creative music-making’,34 addresses their research concerns through the following
three questions:
-

How is musical performance creative, and what knowledge is creatively embodied in
musical performance?

-

How does music in performance – and indeed the very act of performance – take shape
over time?

-

How does understanding musical performance as a creative practice vary across
different global contexts, idioms and performance conditions (such as solo and
ensemble, in the rehearsal room, recording studio and concert hall)?35

Although both quotations share a similar attitude towards what ‘artistic research’ or
‘creative practice’ deal with, at the same time they evidently show quite clearly the
problematic nature, or perhaps the uniqueness, of this fairly new field of research in the
following elements; firstly, in the choice of different terminology in describing this process

33

Corina Caduff, Fiona Siegenthaler, and Tan Wälchli (eds.), Art and Artistic Research (Zurich: Scheidegger &
Spiess, 2009), book description, front cover.
34
[Unsigned], ‘AHRC Research Centre for Musical Performance as Creative Practice (CMPCP)’,
<http://www.cmpcp.ac.uk/index.html> (accessed 10 March 2014).
35
Ibid.
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of research, and secondly, in the range of their research questions, which subsequently
could enable a range of methodologies, documentation/presentation methods, and so on.36
It can be argued that there is no single definition for creative research in the same way that
there is no single methodology for describing this process. In every case though, the focus is
on the artist, and the research of the artist in action, and although practical aspects like
methodology, documentation and presentation are determined by such factors as
institutional regulations – since creative practice is being promoted within academia – it
nevertheless remains in the ‘creativeness’ of the individual artist to decide how creative
practice works for them.37 In my research, creative practice is conventionally understood as
an interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary mode of research, in which the artist creates or
interprets a work, drawing on subjective and interdisciplinary methodologies through
constant theoretical input and reference – what Estelle Barrett describes as ‘the production
of knowledge or philosophy in action’.38 It begins and ends in practice, in the contact with
the instrument, evolving through the musician’s knowledge and maturation.
Creative practice leads not only to the production of ‘new art’, but also to the production of
new knowledge through clearly defined research questions. The research questions do not
aspire to produce a definitive answer, but instead are more suitably perceived as questions
that lead to what Henk Borgdorff proposes as ‘discovery-led’ research (rather than
‘hypothesis-led’ research).39 More importantly, Borgdorff suggests that in addition to the
terms ‘knowledge’ and ‘understanding’, it would be valuable to use further synonyms such
36

For the purpose of this essay, I decided to refer to this process of learning as ‘creative practice’ although
other terminology will be used in instances where I find it more appropriate. The reason for this is simply
related to the chosen terminology of the institution in which I conduct my creative research, which refers to
the PhD I am currently undertaking as ‘PhD in Creative Practice’. Nevertheless, I agree with Nelson when
defending his choice of using ‘Practice-as-Research’ (PaR) instead of ‘Practice-based Research’. Nelson says:
‘But I reserve this last term for research […] which draws from, or is about, practice but which is articulated in
traditional word-based forms (books or articles).’ Nelson, Practice as Research in the Arts, 10.
37
‘What is far more interesting and fascinating is how every single artistic researcher is inevitably faced with
the task of figuring out how, in her/his specific research, artistic and linguistic modes of expression can best be
inserted, combined, and connected.’ Cobussen, ‘The Intruder’, 54.
38
Estelle Barrett and Barbara Bolt (eds.), Practice as research: approaches to creative arts enquiry (New York:
I.B. Tauris & Co.Ltd, 2007), Introduction.
39
Ruth Mateus-Berr, ‘“Habits” within Arts- and Design-Based Research’, in SHARE: Handbook for Artistic
Research Education, eds. Mick Wilson, Schelte van Ruiten, <http://www.eliaartschools.org/userfiles/Image/customimages/products/120/share-handbook-for-artistic-research-educationhigh-definition.pdf>, 154.
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as ‘insight’ and ‘comprehension’ (both of which will be used within my research),40 to allow
the experiential component of creative practice to be conveyed.41 Borgdorff notes that
creative practice ‘could be described as first and foremost an articulation of the nonpropositional forms of knowledge and experience in and through the creation of art’.42
Ultimately, an important aspect of my understanding of creative practice lies in what
Nicholas Cook describes eloquently in relation to our perspective when researching music. It
is not simply a case of changing the scope of the research – for example, situating the
research from the performer’s perspective – but also accordingly entails adjusting our
fundamental view of how we understand music, not as ‘music as writing’ but ‘music as
performance’.43 He says: ‘My claim is that in order to build this deeply into our thinking
about music – in order to think of music as performance – we need to think differently
about what sort of an object music is, and indeed how far it is appropriate to think of it as
an object at all.’44
‘Original’ Art – ‘Original’ Research in Creative Practice
What constitutes originality, in the sense of academic original contribution to knowledge, in
creative practice, is yet another matter that has been extensively discussed, and holds a
special significance for my research.45 Anna Pakes draws on the definitions of the UKCGE
and QAA,46 which suggest that originality in creative research can be realised in comparison
to what is already known within a discipline, in order to expose what is ‘original’ about each
‘new’ force of research. Pakes raises an interesting point, by deconstructing this institutional
definition, and projecting its vulnerability, through pondering the question of whether
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Henk Borgdorff, The Conflict of the Faculties: Perspectives on Artistic Research and Academia (Leiden:
University Press, 2012), 122.
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revisiting already established knowledge to draw new meaning is worthless.47 In other
words, is it not worth revisiting already established knowledge in order to view it from
another perspective? After reviewing the content of the musical borrowing website, it is
evident that wide research has already been conducted on musical borrowing. In relation to
my own research, Rochberg’s Nach Bach has already been discussed by other academics, as
has been pointed out. Nevertheless, the perspective in my research is different; not the
material – Nach Bach – but the point of view. In that respect, is the same not also true of
many other musical works on which research has already been conducted, but not from the
performer’s perspective?
This is also true with regard to musical borrowing, in the following sense: Various composers
have used the same works as a source throughout the eras, for instance the arias that
Sharman uses in Opera Transcriptions, such as Wagner’s ‘Liebestod’ from Tristan und Isolde.
Likewise, Sharman uses an established practice, transcription. Liszt also composed a
transcription of the ‘Liebestod’, but it shares no similarities with the one composed by
Sharman. In other words, the material and the practice that Sharman uses are not new, but
still a new perspective emerges from the way in which he combines the two.
On another note, Pakes’s question is also important for pointing out the understanding of
subjectivity in relation to what is original, in other words judging knowledge in relation to
what is already known. In relation to musical borrowing, it has already been noted that the
way to understand the uniqueness of each borrowing method within a musical borrowing
work is by comparing it to what has already been done. For example, Ives’s cumulative
setting is a unique borrowing practice which defines itself as unique, within Burkholder’s
research, because it has not been conducted before.48 Nevertheless, the study of musical
borrowing does not limit itself to the instances in which practices reveal themselves as
unique, but rather investigates regularly and consciously recurrent borrowing practices
throughout the eras. The question that Pakes raises holds a similar significance here: Is
there a disciplinary agreement, firstly, of what is known with regard to borrowing, and
47
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secondly, of how it is known? An easy and viable answer to this is no. Not only due to the
early stages of musical borrowing as a field, but also because there is disciplinary agreement
that borrowing can sometimes be elusive. Moreover, despite the understanding that
borrowing practices cannot be regarded as ‘new’, researchers comment on the originality of
borrowing amongst composers from a different perspective; see, for example, Belva Jean
Hare’s research on Satie’s piano works in which she suggests that the uniqueness can be
found in the aesthetic, and not in the musical material.49 Again the focus moves from ‘What
is new about each borrowing practice?’ to ‘How is it new?’, and within my research this
question becomes: ‘How can borrowed material be performed in new ways?’
In the case of creative practice, originality becomes even more complicated, given that we
are expecting not only an original contribution in the production of art, but also an original
contribution to knowledge, or a further insight and comprehension. Additionally, departing
from the fact that in creative practice the research begins and ends in art practice, the
challenge still remains of how the final artistic output of such research can be distinguished
from ‘just’ art?50 The complexity of creative practice lies in its particular bipolar identity of
having to be regarded not only as art but also as a legitimate research product having at the
same time to interconnect the two ends by constantly updating one through the other.51 In
relation to the aforementioned, Borgdorff writes the following:
As a rule, an original contribution in artistic research will result in an original work of art, as
the relevance of the artistic outcome is one test of the adequacy of the research. The reverse
is not true, however; an original artwork is not necessarily an outcome of research in the
emphatic sense.52
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In this quote Borgdorff sets out two important points: firstly, that an original contribution in
creative practice will result in an original work of art; and secondly, that an original work of
art is not necessarily the result of an original contribution to knowledge. Within the present
research, the interaction between theory and practice functions in the following way: the
practical experimentation with a musical work leads to theoretical questioning, which in
turn produces further insight and knowledge of the work. The input of this insight is then
again applied and directed towards the performance of the work (the practical preoccupation) with the hope of creating an original artistic output of artistic research.
Accordingly, the way in which we understand and think of creative practice is inevitably
bound by the way we review it in relation to its originality: instead of viewing creative
practice research as ‘research art’ vs. ‘mere art’, setting the two within a binary opposition,
and trying to establish the knowledge of a work of art away from its ‘theoretical
commentary’, it is necessary to change our perspective and view the theoretical output and
work of art always as one, as a unity, as a truly interdisciplinary mode of study,53 in which
eventually the word ‘interdisciplinary’ will be deemed unnecessary:
When the two sciences really get together, then there is a point of fusion and the new science
doesn’t present itself anymore as an interdisciplinary effort. (Leo Apostel)54

Summary
The above discussion on creative practice is relevant to this research in a number of ways.
Given the complexity of combining creative practice with the field of musical borrowing, I
have tried to discuss the idea of originality from a variety of perspectives. Firstly, in
relation to what is original from a composer’s perspective. Secondly, with regard to what
is original within a creative practice research. And thirdly, the distinction (or lack thereof)
between the originality of the artistic output of creative practice research and that of the
written component. My overall point, which conveys a similar attitude throughout the
53
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three branches, is that originality is a matter of perspective, in the sense that it can be
found not in the raw material, or borrowing practice, or intellectual knowledge as we
know it; in other words, it is not attained via the perspective through which research has
been conducted up to now, but rather through a change of perspective, focusing on ‘how
something can be understood or done’, through personal investigation and practical
observation, and thinking of music as performance.55 Originality in my case studies can be
found either in the way each composer used the material and borrowing practice, their
conception of the borrowing, or the choice of the source, and not in the practice or
material per se. Originality in creative practice research is again found in the point of view
of the research – in my research from the performer’s perspective, as well as my
perception of my case studies as ‘scripts’ for performance.56 Originality in creative
practice is not found in the division of art from knowledge, but precisely through
understanding them as a unity. This is the direction of my research, for which it is crucial
to understand both the artistic output and the written component as one – and original in
that way. The way musical borrowing and creative practice are combined within my
research has empowered and affected the production of the artistic projects by obtaining
a new insight into these works. It would not have been possible to realise these particular
artistic projects had I not captured a new insight of these works, and it would not have
been possible to acquire these insights had I not performed and questioned these works
constantly through playing and experimenting with them.
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Methodology
How does musical borrowing and creative practice interact within my research?
The following section discusses how the field of musical borrowing and the discipline of
creative practice interact within my research. Nelson claims that within a creative practice
project the references are expected to be interdisciplinary, given the nature of the
discipline, and that consistency in creative practice is produced through the interrelation of
various subjects, and in its ‘syncretism’.57
Table 2 shows the structural plan of my methodology, as constructed through the literature
review of creative practice bibliography and other creative practice theses – as has been
analysed in the previous section.58 My project begins ‘in practice’ through the study and
performance of my case studies and it is constantly revised from theory through the means
of documentation and critical reflection of my performances. Although there is a set division
between what constitutes theory and what constitutes practice, the two interrelate
constantly within my research in a way in which the boundaries between each ‘mode’ of
research are not easy to define.

In Practice

In Theory

- Practical exploration of my case
studies (practice, work-in-progress,
experimentations, performance)
- Collaboration with
performers/Coaching session with
performers

Documentation
&
Critical Reflection
(self-reflection & peer
reflection)

\

- Discussions and coaching sessions
with the composers

- Creative practice as a discipline
& Musical borrowing as a field
- Analysis of other practice based
projects relating to my research
- Review of the historical content
of musical borrowing
- ‘Account of Process’ (Nelson,
Practice as Research in the Arts,
34-35)

Table 2: Structure of my methodology
57
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The theoretical part of my research consists of the following aspects: Creative practice as a
discipline and musical borrowing as a field; Analysis of other practice based projects relating
to my research; Review of the historical content of musical borrowing; ‘Account of
Process’.59
The aforementioned introduction to both the discipline of creative practice and musical
borrowing as a field serve as the ground on which the present discussion on methodology
will be contextualised. A review of the history of musical borrowing is offered after this
section in ‘Why History Matters’, and intends to situate the reader within the field of
musical borrowing. The aim is to provide the necessary basis for understanding not only the
significance of how borrowing functioned within the various eras, but most importantly how
an understanding of the history of borrowing can be valuable for any discussion of
borrowing, and consequently in the present research. The analysis of musical borrowing
performance projects has also formed part of my research process from the very beginning.
Discussion of some of these projects is delivered as additional material in Appendix II, in the
form of reflections on performance projects of musical borrowing, and in the section ‘Why
History Matters’. Finally, an account of the research process for each case study is offered in
the following three chapters. This consists of a detailed examination of the practical
preoccupation with the case studies, in both practising and performing, and aims at
providing a written interpretation of the process of the creative practice. Each chapter is
divided into two sections; the first section contextualises the conceptual framework of each
case study, whilst the second section deals with the process of building my interpretation
and performance projects. Finally, part of this research has been advanced by the
exploration of certain critical theories, which have not necessarily been actively involved in
the realisation of this research but have nonetheless been influential in a broader sense.
These are: 1. Intertextuality60 – as part of the compositional process of my case studies, as
the conceptual outline of my performances in programming the works, and finally, as a
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constant reference to my methodology in the combination of creative practice and musical
borrowing; 2. Originality61 – from the perspective of attempting to identify what is original,
if anything, about the way composers used pre-existing material in the case studies; 3.
‘Death of the author’ / death of the composer – Roland Barthes’s essay ‘Death of the
Author’ has been taken as the trigger for questioning the hierarchies in Western classical
music with the purpose of showing the shift of focus from the ‘Author-God’ to the ‘reader’
(in this case ‘performer’ and/or ‘audience’).62
The practical element of my research consists of three different parts: Practical exploration
of my case studies; Coaching/collaborating with performers; Discussions/coaching sessions
with the composers.
Throughout this research I had the opportunity to share the progress of my research with
distinguished artists and musicians who are actively engaged in the current contemporary
scene. On many occasions, these guidance sessions had an immediate relation to the
present thesis. For example, Uri Caine has served as an important contributor to my
comprehension of Rochberg as a composer (see Chapter I). Moreover, the examination of
Caine’s creative output in relation to musical borrowing and cross-genre collaborations has
offered valuable stimulus for understanding current borrowing projects (see Appendix II).
Another example is Megumi Masaki, a pianist who has long been involved in multimedia
performances, and who opened up new perspectives in combining image and sound within
a performance (see Chapter II and Appendix II).63
Another significant part of my research involved the discussions/coaching sessions with two
of the composers of my case studies, namely Goehr and Sharman. Through our
communication there was opportunity for sharing the research outputs of this thesis and
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receiving their feedback and thoughts. Both meetings were of significant value to the
comprehension of their compositional attitude in each work, which will be demonstrated in
the relevant chapters.
The ‘practical explorations’ include a diversity of actions: The process of practising my case
studies, work-in-progress, experimentations, and performances. The necessity for breaking
down the various actions relates to my understanding and reflection on each performance.
Naturally, within the course of four years I had the opportunity to perform my case studies
on various occasions and in each performance my exploration revolved around a different
‘research question’. Consequently, my perception of each performance was different. How
did I approach each performance opportunity and what did I want to take from each
performance? Sometimes the focus of my research process was in the exploration/testing of
a certain programming, while at other times the focus moved to the interpretation of a case
study, and so on. Inevitably, whatever the focus of the research, within the exposure of a
performance we ‘learn’ more than we expect, discover new possibilities of interpretation
and our own habits as performers. Thus, each performance had an impact, whether positive
or negative, on the continuation of the research process, and for that reason the inclusion
of all the stages of ‘practical explorations’ are presented as Practical Material in the
website.64 Instantly, that initiated the necessity of distinguishing verbally between the
different actions – the different methods of performance research – within each chapter.
My definitions of the various ‘actions’ are constructed out of my understanding of them as a
performer – overlooking, to some extent, previous definitions of these terms.
Practising is the procedure of learning to interpret a work through the exploration of
various methods, and is in fact a very subjective and personal procedure for each
performer. Part of the ‘practising’ also included sight-reading works that relate either to
each case study or to the general field of musical borrowing in order to investigate how
64
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other composers, as well as the individual composer, approached borrowing in other
instances or under the same borrowing practice. Without wanting to overlay a detailed
discussion on my personal procedure of practising, it is nevertheless necessary to briefly
mention an aspect of it, the critical thinking of the pianist in relation to the choice of a
score, which fundamentally relates to my research with regard to Rochberg and Goehr.
An integral part of the practical exploration revolved around the actual reading of the score.
Susan Bradshaw suggests that performers must develop a critical theoretical approach to
performance matters rather than consider theory and practice as two separate things.65 This
should be devised ‘less with the purpose of laying down laws or prescribing easy answers
and more with the aim of provoking performers first to observe and then to ask their own
questions of the text confronting them’.66 In this sense, we are confronted with the issue of
the artist’s critical thinking that ‘transforms’ a pianist – within the spectrum of creative
practice – into a researcher-interpreter. One of the vital expressions of critical thinking is
the selection of the score/edition one chooses to follow. In many instances, we as pianists
have to choose among many different editions of the same work – think, for example, of the
numerous editions of J.S. Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier ranging from Bärenreiter-Verlag to
Busoni’s edition which includes added left-hand octaves.67 An edition is, in a way, a type of
‘transcription’, and the possibility of comparing one to the other (or to the manuscript when
it is available) can reveal significant differences in notation, dynamics, tempo, and so on,
which can eventually lead (or mislead) the pianist closer to (or further away from) the
understanding of the composer’s initial idea.68 Additionally, an in-depth understanding of
the performing practice traditions of each era is a necessary supplement to creative practice
research.69 The fact that my research branches out to other eras through its sources makes
it necessary to consider those performing practice traditions as well. Nevertheless, the
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scope of my research is not to deal with the pre-existing source, for instance Bach’s Partita
in E minor BWV 830, within the tradition of the Baroque, but rather to reflect on its
performance through the lens of Rochberg’s Nach Bach (see Chapter I).
The critical comparison between different editions is something that obviously does not
have an immediate effect on contemporary repertoire, as we usually have only one score
and, in some cases, only a copy of the manuscript. Nevertheless, it has a certain validity
when it comes to contemporary repertoire that uses pre-existing music. In order to
comprehend the nature and purpose of the quotations within Nach Bach for instance, it is
necessary to acknowledge and compare it with a selected score as close as possible to the
original, Bach’s E minor Partita.70 In Symmetry Disorders Reach, Goehr prints out as an
appendix the ‘original’ scores that he uses as models for his pieces; however interesting it is
to acknowledge other possible editions of Goehr’s sources, it is important to use Goehr’s
appendix as the ‘original source’ within the context of Symmetry Disorders Reach. What
becomes the original source in each instance relates to the perspective from which you are
examining it. Necessarily the performer needs to understand the context out of which a
quotation has emerged, and consequently what ‘cultural associations’ are carried on from
the pre-existing work to the most recent one.71 David Metzer remarks: ‘borrowing then
creates an unceasing interaction between the two sides, between both the original and the
altered musical material, and the original and the new cultural associations. That interaction
creates the thrill of hearing what happens when music takes on new life within music.’72
Work-in-progress is understood as an occasion within the procedure of learning and
developing the realisation and performance of a work. It implies a condition of
unsettlement between myself, the score and composer and represents the initial stages of
research. For instance, recalling my first ever performance of Goehr’s ‘Little Harmonic
Labyrinth’ in 2012, I cannot but refer to it as a ‘work-in-progress’, rather than as a
‘performance’, despite the fact that it was of course formally presented as part of a concert.
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Similarly, my experimentation with using parts of Goehr’s Symmetry Disorders Reach in
2014 as material for my improvisation, as part of another composer’s work, can be classified
in two ways: a work-in-progress of Andreas Papapetrou’s Do Knot Undo (2013) as well as an
experimentation with Goehr’s piece.73
Experimentation is understood as the act of experimenting with the composition, in an
attempt to transcend, through performance, an already set way of performing a work, and
to take performance outside its boundaries (which I, as a performer, have set in many cases)
with the hope of discovering another way of doing something. In other words,
experimenting is escaping from the customary way of doing something up to that moment.
As Paulo de Assis notes, ‘“experimental” is to be understood as an adventurous
compositional, interpretive, or performative attitude that might cut across different ages
and styles’.74
Lastly, what is presented as performance in the Practical Material consists of instances in
which there was a clear and distinct idea for the interpretation and concert programming –
that served not as a ‘test’ of an idea but rather as a verification of an already tried-out
concept. Nevertheless, performances occurred at different stages of the process and it is
possible that performances of the same work can sound contradictory when comparing
them. Nevertheless, I consider all performances as ‘complete’ ideas, which naturally alter
through time – just as borrowing practices evolve through time and creative practice reinvents itself in every instance: ‘The key point does not have to do with playing this way or
that way. It is that music affords an apparently unlimited variety of interpretive options, and
we could be much more adventurous in our exploration of them if our thinking about
performance was more flexible.’75 Performances branch out to both documentation of live
performances and studio recordings. The reason for not separating recordings from
performances derives from the understanding of both, in this context, as documented
versions of a performance, and is in accordance with Cook’s claim:
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To listen to a recording is therefore to experience music as performance, and in this way I see
recorded and live performance as together constituting a single, though complex and varied,
cultural domain. Seen this way, producers and sound engineers become performers, and the
scope of performance is massively expanded, as are the sites and modes of its consumption.76

The reflection process, which constitutes the middle part of Table 2 and acts as the bridge
between theory and practice, is infused within every process of this research whether
consciously or not. Reflection occurs during practising, performing, collaborating, discussing,
and when listening back to my own performances. ‘Reflective processes’ of my research are
presented in various instances within the following chapters, as well as in Appendix II, as
reflections on compositions and performances that relate to my research.
The paradox in the discussion of documentation and reflection within the present thesis lies
in the fact that although most of my reflective process occurred in relation to the live
performances, the Practical Material offered as the practical component of this research are
the documented versions of those live performances.77 Similarly, the written text of the
thesis forms again a documented version of actions, thoughts and procedures – a
transcription of the thought, as Busoni would have described it: ‘The moment that the pen
takes possession of it, the thought loses its original form’.78 Given the vulnerable nature of
documentation, the practical material includes a variety of documented practices
(comparable to how borrowing practices work): ‘raw’ recordings of live performances,
‘edited’ studio recordings, ‘raw’ video documentation of live performances, and ‘edited’
video documentation of live performances. Obviously, when we speak of ‘edited’
performances the outcome is to a certain extent out of my control, given that in these
instances I collaborated with professional sound engineers and directors. Although on some
occasions my input into the editing process was more decisive, my broader approach in
every case was inclusive towards the creativeness of my collaborators, which resulted in
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both positive and negative reactions from myself towards the artistic output (as will be
discussed for each separate case study).
The Choice of Case Studies
The task of deciding which works would constitute my case studies proved to be challenging
and delayed my research. There were works that, in the process of exploration, were not
appropriate for this research. There were also works that proved more than suitable for this
project. And finally, there were works that could not form part of the final submission on
account of the dissertation’s limited word count and time restrictions, despite my desire to
include them as case studies. Appendix I includes a list of piano works using musical
borrowing/existing music since the 1960s, which does not claim to be fully comprehensive,
yet includes works that have been part of my explorations throughout this research.79
The case studies were selected for the following reasons:
1.

For their similarities and dissimilarities with regard to the use of existing music
and the borrowing practice within each piece. Although these three case studies
constitute a wide chronological and geographical sample, ranging from 1966 to
2013, and from Canada, USA, and the UK, they share common principles; for
example, they all admit the use of pre-existing music. Moreover, they all use
borrowing practices that set out to approach the source rather than depart from
it. In a broader respect, all composers ‘comment’ on the source by offering –
through their works – an insight into the way they hear/understand the source:
‘An evocation of the past not only tells us how the present perceives a distant
period but also how it views itself in relation to that time.’80 Nevertheless, they
use different borrowing practices: musical commentary, compositional
modelling, and transcription. Both Goehr and Rochberg abandoned serialism
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within the 1960s and turned to borrowing, for different reasons and in different
ways. Rochberg’s work is taken from the early years of his abandonment of
serial music (1966) and represents the beginning of his preoccupation with
borrowing, whilst Goehr’s work dates from 2002 and represents his
compositional output at a later stage. Sharman, a younger generation composer,
fills in the gap between 1989-2013 with eight opera transcriptions that span
these years and are composed as a response to Michael Finnissy’s Verdi
Transcriptions.
2.

With regard to their approach to the pre-existing work from a conceptual
perspective: Goehr’s attempt to create transparency between old and new
works and Sharman’s assimilation of material from the source into his own
musical language. In this respect, Rochberg’s clearly ‘bilingual’ score shares less
in common with the other two composers, yet it portrays an early example of
how composers in the 1960s approached the distance between tonality and
atonality. In this way, it becomes a fascinating model for the performer to
experiment in performance and concert programming.

3.

All case studies use pre-existing canonical works as a ‘source’, and all besides
Sharman’s transcriptions are piano compositions. Additionally, the composers
use the complete source in their works – they ‘comment’ on the pre-existing
work. Most importantly, the case studies were chosen for being provocative and
inspiring for me as a performer. This research is based on the notion that all of
the case studies individually evoked in me ideas for musical borrowing
performance projects, thus inspiring me to further explore my research
questions.
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Why History Matters
Musical borrowing has always been central to Western classical music with different uses
and practices that interacted, either in accordance or in conflict, with the musical tradition
and social factors of each era. The comprehension of the linearity of musical borrowing in
Western classical music results in the ability of distinguishing the technical as much as the
aesthetic and social reasons that propelled its development throughout the eras. Even
though a detailed analysis of the musical borrowing tendencies in the previous periods
would require a lengthy thesis on its own, it remains important for my research to attempt
to establish a general understanding of the preceding tendencies in Western classical music,
focusing on the borrowing practices that relate to my research, in order to comment on
borrowing practices after the 1960s.81
The oldest evidence of fixed musical notation is found in medieval music,82 in the Byzantine,
Roman and Ambrosian rites, when it was common to borrow and rework melodic fragments
from earlier composers, without acknowledging the earlier composer as the ‘author’ of the
borrowed melody.83 Practices like citation, allusion, and intertextuality were fundamentally
explored as part of the motet.84 Composers of the 14th century, such as Guillame de
Machaut (c.1300-1377), assumed a new borrowing practice, among self-borrowing and
recomposing older melodies;85 that of borrowing the structure of the motets.86 Indeed,
using a specific model for composing new works is a practice that remains evident to this
day, and is in fact present within my research. In Symmetry Disorders Reach Goehr uses
specific pieces by Bach, Mozart, Handel and Schumann as models for his composition, and
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proposes the term ‘compositional modelling’ for describing his borrowing practice within
this work.87
In the Renaissance, the borrowing practices of the Medieval period were still in use,
although new practices emerged particularly in relation to composing music for religious
purposes, such as polyphonic mass ordinary.88 An interesting aspect of the time was that
composers often titled their works with the name of the model from which they borrowed,
overtly acknowledging the borrowing. Similar examples can be traced up to the present day:
Busoni frequently titled his compositions after his models, such as the Chaconne in D minor
BWV 1004, a transcription of J.S. Bach’s Chaconne for solo violin, as well as Goehr, who in
Symmetry Disorders Reach titled the pieces according to the original titles.
The Baroque witnessed the rise of another borrowing practice, namely that of composing
on a standard ground bass or harmonic pattern,89 like the Folia.90 Examples include
Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713), Sonata on ‘La Folia’ (1700), and Marin Marais (1656-1728),
Les folies d’Espagne (1701). The expansion and popularity of the Folia is evident in the
significant number of works on its harmonic pattern throughout the eras. Keyboard music in
particular displays a large number of examples, such as C.P.E. Bach (1714-1788), 12
Variationen auf die Folie d’Espagne für Klavier (1778), Liszt, Rhapsodie espagnole (1863),
and Rachmaninov (1873-1943), Variations on a Theme by Corelli op.42 (1931). Additionally,
reworking music from another composer, popular tunes of the time, as well as selfborrowed music, was a very common practice of the time. Examples include Frescobaldi’s
reworkings of popular tunes and J.S. Bach’s transcriptions of concertos by Vivaldi and
Alessandro Marcello.91 Lastly, particular genres of music, which embed borrowing practices
within their execution, emerged at the time, such as the quodlibet and chorale settings.92
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In the late 18th century, composers continued to use earlier borrowing practices, such as
self-borrowing, yet the focus moved to the borrowing practice of variations. This was not
variations on ostinato basses, as was common in the baroque period, but variations on a
melodic theme, whether a popular song – such as Joseph Haydn’s (1732-1809) variations on
Scottish folksongs and Ludwig Van Beethoven’s (1712-1773) variations on ‘God Save the
King’ (1802-1803) – variations on an opera aria, or simply a pre-existing melody by another
composer.93 The significance of variations on existing melodic themes can be traced in their
development from that moment onwards to the present, and has a particular relation to my
research, as will be discussed in Chapter II.
The 19th and 20th centuries are bursting with examples of compositions of variations,
either on a theme or an ostinato bass. Indicative examples of the 19th century include
Brahms, Variations on a theme by Robert Schumann op.9 (1854), and Variations and Fugue
on a Theme by Handel op.24 (1861). In the first half of the 20th century, Arnold
Schoenberg’s (1874-1951) musical output reveals a wide use of variations in such works as
‘Variationen’ of the Serenade op.24 (1923), and Variations on a Recitative for organ op.40
(1941). In the second half of the 20th century, variations remained popular in works such as
Lukas Foss (1922-2009), Baroque Variations (1967), George Rochberg, Partita Variations
(1976), Frederick Rzewski (b.1938), The People United will never be defeated (1975) set on a
Chilean mass song, and Mauricio Kagel’s (1931-2008) Variationen ohne Fuge (1961-1973), a
‘commentary on a commentary’,94 based on Brahms’s Variations and Fugue on a Theme by
Handel, for piano op.24 (1861/62).95 Lastly, variations on a theme are especially pertinent to
my research in relation to Goehr’s Symmetry Disorders Reach. Goehr uses specific preexisting pieces as models for his pieces, and composes more than one version of each piece,
for example two versions of Handel’s ‘Air’ and two versions of J.S. Bach’s ‘Kleine
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Harmonische Labyrinthe’.96 As will be examined later, it could be argued that Goehr
composed variations of his models.
The 19th century witnessed important changes in musical borrowing and musical traditions
in general as the constant development of the piano from the early 18th to the 19th
centuries had a significant impact on the emergence of new borrowing practices amongst
composers, aspects of which remain relevant until the present; the piano arrangement,
transcription and paraphrase. Transcribing music from one medium to another was not a
new practice at the time, as evidence has already shown, yet the way in which transcription
was used by composers in the 19th century and the reasons that pushed its development
and its function within society and music tradition were different from before (to be
discussed in Chapter III).97
The 20th century brought radical social changes that affected the nature and perception of
musical creation significantly, resulting in the turn to modernism. Botstein comments that
‘musical expression in the 20th century must be adequate to the unique and radical
character of the age’;98 thus it served as a commentary on the cultural and social currents of
the time. This was a century of great violence and revolutions, which also witnessed the
invention of the phonograph, developments in transportation, as well as the emergence of
mass media and new technology. Composers constantly sought to create something new
and innovative in reaction to the ideals of romanticism, condemning the associations with
the past.99 Tonality, musical structure and form amid others were significantly
reconceptualised within the 20th century with the appearance of Schoenberg’s twelve-tone
system in 1921, which significantly mapped the future of musical composition.100
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Ironically, similar factors that provoked the emergence of modernism, and a distancing from
the past, also motivated the ‘stylistic pluralism’101 evident in the 20th century as
transportation made distances shorter, the music of other cultures became more
approachable and accessible which resulted in an interest in folk traditions and the rise of
ethnomusicology, and so on. This resulted in the appearance of various strands of musical
styles throughout the century, which either approached pre-existing musical traditions, such
as neoclassicism, or departed from them, such as the exploration of microtonality by the
experimentalists Edgard Varèse (1883-1965) and Henry Cowell (1897-1965). Finally, with the
establishment of copyright law (plagiarism reached its peak in the 20th century), composers
thought twice before borrowing music.102 Lydia Goehr notes that from the early 19th
century, composers would use pre-existing music in the sense of ‘producing versions or
variants of works’, and not ‘recompose’ it as a whole, or complete an incomplete work, as
well as overtly acknowledge any borrowing in a piece of music, so as not to be accused of
plagiarism and theft.103 Rearranging pre-existing material to create new meaning has been
seen as the appropriation of intellectual work, which is worth protecting as creative
practice, but which also needs to be protected against. Nonetheless, composers continued
to borrow music. Past borrowing practices such as re-composition, self-borrowing,
modelling, and variations on a theme are among the most common uses of existing music at
the time.104
Examples of borrowing trends amongst composers in the first half of the 20th century are
the following: Busoni’s, and Paul Hindemith’s (1895-1963) long affiliation with baroque
music (for instance, Busoni, Fantasia nach J.S. Bach BV 253, 1909), Béla Bartók’s (18811945), Zoltán Kodály’s (1882-1967) and Leoš Janáček’s (1854-1928), borrowing from folk
traditions (Bartók, Romanian Folk Dances, 1915), and neoclassicism. The stream of
neoclassicism that emerged in the 1920s was a turn to the music and ideals of the 18th
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century and, although named neoclassicism, it also embraced music of the Baroque.105
Arnold Whittall describes it as ‘a movement of style in the works of certain 20th-century
composers, who, particularly during the period between the two world wars, revived the
balanced forms and clearly perceptible thematic processes of earlier styles to replace what
were, to them, the increasingly exaggerated gestures and formlessness of late
Romanticism’.106 Igor Stravinsky’s (1882-1971) ballet Pulcinella (1920) has been seen as the
starting point of neoclassicism,107 in which Stravinsky re-worked pre-existing music thought
to have been composed by Pergolesi, although recent research shows that the material
came from seven different composers of Pergolesi’s time.108
The interesting and significant aspect of the evolution of musical borrowing in the 20th
century, and its radical variance with borrowing in past eras, lies in another aspect: The
prevailing musical language of the 20th century was post-tonal, while the borrowed
material was in most cases tonal. The dissimilarity between the two musical languages, the
‘growing gulf’ as Burkholder describes it,109 headed a perceptual change in the significance
and meaning of musical borrowing, the effects of which we are still experiencing today:
Whereas in the 19th century the borrowed material often sounded exotic or unusual in idiom
in comparison to the work in which it was used, the complex and relatively unfamiliar idioms
of many modernist and avant-garde composers reversed this, so that the borrowed tonal
material, whether recognized or not, was perceived as the most familiar element. Composers,
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especially after World War II, exploited this to achieve effects from comfort and nostalgia to
shock and alienation.110

The social consequences of the postwar period had a momentous impact upon the
conception and appreciation of music that initiated a ‘radical’ change in music creation with
the predominance of serialism and the dismissal of past traditions. Composers such as
Pierre Boulez (1925-2016), Milton Babbitt (1916-2011), Karlheinz Stockhausen (1928-2007),
and Luigi Nono (1924-1990) acted as leading figures, as is also evident in the publication of
fierce texts on music and its function, for example Boulez’s ‘Schoenberg is Dead’ and
Babbitt’s ‘Who cares if you listen? (The Composer as Specialist)’.111 Nevertheless, traces of
borrowing were still noticeable at the time, particularly in the work of Peter Maxwell Davies
(b.1934) and his long affiliation with borrowing from English Renaissance music, for example
Alma Redemptoris mater (1957).112
After a polemically charged 1950s, the 1960s witnessed a ‘collective’ turn to the past
stimulated by such occasions as the 400th anniversary of Carlo Gesualdo’s (c.1560-1613)
birth in 1960.113 Stravinsky premiered the Monumentum pro Gesualdo ad CD annum (1960),
‘recomposed for instruments’, in Stravinsky’s words, of Gesualdo’s music.114 Similarly, other
composers approached the legacy of Gesualdo in numerous ways, such as Lalo Shifrin
(b.1932), Variations on a Theme of Gesualdo (1956), Ton de Leeuw (1926-1996), Lamento
pacis (1969), and Davies, Tenebrae super Gesualdo (1972).115
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In a broader sense, from the 1960s onwards, Western classical music witnessed a change in
the way composers approached and embraced the past, as well as other genres of music,
using a vast selection of different borrowing practices in accommodating ‘old’ and ‘new’
material within a composition. Composers such as Rochberg, Goehr, George Crumb
(b.1929), Davies, Luciano Berio (1925-2003), Bernd Alois Zimmermann (1918-1970), Kagel,
Stockhausen and John Cage (1912-1992) amongst others, in search of their own individual
voices as composers, discovered long traditions of borrowing that they then incorporated
into their own compositions. Similarly, borrowing trends are also evident at the time in
other art forms such as the Video Art movement that used elements of borrowing such as
montage. A similar practice to collage, montage is generally used to describe collage within
technology, video or electronic music; a particular example is Nam June Paik (1932-2006), A
Tribute to John Cage (1973/76). Borrowing in the 1960s occurred as a reaction to
Modernism, during a time when composers detached themselves from the past and created
new sounds, new forms and new instruments in order to avoid any implication of musical
heritage; this empowered borrowing in the 1960s with a significant gravity (somewhat
polemical), which had not been witnessed before within the history of Western music.
Evidently, the 1960s were all about claiming or denying the heritage of the past.
One of the most popular borrowing practices of the 1960s was collage, the simultaneous
juxtaposition of quotations from different eras and various genres – including popular and
jazz music. What characterises the works of this period is the ‘growing gulf’ between tonal
and atonal language remarked upon by Burkholder,116 as the different styles and genres of
music are not so much interwoven within the work as they are used to create disjunct and
fragmented glimpses of a collection of musical moments. Collage was not a new borrowing
practice in the 1960s, and had widely been used by Ives in the first half of the 20th century
in such works as The Fourth of July (c.1914-1918).117 Perhaps the most famous collage of all
was the third movement from Berio’s Sinfonia (1968), a work that Berio himself described as
his most ‘experimental’ music ever written.118 Other examples include: Rochberg’s Music for
the Magic Theatre (1965) and Contra Mortem et Tempus (1965); Jonathan Harvey’s (1939116
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2012) fourth movement of Four Images after Yeats (1969), in which Harvey superimposes
quotations from other composers over his own music; musique concrete, where sound
materials were taken from pre-existing recordings and superimposed on new sound
recordings;119 and in Bernd Alois Zimmermann, Die Soldaten (1957-1965) in which he
borrows from Bach and Berg, among others, and from jazz.120 From another standpoint,
Kagel in 1969 created Ludwig Van, a meta-collage, as he himself described it,121 of
fragments from Beethoven’s scores that the performer(s) can collage in any possible way, in
any combination of instruments and for an unspecified duration.122
The 1960s are understood and approached in my research as a turning point, a time when
composers reacted to the ideals of Modernism, re-evaluated the past, and experimented
with borrowing and different ways of approaching the ‘familiar’ and ‘tonal’ in their works.
Jameson describes this period as a ‘radical break’123 between modernism and
postmodernism, given that postmodernism is generally accepted as emerging in the early
1970s.124 Harvey mentions that from around 1972 postmodernism emerged as a ‘full-blown
though still incoherent movement’.125 Accordingly, the 1970s proclaimed a new desire for
borrowing, coloured by an attitude of reconciliation with the past that would result in a
fusion of pre-existing styles. In 1973, Leonard Bernstein (1918-1990) claimed that with
Berio’s Sinfonia amid other works of the time, such as Foss, Baroque Variations (1967) and
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Stockhausen, Stimmung (1968), ‘the bitterness [of the past] is over’.126 In the 1970s,
minimalism had appeared as a full-blown movement and Rochberg’s and Wolfgang Rihm’s
(b.1952) third quartets were described as ‘neo-romantic’.127 Composers like Rochberg would
set out to resolve the ‘tension of opposites’ that is evident in his collage works of the
1960s,128 through the borrowing practice of pastiche and by composing a piece in the style
of another composer. His Third Quartet in 1972 provoked strong reaction against Rochberg
in the media and academic circles, accusing him of conservatism,129 particularly in relation
to the third movement, a tonal piece from beginning to end in the style of Beethoven.
Scholars generally acknowledge the 1980s and 1990s as a time in which pre-existing music
was interwoven within the ‘new’ composition, moving away from the oppositional nature of
the borrowed material in the 1960s.130 Burkholder remarks that ‘the rise of neoromanticism lessened the gulf between current and earlier idioms and between concert and
popular music, and composers often borrowed to represent a blending of idioms rather
than disjunction’.131 Gloag, on the other hand, discusses the music creation of the time from
a postmodernist perspective, discussing composers like Rochberg, performers/composers
like John Zorn, and popular music, such as bebop and hip-hop.132 The important aspect of
the time lies in the realisation that the ‘tension’ of the past had been lessened, not only in
relation to the oppositional musical languages – tonal and atonal – but also in terms of the
distance between different genres of music, such as popular and classical music. Burkholder
remarks: ‘The smooth integration of borrowed and new music lends a sense of narrative
unity quite the opposite of the disjunctions between context and quotation so often felt in
music of the 1960s.’133 Moreover, the turn to the past evident in post-1980 musical creation
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could potentially share similarities with the neoclassicism of the early 20th century.
Nevertheless, Griffiths notes that a difference lies in the fact that ‘neoclassicism was seen as
an alternative to serialism – but still as an alternative way forward – “postmodernism” (not
a style, nor a movement, but only a statement of where we are) has been taken as an
answer to modernism’.134
Given that this research deals with the performer’s perspective, it is important to
acknowledge how performers interacted with borrowing in their performances. This
includes not only performances of works that borrow from pre-existing works (as in my case
studies), but also performances in which borrowing becomes a leading component of the
programming of a concert from the performer. Given the rise of creative practice research
in the 1990s, as well as the ‘explosion of collaborations and fusions’,135 performers take on
responsibilities in relation to the curation of a given concert, as much as in the
interpretation of the musical works. Collaboration between composer-performer,
performer-audience and performer-artist (other art forms), to name but a few, are initiated
in an unprecedented manner and degree. In Burkholder’s Table (see Table 1), the following
question is asked: ‘What is the function or meaning of the borrowed material within the
new piece in associative or extra-musical terms, if any?’136 Burkholder suggests as possible
answers that it ‘varies with the listener’ and that ‘associations have changed over time’.137
Part of the present thesis’ argument is that, in addition to these answers, meaning is also
conditioned by programming decisions, performance style, and all the individual choices a
performer is required to make. For example, in one of my performances of ‘Air’ from
Goehr’s Symmetry Disorders Reach I performed the original piece by Handel right before
Goehr’s equivalent piece without a break between the two pieces. That created a
completely different impression of the piece from when I performed Goehr’s work on its
own. Not only did it affect my interpretation of Goehr’s ‘Air’ as the association with Handel’s
‘Air’ unlocked further possibilities for interpretation, but it also had a different impact on
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the perception of the work by the audience.138 Whether or not Burkholder refers only to the
audience when he refers to ‘the listener’ does not take away that privilege from the
performer as well.

Appendix II includes a description and short analysis of performance projects/compositions
since the 1960s, illustrating through specific examples parts of the theoretical approach of
the thesis. They are not part of the main body of the text as they do not contribute directly
to this research; nevertheless, their influence on my research and performance decisions
have been enlightening and have prompted ideas that have, in one way or another,
informed my sense of good or bad practice in performance. These projects/compositions
have been selected with regard to their association with the case studies of this research,
my personal interest as an artist, and because they have been part of my creative output
over the last four years, for one reason or another. The Kronos Quartet’s Smyrneiko Minore
(2008) is mentioned in relation to their borrowing from an urban Greek song of Smyrna and
relates to my independent research of borrowing beyond the boundaries of Western
classical music, specifically the traditional music of Greece.139 It served as a case study for
researching the blend between Western classical and non-classical music, and the shared
conceptual implications that this ‘loan’ can embed. Uri Caine’s The Goldberg Variations
(1999-2000) is mentioned both in relation to Caine as an artist – his long-established
connection to borrowing in connecting non-Western classical music with ‘canonical’
repertoire, and his close association with Rochberg. Marino Formenti’s Kurtág’s Ghosts
(2009) is one of the projects that I consider to relate most to this research, not only in light
of the fact that it is a solo piano project, but also and primarily because of how Formenti
dealt with programming and borrowing. Nicole Lizée’s Hitchcock Études (2013) forms an
example of how non-musical references enter the narrative of a musical work, and
exemplifies the possibilities of collaborating with other art forms in building a unified work.
Lastly, the reflection on two case studies of compositions from the 1960s and early 1970s,
Berio’s, Sinfonia (1968) and Kagel’s, Ludwig Van (1969), relates to my research in the
138
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following way: the understanding of the 1960s as a turning point in relation to borrowing
and particularly to the composers at the centre of this research – Rochberg and Goehr.
Therefore, my focus, unintentionally in the beginning, revolved around the particular uses of
existing music and appreciation of borrowing in the 1960s; an understanding that influenced
both my grasp of the case studies of this research, and my interpretation of these works.
To conclude, all of the examples given in the history of musical borrowing were tactically
mentioned in this section to serve as the framework in which the following chapters will be
contextualised and constructed. The aim of this section was to provide a ‘container’ of
knowledge and references to musical works and literature.140 Overall, the greatest
complexity regarding the understanding of how musical borrowing functions today amongst
composers lies in the fact that it is applied in such a variety of ways and methods that it is
particularly difficult to identify a single and general practice. In such a discussion of ‘current’
artistic practice, it is inevitable that one stumbles upon generalisations and definitions. The
way forward – and the spirit in which this research has been conducted – focuses firstly on
the research of individual works and composers, and secondly, on the relation and
comparison between them within their historical context.
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Chapter I: George Rochberg’s Nach Bach, for
harpsichord or piano (1966)

Foreword
Listen to Practical Material 5: Studio Recording II

Introduction
Why does a collage or an assemblage need to be created from junk? Why not the opposite?141

I stand in a circle of time, not on a line. 360 degrees of past, present, future. All around me. I
can look in any direction I want to. Bella vista.142
(George Rochberg, 1969)

George Rochberg’s Nach Bach, Fantasy for Harpsichord or Piano was composed in 1966 for
the harpsichordist Igor Kipnis.143 It is a one-movement piano or harpsichord work that
borrows from one pre-existing source, Bach’s E minor Partita BWV 830. It has been
described by Rochberg as a ‘commentary’ on Bach’s Partita,144 by Marta Lynn Thomas as a
‘fantasy-like recomposition’,145 by Paul James Satre as a ‘fantasy-“parody”’,146 and by
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William Ray Braun as a work in which Rochberg ‘attempts to recapture the free rhapsodic
character of J.S. Bach’s toccatas’.147
The following text was written by Rochberg for Nach Bach and summarises Rochberg’s
borrowing process:
The work uses the Bach Partita No. 6 in e minor as ‘source’ and becomes a commentary on it,
so to speak: quoting, splicing, transforming Bach mixed with ‘free’ passages which simulate
the harmonic world and manner of the Partita, or not as the case may be. In a solo piece there
was little opportunity for simultaneous collage passages. Consequently, shifts in gesture and
language (tonal/atonal) occur successively rather than in parallel streams.148

Nach Bach was composed during the same period as Rochberg’s collage works Music for the
Magic Theatre and Contra Mortem et Tempus, both of 1965, and shares many similarities
with the compositional attitude of these works. The differences between Nach Bach and the
aforementioned works lie in two aspects: Firstly, Nach Bach uses only one pre-existing
piece, something that Rochberg attempted for the first time in Nach Bach and repeated
again only once in the Ricordanza (Soliloquy) for cello and piano (1972).149 Secondly, Nach
Bach is a solo piece (compared to the collage works which are for ensemble) that affords
fewer possibilities for simultaneously juxtaposing passages of different musical languages in
the form of ‘collage’.150 Yet comparing the compositional procedure in Nach Bach with that
in the collage works suggests that Rochberg had a similar mindset when composing these
works, and allows further associations to be made between these works.151
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In Nach Bach the reference to Bach’s Partita is explicit in many ways: Firstly, the title of the
work, Nach Bach, is overtly descriptive and instructs the listener as to what to expect. The
preposition nach in German can mean both to and after and can thus be translated, within
this context, as either ‘to Bach’ or ‘after Bach’.152 Rochberg intentionally chose this
preposition as can be read in the following: ‘The “nach” (or “after”, i.e., based on, derived
from) in the title refers to my choosing J.S. Bach’s Partita in e minor as a basic text on which
to “comment” musically’.153 Secondly, in the same way that Bach’s Partita was composed
for harpsichord but in current tradition is also performed on the piano, Rochberg’s Nach
Bach was composed for the harpsichord but can also be performed on the piano.154 Thirdly,
Rochberg’s score embeds a variety of pre-existing material from Bach’s Partita, such as
quotations from the Partita, or ornamentation and gestures inspired by the Partita. All of
these borrowings interact with Rochberg’s atonal and pointillist musical language, creating a
work of constant disruptions, a collage of fragmented moments that alternate between
abstract chromaticism and Bach-inspired diatonicism.
The discussion on the various forms of quotations within Nach Bach forms an integral part
of this chapter and introduces the following key concepts that will be analysed in detail in
the second part of this chapter, ‘Actions – Nach Bach’ from the performer’s perspective:
‘non-literal quotations’,155 ‘edited (non-literal) quotations’, and ‘indirect quotations’.
Additionally, Nach Bach incorporates three further short references to other composers’
works: a non-literal quotation from Brahms’s op.117 no.3, and two references to Chopin’s
Etude op.10 no.6 and the last piece from Schumann’s Papillons op.2.156 These references do
152
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not interfere with the structure of Nach Bach but rather with the narration, adding further
vocabulary and references to what is already there. Consequently, despite the further preexisting material, Nach Bach is still considered in this research as a work based on one preexisting work.
This chapter aims to discuss Nach Bach and its various borrowings from the performer’s
perspective, analysing how the realisation of Rochberg’s intentions in this work has been
essential for my performance and programming of Nach Bach. This means that all the
discussions in this chapter have an immediate reference to the performance of Nach Bach.
In my view, there is a complexity in performing Nach Bach, not only from a technical point
of view, but also from a conceptual and perceptual perspective that relates to the
understanding of Rochberg’s intentions in this work. Any performer wanting to perform
Nach Bach will necessarily be involved in the ‘realisation’ of the work in performance, as
Rochberg requires the performer to improvise in two places, as well as make decisions in
relation to matters of duration, speed, etc. Thus, the complex and experimental nature of
the score along with the constant alternation between tonal and atonal writing, quotations
by Bach and phrases inspired by Bach (but composed by Rochberg), require from the
performer an informed approach to the various matters. Therefore, for the present
research, the comprehension and ability to distinguish between the different borrowing
practices is of utmost significance in the realisation of the score by the performer, as it
opens up new possibilities in performance and in programming Nach Bach.
All of the aforementioned points will be discussed within this chapter with the aim of
building an insightful interpretation of Nach Bach through the understanding of its
borrowings. Additionally, it will be examined in relation to works from the same period
(Music for the Magic Theatre and Contra Mortem et Tempus), and to his later piano works
(Carnival Music, 1971 and Partita-Variations, 1975-1976).

and have not been discussed, to my knowledge, by other scholars. Similarly, Rochberg does not discuss in his
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Rochberg and borrowing – Commenting on Rochberg’s ‘musical commentary’

The American composer George Rochberg underwent a major shift in his compositional
style in 1964 from composing strictly serial music to the composition of tonal music,
integrating borrowing in various ways within his works. The revision of Rochberg’s serialist
practice was triggered by his son’s sudden death in 1964, an occasion that made him seek
emotional fluency and expressiveness in his compositions.157
As a composer of serial music, Rochberg was influenced by composers such as Hindemith,
Stravinsky, and Bartók (in the composition of the First String Quartet, 1952), as well as Luigi
Dallapicolla (1904-1975) (in the composition of Twelve Bagatelles for piano, 1952) with
whom Rochberg studied in Italy in 1950.158 Moreover, Schoenberg and Anton Webern
(1883-1945) played a significant role in his development as a composer of serialism
(Cheltenham Concerto, 1958, Second String Quartet, 1959-1961).159 Rochberg’s last serial
work was the Trio for violin, cello, and piano of 1963, and from 1964 onwards he began
experimenting with borrowing from various sources and eras, including music of his own
time. In the following years, Rochberg composed works that juxtapose and superimpose
tonal and atonal gestures within a general collage frame (Music for the Magic Theatre,
Contra Mortem et Tempus, Nach Bach), replacing strict serialism with free atonality.160 It is
interesting to note the three differences in Rochberg’s compositional style that Thomas
suggests when comparing twelve-tone piano work, Twelve Bagatelles, and Nach Bach,
which can also be constructive in understanding the general change in Rochberg’s
compositional style at the time of the collage works:
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1. serialism has been replaced by a free atonal technique; 2. traditional rhythmic/metric
notation has given way to an indeterminate system of notation; and 3. the single, continuous
style has been replaced by a more disjunct style.161

Rochberg discussed his compositional vision and defined it as ars combinatoria, a
combination of all forces, in which music of the past entered into a dialogue with the
present. Ars combinatoria for Rochberg was inclusive, diverse, a combination of all, a new
discovery of balance, as he writes in ‘No Centre’:
Ars Combinatoria. Inclusive vs. Exclusive. ‘Unity of Varieties’ vs. ‘Variety in Unity.’ Combination
of opposites. Blake’s ‘contraries.’ Search for new inner balances and outer surfaces. The
created illusion of new images. A new collective consciousness.162

Nevertheless, ars combinatoria involved different borrowing practices, and various trends
can be observed within Rochberg’s compositional output from 1964 onwards. ‘Collage’ is
one of the borrowing practices Rochberg used most from 1964 to 1971 (Music for the Magic
Theatre, 1965, Nach Bach, 1966), and ‘pastiche’ one of the predominant borrowing
practices from 1971 onwards (Third Quartet, 1972, Partita-Variations, 1976). These
practices are of course not exclusive within each timeframe, but as terms they still
predominate in the writings on Rochberg’s works.163 Although this research focuses on the
aforementioned periods, it is interesting to note that by 1986 Rochberg had confessed in an
interview that he was no longer interested in composing in the style of another composer,
as in the Third Quartet, and that it was time for him to move on from that stage to
something else (Piano Trio no.3 Summer, 1990, American Bouquet, 1991,164 and Circles of
Fire, for two pianos, 1996-1997).165
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Rochberg’s most discussed collage works are Contra mortem et tempus and Music for the
Magic Theatre; the former uses quotations from modernist repertoire such as Ives, Berg,
Varèse, Boulez, Berio and Rochberg himself, while the latter expands historically and quotes
music from different historical moments and genres. When discussing Music for the Magic
Theatre, Rochberg writes that he was not interested in composing a work that moves from
one era to the other as a ‘pastiche of “styles”’,166 but a ‘sound-collage in which the past and
present are juxtaposed’.167 In the preface of the score, Rochberg highlights the association
of his compositional technique with the way in which film directors Federico Fellini (19201993), Michelangelo Antonioni (1912-2007), Alain Resnais (1922-2014) and others would
create discontinuous visual images, disrupting the ‘natural’ flow of the narrative.168
Nevertheless, in Act II of Music for the Magic Theatre, Rochberg uses only one reference,
Mozart’s Divertimento in Bb major K287 (1777), in composing a continuous unit of music
without interruptions. He defines it as a ‘transcription’ of Mozart’s piece and quotes the
following on the score: ‘the past haunts us with its nostalgic beauty’.169
Act II sounds similar to the Third Quartet, in that it is a piece of tonal music with almost no
interruptions (towards the end of the second movement of Music for the Magic Theatre
there is a short section inspired by the atonal gestures of the other movements).
Nevertheless, the key distinction between the two works is that in Act II of Music for the
Magic Theatre Rochberg uses a specific pre-existing work as reference, and considers it a
transcription of Mozart’s work, whilst in the Third Quartet he is composing music as if it
were by another composer.170 The composition of the Third Quartet in 1972 constitutes an
‘achievement’ for Rochberg, since in composing the third movement of the Quartet in the
style of another composer – Beethoven in this instance – he reached, in his view, the
essence of the renewal of the past through the means of pastiche. The Quartet became a
166
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landmark for Rochberg’s compositional journey, as much for himself as for the public, critics
and fellow colleagues, who either accused him of robbery or defended his ‘act’.171
The piano works from 1971-1972 onwards that are pertinent to this research are Carnival
Music (1971) and Partita-Variations (1975-1976). Partita-Variations is a multi-sectional yet
continuous work of 13 movements of different style and musical language, in which
Rochberg also quotes a short section from Nach Bach as a separate movement and titles it
‘Arabesque’, giving it in this instance a different meaning beyond the bounds of Bach’s
Partita in E minor.172 Carnival Music, a work of ‘multiple-gestures’173 and stylistic plurality,
uses a mixture of sources from classical music, blues, ragtime and jazz. It includes five
contrasting yet continuous movements, of which the fourth movement, ‘Sfumato’, uses two
original sources from Brahms and Bach, which Rochberg infuses with his own writing and recomposes into a new piece.174
The difference between these two works, as well as the Third Quartet, and Nach Bach is
that each movement of the Partita-Variations and Carnival Music is composed in a single
and continuous style, rather than being a juxtaposition of various and fragmented musical
languages – the ‘Sfumato’ from Carnival Music being perhaps the only exception.175
Nevertheless, even ‘Sfumato’ is dissimilar to Nach Bach in that the pre-existing sources are
‘interwoven into the material of the background’ in a more harmonious way than in Nach
Bach,176 which is a one-movement work of constant fragmentation and alternation of
171
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different musical languages. This brings to mind Thomas’s earlier comment that the
difference between the Twelve Bagatelles (a work written prior to 1964) and Nach Bach
(written after 1964) was that a ‘single, continuous style has been replaced by a more
disjunct style’.177 If we compare Nach Bach with the works from 1971 onwards, the opposite
observation can be made: the disjunct style is replaced by a single, continuous movement,
which however fits into a broader disjunct work of musical borrowings.
Nach Bach was characterised by Rochberg as a ‘musical commentary’ on Bach’s Partita.
Rochberg uses the term ‘commentary’ only twice, for Nach Bach (1966) and Ricordanza for
cello and piano (1972),178 which also share the fact that they are built on only one preexisting text. The difference between the two works lies in the fact that Nach Bach was
composed within Rochberg’s collage period, whilst Ricordanza can be placed within
Rochberg’s pastiche period.179 It is useful to expand on Rochberg’s understanding of
‘musical commentary’ for attaining a first understanding of the borrowing practice in Nach
Bach. Rochberg wrote:
My chief interest [in Nach Bach], besides discovering the instrument qua instrument, was to
‘take off’ from the harmonic dialect (as I like to call differences in harmony viewed over long
periods) of Bach; and even to show – but most didactically – that the dialects of harmony are
really, after all, only that and not different languages.180

Although Rochberg described the general borrowing attitude in Nach Bach as ‘musical
“commentary”’,181 he clearly branched out to individual borrowing practices in the preface
of the score: ‘[…] a commentary on it [Bach’s Partita], so to speak: quoting, splicing,
transforming Bach mixed with “free” passages which simulate the harmonic world and
manner of the Partita, or not as the case may be’.182 Bach’s Partita is used as the ‘basic text’
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on which Rochberg musically comments, through the insertion of ‘both raw “quotes” and
transformed “quotes”’.183 Additionally, he compares his ‘commentary’ practice with musical
variations, saying that although these practices are not synonyms, they relate to one
another in the following sense: ‘that something pre-existing, or “given,” is worked on,
extended in new and possibly unexpected directions’.184 Evidently, within this research, this
last sentence by Rochberg could be applied as a description to more than one borrowing
practice, such as Goehr’s compositional modelling (Chapter II) and Sharman’s use of
transcription (Chapter III).
With regard to Ricordanza, Rochberg wrote: ‘[Ricordanza] is a “commentary” on the
opening cello statement of Beethoven’s Cello Sonata, op.102, no.1. A tonal piece in every
sense, it is the outgrowth of my conscious decision to re-embrace tonality without
concessions to modernism’.185 While both works are commentaries, there are significant
differences between the two works: Firstly, in Ricordanza the ‘basic text’ for commenting is,
according to Rochberg, a two-bar phrase in the cello, whilst in Nach Bach Rochberg uses
material from the ‘Toccata’, ‘Allemande’, ‘Air’ and ‘Sarabande’ from Bach’s Partita.
Secondly, Ricordanza is a work of continuous flow in the romantic style, a tonal piece from
beginning to end, with no disruptions or fragmented moments, whilst Nach Bach is a
juxtaposition of tonal and atonal music, which constantly interrupts the flow in creating
short fragmented phrases, as the following description by Rochberg reveals: ‘Most of the
commentary in Nach Bach on basically tonal/diatonic music is couched in chromatic/atonal
terms. The form of the work […] is open, asymmetrical and progressive, i.e., non-repetitive,
and so akin, in spirit at least, to the old “fantasia” idea of Bach and Mozart.’186 Evidently,
commentary does not mean one thing for Rochberg, and perhaps it is as vague as his initial
description of both ‘commentary’ and ‘variations’: ‘that something pre-existing, or “given,”
is worked on, extended in new and possibly unexpected directions’.187 Therefore, in order to
comprehend Rochberg’s ‘commentary’ from a performer’s perspective, it is important to
focus on understanding the individual borrowings within Nach Bach.
183
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To conclude, what all of Rochberg’s works after 1964 share in common is that they all
borrow, infuse, and interrelate pre-existing music, under various borrowing practices. In
fact, all these works fall within Rochberg’s prescription of ars combinatoria insofar as they
move within time and within various genres of music, exemplifying Rochberg’s text of 1969:
‘I stand in a circle of time, not on a line. 360 degrees of past, present, future. All around me.
I can look in any direction I want to. Bella vista.’188 From a technical perspective, it could be
argued that what differentiates these works is the borrowing practice that Rochberg
employs in each work: In Music for the Magic Theatre, Contra Mortem et Tempus, and in a
broader sense Nach Bach, Rochberg focuses on the practice of ‘collage’, while in the Third
Quartet, Partita-Variations, and Carnival Music (if we think about each movement), the
focus moves to the practice of ‘pastiche’. Still, ‘collage’ is relevant to the latter works in the
manner in which Rochberg stiches together the movements in Carnival Music, just as
‘variations’ is relevant in connecting the movements in Partita-Variations.
Most importantly though, I find that what differentiates these works is more an aesthetic
than a technical value in relation to Rochberg’s compositional attitude. It is aesthetic in the
sense that the fragmented juxtaposition of contrary musical languages and gestures in the
‘collage’ works bears an inherent ‘tension of opposites’ within it, which Rochberg
approaches differently in the ‘pastiche’ works. In my view, the ‘opposites’ in the pastiche
works are not structured in a competitive, mutually challenging/negating manner, as in the
collage works. Rather they complement each other through their diversity. Each idea in the
pastiche works is presented complete, whilst in the collage works musical ideas are mostly
fragmented. Rochberg mentions this ‘tension’ himself in the liner notes for a recording of
Carnival Music, Nach Bach and Black Sounds:189
In contradiction to the obsession with the single-gesture which seems to be a primary
motivation for some, I prefer the freer, more open psychology of the multiple-gesture. In this
way, individual sections or movements of a work or entire works themselves sometimes act as
catalysts for opposite tendencies or directions to emerge – and even complement each other.
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Tension for me exists precisely in juxtaposing opposites; and resolution is achieved by bringing
these opposite into a balance of complementarity.

While it is not necessary to make too much of nature’s principles of positive/negative,
male/female, yin/yang, etc., it is worth mentioning briefly that wholeness derives not so much
from the logic of inner consistency as from establishing a balanced relationship and interplay
between diverse forces and functions.190

Rochberg’s notes for Music for the Magic Theatre can be taken as further evidence for the
above, as he is clearly saying that in this work he was not trying to compose a ‘pastiche of
“styles”’191 – which is one of the distinctive characteristics of the pastiche multiple-gestured
works. Additionally, he advises that a conductor should approach Act II – the ‘transcription’
of Mozart’s Divertimento – as coming from a great distance and occupying the background
of the overall work (Acts I and III – collage movements – occupy the foreground),192 marking
in this way a division between the intertextual and fragmented Acts and the continuous
tonal second Act.193 In examining his compositional journey from 1964 up to the Third
Quartet, Rochberg writes the following, which clearly points out that at the time (1972) he
considered the collage works to belong to his experimental journey in discovering his path
for attaining the renewal of the past in the Third Quartet:
Not yet ready to re-embrace ‘tonality’ without reserve, I began to approach it first by quoting
tonal music of the past, in assemblages or collages of different musics (Contra Mortem et
Tempus and Music for the Magic Theatre, both 1965), and later in commentaries on works of
the past (Nach Bach, 1966); later, I would compose sections of movements or whole
movements in the language of tonality (Symphony no.3, 1966-1969). By 1972 I had arrived at
the possibility not only of a real and personal rapprochement with the past (which had
become of primary importance), but also of the combination of different gestures and
languages within the frame of a single work.
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My Third Quartet […] is the first major work to emerge from what I have come to think of as
‘the time of turning’.194

Although Rochberg describes Nach Bach as a ‘commentary’ and not a ‘collage’, in my
opinion it belongs conceptually and technically to Rochberg’s ‘collage’ period, and embeds
two pre-existing sources: from a technical perspective there is Bach’s Partita in E minor, and
from a conceptual perspective there is Rochberg’s striving for renewal and the tension of
fragmented opposites. It is distinctive amongst Rochberg’s pianistic works as it is the only
one composed within that timeframe – within the ‘collage’ period – and based on one preexisting musical source. Last but not least, it remains distinctive even among Rochberg’s
collage works, as it is the only one that is composed for a solo instrument.

Borrowings in Nach Bach – Terminology and existing research

The research output with regard to Nach Bach is limited not only in relation to the amount
of writings but also in relation to the perspective from which most studies have been
conducted. While Rochberg’s collage and pastiche works, for instance, have been widely
analysed and discussed by scholars in a conceptual as well as technical manner,195 Nach
Bach has not received the same attention and has been limited to technical analyses. The
following literature has formed an important part in the development of this chapter and
the discussion of the various quotations in Nach Bach:196 Of special importance for this
research has been Dixon’s book George Rochberg: a bio-bibliographic guide to his life and
works, which offers a complete guide to Rochberg’s works, their borrowings, his writings,
and a bibliography in relation to each work.197 Also important are Thomas’s thesis, which
compares the compositional style of Nach Bach (1966) and Twelve Bagatelles (1952) from a
194
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technical perspective, and offers a description of the quotations in Nach Bach,198 and Satre’s
1985 thesis, which discusses and compares Rochberg’s complete works for solo piano in
terms of style and aesthetic approach.199 These writings have been the starting point for
exploring in detail the various borrowings within Nach Bach from the performer’s point of
view and discussing how I, as a performer, interact with the borrowed material within my
performance.
There are two distinct types of borrowing in Nach Bach: first, the different ways in which
Rochberg has re-worked the pre-existing material – in other words, the different types of
quotation; and second, the way these quotations were stitched together through broader
borrowing practices – collage and what Rochberg refers to as ‘musical commentary’.
Therefore, the term ‘quotation’ refers to the individual excerpts – the short and fragmented
borrowings – whilst ‘collage’ or ‘commentary’ refers to the overall manner of juxtaposing
these quotations.
Thomas categorises all of the borrowings in Nach Bach under the generic description ‘Bach
influence’, including also those phrases that resemble Bach’s language and yet were
composed by Rochberg. The ‘Bach influences’ branch out to the following: influences in
ornamentation; arpeggio-style phrases (tonal and atonal); the quotations from the Partita
(literal and non-literal quotations); and the general improvisatory atmosphere of Nach
Bach.200 Within Thomas’s research, when the source of a Bach-resembling phrase cannot be
tracked down, for it to be labelled a literal or non-literal quotation, it is marked as ‘Bach
influence’ (Bach influenced arpeggio, and so on). Although it is rightly termed ‘influence’ by
Thomas, I would suggest a further term that has been useful for me in the process of
practising this work: ‘indirect quotation’ – in the sense that a phrase does not directly derive
from the Partita, yet still possess an easily recognisable familiarity with the Partita.
I regard as ‘indirect quotations’ the phrases in which the source cannot be tracked down in
Bach’s Partita, and yet which form part of the wider musical language of the Partita. Instead
198
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of understanding them as influences from Bach, the term ‘indirect quotations’ aims to imply
a stronger and more immediate association with Bach’s Partita (the particular work by
Bach). ‘Indirect quotations’ include all those arpeggio phrases, the ornamentation, and the
improvisatory character that Thomas suggests (see Examples 1.1 and 1.2).201 What this adds
to the performance of Nach Bach is the presumption, from the performer’s perspective, of
its connection with Bach’s Partita.

Example 1.1 ‘Indirect quotation’ (arpeggio style) in Nach Bach

Example 1.2 ‘Indirect quotation’ in Nach Bach

The literal and non-literal quotations are described by Thomas as follows:
The quotations, both literal and non-literal, are taken from the Toccata, Allemande, Air, and
Sarabande of the Partita. […] Distortion of the Bach references is achieved by inserting the
quotations abruptly, starting and stopping at seemingly random points, and by juxtaposing
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quotations from different movements of the Partita, thus creating sudden and drastic mood
and style changes.202

An example of what Thomas defines as ‘literal quotations’ can be found in the following
Example 1.3, the ‘boxes’, in which Rochberg inserts fragmented quotes from Bach’s Partita.
An example of a non-literal quotation can be seen in Example 1.4 in which Rochberg reworks bars 17-18 from Bach’s Toccata in a recognisable manner, whilst changing it slightly
(see Example 1.5 for a comparison with the excerpt from Bach’s Toccata). There is a variety
in the degree to which Rochberg re-works non-literal quotations, Example 1.4 being one
that significantly resembles the original.

Example 1.3 Literal quotations in Nach Bach
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Example 1.4 Non-literal quotation in Nach Bach

Example 1.5 Bars 17-19 from Bach’s Toccata

My view is that in many cases these quotations that Thomas describes as literal or nonliteral form part of Rochberg’s attempt to ‘edit’ Bach’s Partita in the sense of notating his
performance directions. By editing, I refer to the conventional baroque tradition in which
the performer would interpret – realise – a score by adding ornamentation, articulation,
etc., and not simply perform what is on the page. In my view there should be a distinction
between those occasions in which a non-literal quotation is actually an ‘edition’ of Bach’s
notation, as it can be of different use to the performer within a performance. My proposed
name of these excerpts is ‘edited (non-literal) quotations’ – the ‘non-literal’ lies in brackets,
and could actually be entirely dismissed as an ‘edition’ already implies that an excerpt is
‘non-literal’. The discussion on ‘edited quotations’ can allow performers the opportunity to
decode the way Rochberg hears or would perform parts of Bach’s Partita, as the edition
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already encodes an acted out realisation/transformation with regard to performance that
can be suggestive for the performer’s interpretation of the work.
An extended analysis of the rationale of the proposed terms will be provided in the section
‘Actions – Nach Bach’, immediately after the sections ‘Analysis of Nach Bach: Sections –
Instructions’ and ‘Argument – Introducing the Practical Material’, to create a clearer view of
the structure of the work and my argument for the different ways of programming Nach
Bach within a concert, before the proposed new terminology can be safely introduced and
contextualised.
Given the relation of Nach Bach to the collage works, the literature that relates to the
collage works has also proved enlightening for this research. The prevailing example is
Catherine Losada’s article ‘Between Modernism and Postmodernism: Strands of Continuity
in Collage Compositions by Rochberg, Berio, and Zimmermann’.203 In her article, Losada
argues that although these collage works seemingly react to the principles of modernism by
including characteristics that we associate with postmodernism, such as collage,
fragmentation, etc., they are still using modernistic idioms to fight off modernistic
principles, yet through pre-existing material. Losada offers a well-argued technical
approach, analysing the uses of twelve-tone rows within these collage works and their
structural dependence on the attitudes of chromatic saturation and chromatic
complementation.204 Furthermore, she discusses how the seemingly dissimilar quotations
within each of these works can actually relate through chromatic complementation.
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According to Losada: ‘[…] the links to modernism are as important to the structure of these
works as the elements of resistance’.205 Losada concludes with the following:
In these works, these composers were able to transcend their own frequently voiced
objections to the mechanization and overwhelming dominance of the twelve-tone school of
composition, while maintaining and refining, rather than negating, some of its principles. The
strands of continuity referred to in the title of this article exist both within the pieces
themselves (concretely realized through the technique of chromatic saturation) and between
the modernist and postmodernist trends that these pieces bridge.206

Losada’s research is closely tied to the present research, since it approaches Nach Bach as a
work that was composed within Rochberg’s collage period and uses twelve-tone writing in
many instances. At first, Losada’s research was approached with an eye to examining
whether Losada’s method of analysing Music for the Magic Theater could be deployed in
relation to Nach Bach. Indeed, twelve-tone rows appear in Nach Bach at strategic points,
and the striving for chromatic complementation shadows the structure of the work in many
instances. Nonetheless, such a reading of Nach Bach lies outside the scope and purposes of
the present research. What Losada’s argument offers to this research, however, is an
understanding of certain tactical moments in the structure of Nach Bach and the
justification of particular ‘actions’ in my performance that have resulted from these.

Analysis of Nach Bach: Sections – Instructions
The following text from Rochberg’s article, ‘Aural Fact or Fiction: Or, Composing at the
Seashore’ of 1965, can be read as an alternative description of the compositional process in
Nach Bach:
The new sense of gesture can be best characterized as juxtaposition of contrary tendencies,
i.e., unprepared and sudden shifts from slow to fast, high to low, loud to soft, and the like; the
205
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new attitude toward motion and time as discontinuity, i.e., stopping and starting, the use of
silences, unexpected interruptions of flow, and so on. […] Nineteenth-century romanticism
gave us the great climax which grows out of extension of ideas which, in turn, are part of a
continuously expanding, unravelling melodic flow. In today’s music, climax has leveled out and
is virtually nonexistent. It becomes increasingly important to see these new gestures and
motions incorporated and integrated into a larger context of continuity where climax is
possible again.207

Nach Bach is a one-movement work without time signature that follows an ‘indeterminate
rhythmic notation’,208 alternating between Rochberg’s and Bach’s musical language and
creating a musical web of contrary tendencies and fragmented phrases. Thomas suggests
that Nach Bach can be divided into five sections with an additional ‘bridge’ passage
between sections two and three. The aforementioned text by Rochberg is of great
significance in understanding Nach Bach, not only as an abstract juxtaposition of contrary
tendencies, but also as a work that embraces the 19th-century perception of musical
growth and climax within a new and imaginative context.
Besides using an indeterminate rhythmic notation in that it has no bar-lines or time
signatures, Nach Bach also departs from the traditional note values insofar as these values
are questioned and revised. Instead of assuming that a quaver lasts for half a beat,
Rochberg provides a table with instructions for understanding the notational elements of
his score, as can be seen in Figure 1.1, in a similar manner to Baroque composers who
would provide their own tables for executing ornamentation.
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Rochberg, ‘Aural fact or fiction’, in The Aesthetics of Survival, 189-190.
Thomas, Analysis of George Rochberg’s ‘Twelve Bagatelles’ and ‘Nach Bach’ for solo piano, 176.
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Figure 1.1 Rochberg’s instructions for Nach Bach

What can be deducted from the table is that Nach Bach includes significant elements of
improvisation, whether that is an actual improvisatory passage (‘play white and black keys
randomly’), or proportional duration of notes, passages and sections. Although Rochberg
provides specific seconds between each phrase (1’’, 5’’, etc.), the performer can still affect
the duration of notes, as all time-lengths are of approximate duration. Rochberg signifies
tempo changes with instructions such as ‘very fast’, ‘fast’, ‘slow’, ‘moderate’ and ‘very slow’
– all of which are, again, a matter of subjective and approximate interpretation. Therefore,
the performer in this work is asked to take on responsibilities and make decisions similar to
those of a conductor. Likewise, in Contra Mortem et Tempus, for clarinet, violin, flute and
piano, the performers are required to take comparable responsibilities and actions (see
Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2: Rochberg’s instruction for Contra Mortem et Tempus

The following text offers a short description of the five sections of Nach Bach and has been
constructed using my notes on the score throughout this research. As such, the point of
view is that of a performer. Each section also includes a short quote by Rochberg that, in my
opinion, portrays the compositional attitude of the respective section, and has served as
further content for realising my performance. What this text aims to offer is, firstly, a brief
yet compact impression of the whole of Nach Bach from a performer’s perspective, and
secondly, an insight into the process through which my interpretation was built.209

209

Thomas’s research offers an analysis of each section that can be read in: Thomas, Analysis of George
Rochberg’s ‘Twelve Bagatelles’ and ‘Nach Bach’ for solo piano, 127-175.
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Section one (pp. 1 - 4.1): Introduction, presents ideas that will be later developed in depth
in the other sections. From the very first phrase, Rochberg sets the tension of the whole
work: a phrase that imitates the gesture of the opening phrase of the Toccata (from Partita
in E minor) through the use of a complete twelve-tone row.
Tension for me exists precisely in juxtaposing opposites; and resolution is achieved by bringing
these opposite into a balance of complementarity.210

Section two (4.1-7.3): The section with the largest number of Bach quotations, ‘enclosed
within boxes’: non-literal, edited, and indirect quotations, juxtaposed under a general
attitude of collage and re-composition. (Thomas, Analysis of George Rochberg’s ‘Twelve
Bagatelles’ and ‘Nach Bach’ for solo piano, 141)

Transition (pp. 8.1 through the first five notes of pp. 8.3):
Only one non-literal quotation from the Allemande.
… juxtaposition of contrary tendencies, i.e., unprepared and sudden shifts from slow to fast,
high to low, loud to soft, and the like; the new attitude toward motion and time as
discontinuity, i.e., stopping and starting, the use of silences, unexpected interruptions of flow,
and so on.211

Section Three (pp. 8.3-12.3): Longest section of the piece, the ‘abstract adventure’212 of long
phrases of three levels of different aural patterns, driven by sustained pedal notes that act
as the melodic line.
There are, generally speaking, three levels which require our attention: first, the raw data of
aural perception-the whole spectrum of sounds from indeterminate noise to individual,
discrete pitch deriving from man-made or natural sound sources; second, the perceptual
process of hearing itself – taking in sounds and organizing them into aural patterns; and third,
the creation of aural relationships which we call ‘music’. […] [O]nly the third involves the
210

Rochberg, quoted in Dixon, George Rochberg, 61.
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creation of aural fiction which emerges from the mysterious interaction between sound, its
motion through time, the way we hear, and the creative imagination of the composer.213

Section Four (pp. 12.3-15.3): The climax of the whole work. A continuous stream of nonliteral, edited, and indirect quotations by Bach. Avoiding long silences, this section is fast,
abrupt, and could be heard as an uninterrupted long phrase:
There is no logical reason to forbid the use of juxtaposition and discontinuity in a larger
context which also embraces extensions, growth toward climax, and climax itself.214

Section Five (pp. 15.3-16.3): Coda. It starts off with a transformed reference to Chopin’s
Etude op.10 no.6, and alternates constantly between tonal and chromatic passages;
incompete twelve-tone rows alternate with re-workings of quotations by Chopin, Brahms,
and Bach. General mood of this section is calm, introverted, and reflective, right until the
last phrase of the whole work, a forceful arpeggiated gesture that ends in a dramatic and
‘incomplete’ manner.
Assemblage. Collage. A Complex of attitudes and ideas. Dissimilar attitudes and ideas.
Surrounded by a vague aura of association.215

Argument – Introducing the Practical Material
Throughout my research, I have performed Nach Bach in a variety of programming and
concert settings, experimenting right from the beginning with combining it with Bach’s
Partita in E minor. The following list offers a detailed account of what is presented as
Practical Material (in chronological order), which can be found on the website under
Chapter I. Henceforth I will be referring to each one of these as Practical Material 1 to 8:
213
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1. Studio Recording I: Studio recording of Nach Bach and Bach’s ‘Toccata’ and
‘Allemande’ from Partita in E minor BWV 830 – Banff Centre of Arts (Canada),
January 2014
2. Performance: Video documentation of a live performance of Nach Bach followed by
Bach’s ‘Allemande’ from Partita in E minor BWV 830 – Recycling the Past: Piano
Project, Trinity Laban Conservatoire, June 2014
3. Performance: Audio recording of a live performance of Bach’s Partita in E minor
BWV 830 followed by Nach Bach – St James’s Piccadilly, London, February 2015
4. Performance: Audio recording of a live performance of Nach Bach followed by
Bach’s ‘Sarabande’ from Partita in E minor BWV 830 – Banff Centre of Arts (Canada),
March 2015
5. Studio Recording II: Studio recording of Nach Bach – Banff Centre of Arts (Canada),
February 2015
6. Experimentation:216 Studio recording of ‘Arabesque’ from Rochberg’s PartitaVariations – Trinity Laban Conservatoire, October 2015
7. Experimentation: Studio recording of ‘Air’ from Bach’s Partita in E minor BWV 830
inspired by Rochberg – Trinity Laban Conservatoire, October 2015
8. Musical Examples: Studio recording of the ‘boxes’ in Nach Bach within the context
of Bach’s Partita – Trinity Laban Conservatoire, October 2015
My interpretation of Nach Bach has changed considerably after each performance in terms
of tempo, speed, dynamics, and overall conception. In all of my performances though, the
idea of ‘tension of opposites’ was taken as a stimulus for realising each performance, taking
into consideration the broader collage context within which Nach Bach was composed and
the experimental journey of Rochberg from 1964 to the early 1970s.
Rochberg’s 1969 quote – regarding his standing in a circle of time and thus having a
panoramic view217 – has been taken as a motivation in my practising and programming of
216

Although Practical Material 8-10 were recorded last, they have been part of my practical explorations from
2014, a year before my final recording of Nach Bach.
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Nach Bach within a concert. Accordingly, my argument is as follows: I stand in a circle of
time, not on a line. I can view Rochberg’s compositional journey from beginning to end, and
his pianistic works before and after Nach Bach. From my current position in time, I am able
to observe the whole of Rochberg’s compositional output from the twelve-tone works prior
to 1964, to Nach Bach and the collage works, to the pastiche works of the 1970s. The
privilege of this position allows assumptions, categorisations, and results to appear. This
does not make me want to change Nach Bach, or think less of Nach Bach in any way. Quite
the contrary, it makes me appreciate the work more by viewing it as a sincere struggle and
effort of a composer for reinventing the wheel of composing for himself. Through the
theoretical and practical exploration and analysis of the structure and borrowings in Nach
Bach, I realised that my programming and performances throughout the years followed
their own path of borrowing and experimentation: my programming of Nach Bach along
movements from the Partita (for example, Practical Material 1: Studio Recording I)
employed the borrowing practices of variations and collage in moving from one ‘movement’
to the other – imitating perhaps the wider structure of Partita-Variations. In between the
Partita, Nach Bach was treated as yet another movement of the Partita. Moreover,
understanding some of Rochberg’s quotations as ‘edited quotations’ unlocked possibilities
of decoding the way Rochberg hears or would perform parts of Bach’s Partita. Accordingly,
part of my interpretation of the Partita was affected by and oriented around this idea, in an
attempt to minimise the tension between the two works.
In the following section, I will provide a description of the various stages of my practical
exploration of this work, by giving an account of distinctive ‘actions’ – a combination of
practical and theoretical engagements, which informed and were of significance in putting
together my performance.
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‘Actions’ – Nach Bach
I. ‘Edited (non-literal) quotations’ and ‘Non-literal quotations’
The following discussion aims to explain the rationale behind choosing to describe
Rochberg’s non-literal quotations as either ‘edited (non-literal) quotations’ or ‘non-literal
quotations’ from Bach’s Partita. In defining them as ‘edited quotations’, I argue that these
instances can prove useful for the performer in creating a more insightful interpretation of
both Nach Bach and specific movements of Bach’s Partita. It can also result in building a
unified performance of both works when paired together within a concert.
Non-literal quotation: Opening of Nach Bach
The very opening of Nach Bach (Example 1.6) is a non-literal quotation from Bach’s opening
of the Toccata (Example 1.7). Although Rochberg uses atonal language in re-working Bach’s
opening, the two share significant similarities: for instance, the shape and gesture of the
phrase, since both phrases lead to the same G (in the same register), which then shapes the
beginning of the following phrase in the form of an appoggiatura that resolves to the F
sharp.

Example 1.6 Opening of Nach Bach

Example 1.7 Opening of Bach’s Toccata
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Interestingly enough, that opening phrase of Rochberg also forms a complete twelve-tone
row (of which the final note is the G), and forming the first complete sentence of the work,
an ‘aggregate completion’ as Webern calls it:
In short, a rule of law emerged; until all twelve notes have occurred, none of them may occur
again. The most important thing is that each ‘run’ of twelve notes marked a division within the
piece, idea, or theme.218

The understanding of that first phrase as both a non-literal quotation from Bach’s opening
and a complete twelve-tone row sets from the very outset the nature of the work and the
tension between the two opposites, which in this instance is resolved by Rochberg as the
two are complementing one another. Accordingly, my interpretation of this phrase revolved
around the experimentation of uniting the two phrases, by practising them together with an
aim of transferring the emotional intensity of one to the other.219
Edited (non-literal) quotations: Boxes and ‘Air’
In the instruction sheet for Nach Bach (Figure 1.1), Rochberg makes special mention of
those four boxes in which he quotes passages from the Partita in the second section of Nach
Bach (black boxes in Examples 1.8 and 1.9).
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Quoted in Losada, ‘Between Modernism and Postmodernism’, 61.
Listen to the first phrase from Practical Material 1: Studio Recording I, Practical Material 2: Performance,
Practical Material 3: Performance, Practical Material 4: Performance, and Practical Material 5: Studio
Recording II, for five different options of the opening of Nach Bach. Practical Material 1 and 3 also include
Bach’s ‘Toccata’ from Partita in E minor.
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Example 1.8 ‘Boxes’ from Nach Bach

Example 1.9 ‘Boxes’ from Nach Bach
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Thomas writes the following with regard to the boxes, in accordance with Rochberg who
claims that they are ‘direct quotes’ from the Partita and ‘should be played as dramatic
“inserts”’:220
Pages 5-6.1 present five consecutive phrases of Bach material (one non-literal quotation
followed by four literal quotations) uninterrupted by any atonal phrases. The four literal Bach
references of this section are the only literal quotations in Nach Bach, and they are enclosed
inside boxes in the score to indicate their literal quality and are unchanged from the original in
pitch and rhythm.221

The ‘non-literal’ quotation to which Thomas refers can be seen in Example 1.8 within the
brown box (marked by myself), and derives from the Sarabande (Example 1.10). Rochberg
makes very few alternations to the original: the added grace notes in the left hand (marked
in a red circle) and performance directions, in the sense of added dynamics, specifications
on the character (dolce, etc.), and tempo indications. Still, it is completely recognisable.

Example 1.10 Sarabande from Bach’s Partita

The four ‘direct’ quotations that Rochberg encloses within boxes, and which Thomas refers
to as the only literal quotations, derive from two movements of the Partita, the Toccata and
Sarabande. Although in these boxes Rochberg is quoting excerpts ‘directly’222 from Bach,
with no alternations in pitch and rhythm,223 there are still details that are different from the
220

Rochberg, Nach Bach (Presser, c.1967).
Thomas, Analysis of George Rochberg’s ‘Twelve Bagatelles’ and ‘Nach Bach’ for solo piano, 141, underlining
in the original.
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original and which should be taken into consideration. Rochberg has added dynamic,
articulation and tempo markings, which clearly do not derive from Bach’s score. Although
these added markings do not interfere with the original notation, they nevertheless
interfere with the interpretation of these excerpts, and, in that sense, they form
performance indications. Therefore, can these excerpts still be considered ‘literal
quotations’? Are the performance indications not also part of the notation? This does not
necessarily imply that these are Rochberg’s performance preferences for these excerpts
within their original context, but that the performance indications are strategically inserted
here to support the overall structure of the new context (Nach Bach) and his proposition
that they ‘should be played as dramatic “inserts”’, hence the ff, marcato and very fast.224
Thus, in my view, these quotations should be approached as ‘edited quotations’ rather than
‘non-literal quotations’.
This can be further supported when comparing the ‘boxes’ with another instance in Nach
Bach in which Rochberg quotes the first 6 bars of the ‘Air’ from Bach’s Partita (Examples
1.11 and 1.12).

224

Rochberg, Nach Bach (Presser, c.1967).
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Example 1.11 ‘Air’ from Nach Bach

Example 1.12 ‘Air’ from Bach’s Partita
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In this instance, Thomas contradicts himself in relation to the boxes with the following:
[…] is a non-literal Bach quotation from the Air, mm. 1-5. The quote begins in a literal manner,
except for the performance indications of triple forte, fast, and marcatissimo, but changes to
non-literal in m. 5. The right-hand quarter notes of m. 5 are incorporated into an eight-note
pattern, and the remainder of the non-literal quotation (p. 13.2) is by Rochberg, composed in
the style of the Air.225

Thomas suggests that the quote begins in a literal manner, acknowledging the added
performance indications, and ends in a non-literal manner as Rochberg adds extra notes to
Bach’s score. Rochberg, on the other hand, makes no written commentary on this excerpt
and does not enclose it within a box. From a simplified point of view, it is possible to assume
that Thomas defines ‘literal quotations’ in relation to pitch and rhythm alone, and not
performance indications. But still, while in this excerpt of ‘Air’ he mentions the added
performance indications, he neglects them in the case of the ‘boxes’. The fact that Bach’s
score does not include any performance indications does not mean that it does not embed
such indications within its notation and the baroque tradition. The fact that they are not
visible in the notation, does not take away their existence and their realisation according to
each performer. In fact, Rochberg’s excerpt can be understood as an edition of Bach’s
original, in the sense that he is adding his proposed performance suggestions, taking away
its ‘original’ improvisatory character within the baroque tradition.
From this point of view, I find it more suitable to refer to these excerpts, both the ‘Air’ and
the ‘boxes’, as ‘edited quotations’ rather than ‘non-literal’ – given that Rochberg is
interfering with the performance of these excerpts within their original context, rather than
transforming them into something else (as he did in the opening of Nach Bach – Example
1.1). Rochberg is not attempting to make these excerpts unrecognisable, or to subtract their
‘original’ character; rather he is trying to enlighten and exaggerate them even more, by
adding intensity – in terms of dynamics and articulation – to their ‘original’ character. To
support this even more, the second half of the ‘Air’ quote, in which Rochberg adds extra
225
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notes, can be seen as an edited version of the original (marked within the box), as the eightnote pattern could constitute, in my view, a written-out ornamental approach to Bach’s
excerpt. For what it’s worth, after spending a significant time practising Nach Bach, my
interpretation of Bach’s ‘Air’ was significantly affected in terms of my choice of added
ornamentation.226 Similarly, already established recordings of the ‘Air’ display a tremendous
selection of performing decisions in relation to Bach’s score, which make Rochberg’s version
sound neither ‘radical’ nor ‘non-literal’ – listen, for instance, Piotr Anderszewski’s and
Murray Perahia’s recordings.227
Furthermore, the ‘Air’ quotation also marks the beginning of the climax of Nach Bach
(Example 1.13), following precisely the narrative of Rochberg’s comment below, and using a
significant number of quotations from Bach’s Partita:
Nineteenth-century romanticism gave us the great climax which grows out of extension of
ideas which, in turn, are part of a continuously expanding, unravelling melodic flow. In today’s
music, climax has leveled out and is virtually nonexistent. It becomes increasingly important to
see these new gestures and motions incorporated and integrated into a larger context of
continuity where climax is possible again. 228
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This inspired me to record the ‘Air’ with a new attitude, playing the first half three times (instead of two)
with the following mindset: first repeat (Rochberg’s ornamentation and performance directions) – second
repeat (my editing inspired by both and Nach Bach) (Practical Material 8: Experimentation).
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Example 1.13 The climax of Nach Bach
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Example 1.14 Bars 15-18 of Bach’s Partita in E minor

The ‘Air’ quotation is followed by a free atonal gesture that builds up in speed and dynamics
to reach an ‘edited quotation’ of bars 15-18 from Bach’s Toccata (see comparison with Bach
in Example 1.14).229 In re-working bars 15 and 16 from the Toccata, Rochberg is clearly
striving for a dramatic effect, writing out the directions Bravura, begin at a moderate speed
and gradually increase to prestissimo, wild!, as well as including a semi-improvised tremolo
in the left hand and added notes to the right hand passage. Rochberg re-works bars 17 and
18, which include the opening chords of Bach’s Toccata, by arpeggiating both chords of the
bar – again, a sign of editing. Thomas points to four differences between Rochberg’s and
Bach’s excerpt, most of which can form part of an ‘edition’, the most interesting being the
acknowledgement that Rochberg had written-out the ornament on the last beat of each
bar.230 Accordingly, this suggests that Rochberg could have written-out the ornamentation
in the ‘Air’ quotation as well, and that Thomas is only discussing ornamentation when it is
already included in Bach’s score as in this case, excluding the possibility of added
ornamentation by a performer.
To summarise, I regard Rochberg’s choice of naming the excerpts within the ‘boxes’ as
‘direct’ quotations, to relate more to the recognition and attachment to their original
context rather than to their literary quality from a notational point of view. The question
229
230
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though remains as to why Rochberg did not enclose the ‘Air’ in a box, as he did in the other
‘direct’ quotations. My view, and my interpretational attitude, is that Rochberg added the
boxes in the score to intensify his suggestion for performing them as fragmented ‘dramatic
inserts’. They are marked in the score to intensify, from a visual perspective as well, the
dryness in which these disjointed, abrupt, and brief excerpts should be performed, and
therefore the insertion of the boxes relates to the collage manner in which he treated the
material and not the literal (or non-literal) nature of the quotations. The ‘Air’ is not enclosed
in a box because it forms a complete sentence from a single pre-existing material, as well as
the first sentence of one of the longest and continuous phrases in Nach Bach that builds to
the climax of the whole work – imitating a 19th-century climax. Additionally, it could be
argued that the boxes derive from the experimental nature of the score from a notational
point of view, and add to the work a ‘cinematic’ quality equal to the one described by
Rochberg in relation to Music for the Magic Theater and the inspiration he drew from the
visual images in films by Fellini, Antonioni, Resnais, and others.231
The realisation of the above had a significant impact on my interpretation of both the boxes
and the ‘Air’ excerpt. The boxes necessarily require a further theatrical and conceptual
approach from the performer. It is not sufficient to play what is already in the score; one
must also acknowledge what is not there. Each excerpt within a box needs to carry with it its
original context as if snapshots are taken from one’s performance of the Partita. Rochberg
suggests: ‘Each style characteristic must be projected as though it existed by itself;
regardless of what lies on either side.’232 In my practice, I experimented significantly with
playing these excerpts from the Partita, as if I were playing the Partita, and suddenly
interrupting myself in various places within Bach’s score (see Practical Material 8: Musical
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‘It may prove helpful to approach the work as “cinematic,” its discontinuous non-narrative aural images
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Examples).233 My anticipated outcome was for these boxes to be experienced as sudden and
intensified snapshots, from both a visual and a musical perspective, as much for the
audience as for myself.
The realisation of the ‘Air’ excerpt as an ‘edited quotation’ initiated its own experiment –
that

of

transferring

Rochberg’s

performance

indications

(tempo,

articulation,

ornamentation, character) to Bach’s ‘Air’ (Practical Material 7: Experimentation). In this
way, when performing both the Partita and Nach Bach within the same programme, the
‘Air’ became one of the unifying elements between the two works by deliberately sharing
performance indications from Nach Bach to Bach’s Partita and vice versa.
Edited (non-literal) quotation & Non-literal quotation: Sarabande
Expanding upon this idea of ‘edited quotations’, the following excerpt from page 7 of Nach
Bach derives from Bach’s opening of the ‘Sarabande’ (Examples 1.15 and 1.16). The box to
the left indicates an ‘edited quotation’ and the box to the right a ‘non-literal quotation’ from
the same excerpt. The interesting part of the left box quotation is that Rochberg ‘edits’ the
first two chords of the Sarabande in the manner in which they could be performed –
arpeggiating and holding the notes tied (listen to Practical Material 4: Performance) –
whereas the second non-literal quotation forms a free re-working of Bach’s respective
phrase in an atonal manner (resembling the very opening of Nach Bach – Example 1.1).

Example 1.15 Sarabande in Nach Bach
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Example 1.16 Sarabande from Partita in E minor

In approaching this in performance, different ideas arise by way of associating the
performance of the opening of Bach’s Sarabande with Rochberg’s performance indications,
and vice versa. It is particularly enlightening to think of Rochberg’s atonal quotation, the
second ‘non-literal’ quotation of the Sarabande, as deriving from Bach’s particular
movement, carrying with it its inherited ‘emotional field’.234
Within a similar discussion, Gillmor, discussing Taruskin’s evaluations of Rochberg and
‘postmodernism’, writes the following:235
By evoking the styles of the old ‘master narrative’ through pastiche, [Taruskin] argues,
Rochberg was doomed to produce merely simulacra of emotions; that is to say, it is difficult, if
not impossible, to borrow a historical style without also inheriting the emotional field that is
embedded in it.236

Indeed, this is perhaps a valid description of this instance and of Nach Bach in general. In
agreement with both Gillmor and Taruskin, I find that perhaps my initial positive response
to Nach Bach was in fact stimulated by my awareness and appreciation of the Partita.
Until this day, I am tempted to say that in many instances Rochberg is taking the
opportunity to inject easy emotion into Nach Bach, in the sense that he is using up the
already set emotional background of the Partita. Nevertheless, this initial emotive
approach to Nach Bach can prove superficial and unfair in the long term, especially when
234
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taking into consideration the work and detail in which it has been composed. Through my
research with Nach Bach, I have found as much interest in playing the quotations from
Bach’s Partita as in playing Rochberg’s atonal phrases, and above all in combining the two
and sharing some of Bach’s context within the new context, and vice versa. It is true that
in Nach Bach Rochberg is taking advantage of the pre-existing emotional field of the work,
as much as the pre-existing notation. Through its borrowings, Rochberg opens up a
window to an additional level of emotional and symbolic content, which sometimes
interrupts the flow of the former level, while at other times complementing it. From a
theatrical perspective, I have always thought of Nach Bach as a stage separated in two
parts; Rochberg’s atonal gestures, and Bach’s quotations. During the course of the work,
each part is illuminated to signify the narration of Nach Bach, or both parts in those
instances that Rochberg composed phrases in the style of Bach. This was also inspired by
Rochberg’s comment in which he discusses the three levels and stages of music-making:
aural perception, aural patterns, and aural relationships,237 as well as the following
excerpt from Nach Bach (Example 1.17).

Example 1.17: Three levels of aural patterns in Nach Bach
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II. Borrowing from other composers: Brahms – Chopin
The final section of Nach Bach, which immediately precedes the climax of the work, is the
shortest section of all and also includes pre-existing material from Chopin and Brahms.238
The whole section is quite a contrast in character to the previous ‘climax’ section, in its
reflective and introverted character. The first phrase of the section (Example 1.18) relates to
Bach’s Partita in many ways: it uses a language relating to the Partita, it includes written-out
ornamentation, and harmonically it fits within the key of E minor. Reflecting on my
performance of this phrase, my approach was to project its cantabile quality whilst adding a
tango-inspired rhythm to it. Upon reading Dixon’s comment that Nach Bach incorporated a
reference to Chopin’s Etude op.10 no.6, without specifying where exactly, I started
exploring Rochberg’s score to discover it. Not managing to track down the source by
studying and comparing the two scores, I decided to experiment with playing Chopin’s
Etude continuously with the hope of discovering the relationship between the two. Within
this process, my interpretation of the Etude became more and more ‘relaxed’ – in a strictly
performance practice sense, allowing elements of improvisation and rhythmic variation to
occur. Eventually, I realised that I had started playing the Etude with a similar sort of tangorhythm to the aforementioned phrase in Nach Bach. Undoubtedly, neither Chopin nor
Rochberg were aiming at this tango-rhythm in their works, but nevertheless my
interpretation of both with that attitude resulted in the realisation of where Rochberg’s
excerpt was coming from.

238

Dixon also mentions the reference to the Finale from Schumann’s Papillons op.2, without identifying where
exactly. It is possible that the last arpeggio chord of Schumann’s Finale, an ascending arpeggio of held notes,
has served as an inspiration to Rochberg’s similar arpeggios (particularly the second line from page 2 of Nach
Bach). Dixon, George Rochberg, 191.
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Example 1.18 Borrowing from other composers in Nach Bach

What lies in between the Chopin and Brahms quotations is a clear example of how Rochberg
used twelve-tone methods in uniting two unrelated quotations (as was exemplified in
Losada’s research on the Music for the Magic Theater). The seemingly random progression
of notes – which again builds up through sustained single lines to a full chord (in the style of
an arpeggiated chord) – saturates the musical space chromatically but leaves the twelvetone row incomplete by one note, the F sharp, creating in this way a ‘significant gap’.
Intentionally or not, the preceding Brahms quotation lands on that F sharp and completes
the row (marked in Example 1.18 in a circle). Moreover, the first two notes of the Brahms
quotation, the C sharp and D sharp, are carried over from the previous atonal phrase – a
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technique that Rochberg uses a lot within the work to connect phrases. The choice of this
particular quotation by Brahms could perhaps relate to the fact that it significantly points to
an F sharp. Or it could be, as Thomas suggests, the ‘temporary emphasis on the key of C
sharp minor’ in Rochberg’s last page that drew him to quote a work in the same key.239
Moreover, from a theoretical point of view, the reason could also be the shared idea of
‘lament’ in both works. If we regard the choice of the Partita in E minor as relating to the
‘tender’ and ‘lamenting’ character of the key of E minor,240 then it is telling that Brahms’s
Intermezzi op.117 have also been described by Brahms as ‘three lullabies for my sorrows’.241
The important thing to maintain in relation to both the Brahms and Chopin references is
that they do not interfere with the structure of Nach Bach, so much as they add a further
context and vocabulary, and their respective emotional background, to Nach Bach’s already
established content.
III. Nach Bach; the ending

Example 1.19 The ending of Nach Bach

The ending of Nach Bach can be seen in the aforementioned Example 1.19. The Brahms
quotation ends with a repeated sequence of D sharp and E that eventually becomes a trill,
over a held C sharp minor chord, and the phrase ends with a dominant seventh chord, in the
key of E minor. The last phrase of the work, a contrast in character to the previous phrases
of the last section, is a rapid and loud ascending arpeggio of minor and major thirds within
239

Thomas says: ‘Perhaps he felt quite free in quoting music of any period, and did not feel limited just to the
Bach Partita, even though the title of the piece implied just that.’ Thomas, Analysis of George Rochberg’s
‘Twelve Bagatelles’ and ‘Nach Bach’ for solo piano, 173-174.
240
Rita Steblin, A history of key characteristics in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries (Ann Arbor,
Michigan: UMI Research Press, 1983), 130.
241
Calum MacDonald, Intermezzos Op.117, <http://www.hyperion-records.co.uk/dw.asp?dc=W8563_67471>
(accessed 3 January 2016).
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the key of E minor, which reaches a final chord of both the tonic and dominant seventh of E
minor.242 The simultaneous hearing of a dominant seventh and tonic chord creates a rather
ambiguous, unsettling ending, which leaves the work hanging as the dominant seventh
chord is never properly resolved. In addition, the antithetical nature of this last phrase, with
the calm and introverted character of section five, makes the last phrase seem ‘borrowed’
from another section. The interesting aspect of this phrase though is that while it is built in
such a way that it creates glimpses of E minor, it can also be examined as a twelve-tone row.
In doing so, one discovers that this chromatically saturated last phrase contains all
chromatic notes save one – the phrase leaves out the C natural, creating a ‘significant gap’
at the very end of the work. Without the C natural, the row is never completed.
Ironically, this was something I discovered quite recently and much later after
experimenting with the idea of adding a movement from Bach’s Partita after performing
Nach Bach. One of my main reasons for adding the ‘Allemande’ immediately after Nach
Bach revolved around the idea of ‘resolving’ the last chord of Nach Bach, the dominant
seventh chord. Although all of the movements from Bach’s Partita naturally begin with an E
minor chord, the ‘Allemande’ particularly matches the ending of Nach Bach as the first E
minor chord in the right hand occurs in the same register as the last chord of Nach Bach (see
Example 1.20). Within a performance this created a natural flow between the two works
(listen to Practical Material 1: Performance and Practical Material 2: Performance).
Nevertheless, the discovery of the incomplete twelve-tone row supported another
performance idea which revolved around the quest for the missing C natural for completing
the row. In this instance, the ‘Sarabande’ from Bach’s Partita seemed more appropriate,
performed in a manner inspired by Rochberg’s ‘edited’ quotation of it in Nach Bach
(Example 1.21) (listen to Practical Material 4: Performance).
To conclude, what the aforementioned theoretical explorations added to my performance
of the last phrase of Nach Bach was the ability to choose between three options: (1) to
242

Thomas writes: ‘If analysed tonally in the key of E minor (the key of the Bach Partita), the final figure of the
work comprises the following harmonies: diminished seventh chord of the dominant minor (A sharp 7), tonic
(E minor), and dominant seventh (B7): G—Bb—C sharp—E—G—B—D sharp—F sharp—A. The final six notes of
the piece, which are included in the above analysis, constitute the tonic and dominant of E minor.’ Thomas,
Analysis of George Rochberg’s ‘Twelve Bagatelles’ and ‘Nach Bach’ for solo piano, 175.
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complete the twelve-tone row; (2) to resolve the dominant seventh chord; or (3) to resolve
neither of them, as I attempted in my last recording of the work (listen to Practical Material
5: Studio Recording II).

Example 1.20 The first chord of Bach’s ‘Allemande’

Example 1.21 Rochberg’s ‘edited quotation’ of the Sarabande (Nach Bach)

IV. Further experimentation: ‘Arabesque’
In Partita-Variations, Rochberg borrows sections from Nach Bach, which he stiches together
and presents as a complete movement and titles ‘Arabesque’.243 Rochberg ‘cuts’ and
‘pastes’ whole sections from Nach Bach, all of which derive from the atonal sections of the
work, making the ‘Arabesque’ recognisable for someone that is acquainted with Nach Bach
(Example 1.22). However, in these borrowed sections from Nach Bach there are no explicit
references to Bach’s Partita besides a few trills, which form ‘indirect quotations’ within the

243

Rochberg, Partita-Variations, (Bryn Mawr, Pa.: Theodore Presser, c.1977).
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context of Nach Bach. But how do performers approach those moments of ‘indirect
quotations’, or Bach influences, as Thomas would suggest, within the ‘Arabesque’? Is it
necessary for performers to familiarise themselves with Nach Bach in order to interpret
them?

Example 1.22 ‘Arabesque’ from Partita-Variations244

Although this research does not aspire to offer a detailed analysis of the aforementioned
questions, as this would result in a new ‘case study’, a broader response, in the form of
further questioning, will be offered. The reason for touching upon this issue lies in the
realisation of the linearity of borrowing as an endless web of associations, as much within a
composer’s life as within the history of musical borrowing: Bach’s Partita in E minor is as
important to Nach Bach, as Nach Bach is to the ‘Arabesque’. Yet in Nach Bach the Partita is
244

See comparison with Example 1.17 from Nach Bach.
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used in a more rounded and explicit way (using most of the movements of the Partita as
reference), while in the ‘Arabesque’ Rochberg is using a part of Nach Bach as a reference.
Nevertheless, the most interesting aspect of Partita-Variations is that preceding the
‘Arabesque’, Rochberg composes a movement in the style of Chopin, titled ‘Nocturne’, and
following the ‘Arabesque’, Rochberg composes a movement in the style of Bach, titled ‘Fuga
a tre voce’. Could it be a coincidence that what follows the ‘Arabesque’ is a movement in
the style of Bach?
All of these questions are, in a sense, unanswerable, or could be answered in many different
ways according to the perspective and perception of each performer. In relation to this
research, it is striking how Rochberg self-borrowed material from the atonal part of Nach
Bach and re-used it as a whole separate movement within a multi-sectional work of pastiche
– separating those two pages from the Partita. And most outstandingly, even within PartitaVariations, Rochberg chose to place it after a Chopin-like movement, and most importantly
before a Bach-like movement. As such, are the implications of Bach really not still there,
even if only within Rochberg’s perception? Practical Material 6: Experimentation attempted
to approach Partita-Variations from the point of view of Nach Bach. Given that in the
present research my focus is Rochberg’s compositional attitude in Nach Bach, as an
experiment I attempted to adjust my performance of the ‘Arabesque’ to the oppositional
and fragmented nature of Nach Bach. The recording involves playing a section of the
‘Nocturne’, followed by the ‘Arabesque’, in which my ornamentation was inspired by Nach
Bach, which was then followed by a short fragment from ‘Fuga a tre voce’.
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Conclusion

My practical exploration of Nach Bach resulted in a number of performances in which
Rochberg’s work has been put in direct dialogue with Bach’s Partita within a concert setting
under various programming. For me, having been acquainted with Bach’s Partita long
before discovering Nach Bach, it certainly worked this way round: through my familiarity
with Bach, I was able to uncover and familiarise myself with Rochberg and his musical
language. I am not sure how it would have worked had I not known Bach’s Partita, but my
prediction is that I would start by familiarising myself with the Partita alongside Nach Bach.
From the outset, practising Nach Bach was an exciting process due to the Bach quotations
and the experimental nature of the score. The quest of identifying the relation between the
two works became part of my practice routine, and day after day I would discover a new link
that brought me closer to understanding Rochberg’s intentions and anticipated outcome.
Moreover, due to the fact that I could already play the Partita, the experimentation of
programming Rochberg and Bach together started right from the beginning.

In contrast to the following two case studies of my research – Goehr’s and Sharman’s works
– Nach Bach is, in my view, a work that can be understood through its borrowings, insofar as
the process of understanding begins from the pre-existing material. Thomas puts it
differently: ‘The Bach Partita is the primary unifying force of Nach Bach’.245 It is possible that
it worked this way round for me because of my familiriaty with the Partita prior to Nach
Bach. Or it could be due to Rochberg’s understanding of the diatonic and chromatic
fragments as ‘opposites’ that hold between them a given tension, which Rochberg tries to
overcome in this work.
Rochberg calls his general borrowing practice in this work ‘musical commentary’, a rather
vast and inclusive term that he defines as an occasion in which ‘something pre-existing, or
“given,” is worked on, extended in new and possibly unexpected directions’.246 Accordingly,
Rochberg uses a range of ways to deal with the pre-existing material in Nach Bach, which I
245
246

Thomas, Analysis of George Rochberg’s ‘Twelve Bagatelles’ and ‘Nach Bach’ for solo piano, 177.
Ibid.
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separate in the following list: ‘indirect quotations’, ‘edited (non-literal) quotations’, and
‘non-literal quotations’. In my view, there are no literal quotations in Nach Bach, inasmuch
as even when a quotation is in its most ‘literal’ form, such as the material given in the
‘boxes’ (Examples 1.8 and 1.9), Rochberg still adds performance directions over the
quotations. Thomas’s criteria for examining the literal aspect of the quotations relate to the
accuracy of pitch and rhythm, leaving out performance directions, such as dynamics,
articulation markings, tempo indications, etc. Given that this research is taking a
performer’s perspective, I regard it as essential to take into consideration the performance
directions in examining a quotation. The scope of this research has been to observe and
understand the quotations in both a technical as well as a conceptual way, in order to
interpret them with an insightful attitude. In every quotation Rochberg has added
something to the original notation, whether that is marcato, very fast, or fff. Therefore,
strictly speaking, Nach Bach does not embed any literal quotations. The ‘non-literal’
quotations vary in accordance with the level of re-working Rochberg employed in each one.
The ‘indirect quotations’ derive not from a notational point of view from the Partita, but are
conceptually composed out of Bach’s work. The ‘edited (non-literal) quotations’ vary
accordingly to the level in which they transgress from Bach’s original notation and its
performance practice conventions. Although it is very difficult to discuss in such limited
space the performance practice conventions of the baroque and Bach’s works in particular,
it is nevertheless fair to suggest that playing the ‘Air’ from the Partita fff, marcatissimo, and
fast departs more from historically informed performance than if someone played it f,
marcato, and in moderate speed. Taking into consideration the subjective nature of the
present thesis, whose main focus is my personal experience and reading of the piece, and
the wider variance of any artistic approach to interpretation, it goes without saying that the
aforementioned departure from conventional performance practice is equally legitimate.
Nevertheless, it remains perpetually subjective due to the very nature of the discipline of
creative practice as a field that constantly reinvents and reimagines itself towards the
future, equally through its theoretical side as well as the practice itself.
Another aspect of the significance of distinguishing between non-literal and edited
quotations for a performer is the possibility that arises for attaining an insight into
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Rochberg’s perception of Bach’s Partita. This offered a further perspective for realising my
performance of the Partita when performed alongside Nach Bach. To summarise, the
comprehension of the various styles of quotations in Nach Bach is of use in two senses: (1)
in approaching and interpreting Rochberg’s quotations in Nach Bach; and (2) in interpeting
parts of Bach’s Partita, through Rochberg’s vision, when paired with Nach Bach in a concert.
The aim of the above was to solidify the relationship between the two, as much for the
audience as for me as a performer.
In Practical Material 1, 2 and 3 I have attempted to resolve this tension, and project the
relationship of Bach’s Partita to Nach Bach, through adding movements from Bach’s Partita
before and after Nach Bach. Practical Material 1 is a studio recording that I made in 2014 in
which I recorded Bach’s ‘Toccata’ (from Partita in E minor), to be followed by Rochberg’s
Nach Bach, which is then followed by Bach’s ‘Allemande’. In this programming I attempted
to create a further content, deriving from its original context, in which Nach Bach can be
realised. The Toccata served as the introduction to both the Partita and Nach Bach, while
the ‘Allemande’ was played after Nach Bach in an attempt to resolve the tension of
Rochberg’s ending (in this instance to resolve the dominant seventh chord). Nevertheless,
the ‘Allemande’ within the context of the Partita is only the second movement and does not
work, within conventional performance practice, as the ending of the Partita. In such a way,
Rochberg’s incomplete ending was resolved but a further incompleteness was created by
not completing the Partita.
Reflecting on all of my performance projects, I find that there is more to be explored with
regard to programming Nach Bach within a concert. Nevertheless, due to limited time,
further programming has not been possible within this research, but it has been planned as
a result of this research. This includes the following programme that aims not only to
solidify the relationship between the Partita and Nach Bach through shared performance
directions, but also to branch out to the borrowing of Chopin’s Etude:
J.S. Bach, Toccata (Partita in E minor BWV 830)
J.S. Bach, Allemande (Partita in E minor BWV 830)
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J.S. Bach, Corrente (Partita in E minor BWV 830)
G. Rochberg, Nach Bach
J.S. Bach, Sarabande (Partita in E minor BWV 830) -> in the style of Practical Material 4:
Performance)
J.S. Bach, Air (Partita in E minor BWV 830) -> in the style of Practical Material 7: Experimentation
F. Chopin, Etude op.10 no.6 -> improvisational attitude with a further tango-rhythm

Nach Bach becomes the material on which a new programme of borrowed works is formed,
through exploiting and projecting their inner and deeper relationships, aiming at creating a
multi-gestural programme of styles that appear to be different in style and approach, yet
which complement each other through a common background and a shared emotional field.
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Chapter II: Alexander Goehr, Symmetry
Disorders Reach (2002)

Introduction
The past should be altered by the present as much as the present is directed by the past.247

Alexander Goehr’s Symmetry Disorders Reach was composed in 2002. It is a compilation of
fifteen pieces, separated into two parts. The first part consists of nine pieces, named after
pre-existing forms (Invention, Capriccio, Burlesque, etc.), while the second part of the work
includes six pieces modeled on specific pieces by Bach, Handel, Mozart, and Schumann. This
chapter focuses on the second part of Symmetry Disorders Reach, exploring different
possibilities for combining the original models with Goehr’s re-workings within a
performance.
As an appendix to the score of Symmetry Disorders Reach,248 Goehr published the original
pieces which he used as models for his own compositions in Part 2 (see Table 3 for a
detailed breakdown of the pieces, and Figure 2.1 for the contents of the score). Goehr
composed two versions of J.S. Bach’s Kleines Harmonisches Labyrinthes and two versions of
Handel’s ‘Air’ (from the 3rd Keyboard Suite in D minor). In the preface to the score, Goehr
refers to his article ‘Using Models … for Making Original Music’,249 in which he discussed
thoroughly his compositional process in this work, defining it as ‘compositional modeling’ –
that is, composing on a pre-existing model – in this case, a musical work. Borrowing was not
a new compositional approach for Goehr, but rather a development of a process that had
commenced in the early 1960s. Additionally, in the preface Goehr also quoted a section of
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T.S. Eliot, as quoted in: Goehr, ‘Using Models … for making Original Music’, 113.
Goehr, Symmetry Disorders Reach (Schott & Co. Ltd., 2002), Preface.
249
Goehr, ‘Using Models … for making Original Music’, 108-123.
248
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W.H. Auden’s (1907-1973) poem ‘New Year Letter’ (Figure 2.2), and in fact, Goehr borrowed
the title of the work from Auden’s poem: ‘The symmetry disorders reach/ when both are
equal each to each’.250

Symmetry Disorders Reach – Part II

Sources - Appendix

Little Harmonic Labyrinth
Little Harmonic Labyrinth – Double

J.S. Bach – Kleines Harmonisches Labyrinth
[Werke XXXVIII – Orgelwerke vol.3]

Air
Air – Double

G.F. Handel – Air (From 3rd Suite in d minor)
(From 8 Keyboard Suites)

Adagio

W.A. Mozart – Adagio in h, KV 540 [Serie IX,
vol.2]

Vivo

R. Schumann – Davidsbündlertänze no.8

Table 3: Part II of Symmetry Disorders Reach – original models

250

W.H. Auden, ‘New Year Letter (January 1, 1940)’, in W.H. Auden: Collected Poems, ed. Edward Mendelson
(London: Faber & Faber, 1976), 161.
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Figure 2.1 Contents of Symmetry Disorders Reach

In his article, Goehr draws references from a wide spectrum of musical and extra-musical
material and associations, to explain the process of compositional modelling. The key
examples he analyses are Claudio Monteverdi’s (1567-1643) seconda prattica, writings of
T.S. Eliot (1888-1965) and W.H. Auden, but most prominently Pablo Picasso’s (1881-1973)
transformations of older paintings by Diego Velázquez (1599-1660), Nicolas Poussin (15941665), and others.251 Moreover, he gives equal importance to discussing his personal
journey as a musician throughout the years, the motives that made him turn to borrowing,
whilst commenting on and critiquing serialism and its deficiencies. This chapter will focus on
Goehr’s Symmetry Disorders Reach, from a musicological, perceptual and performance
251

In detail, Goehr draws associations between his compositional modelling with the following subjects:
Auden’s ‘New Year Letter’, Picasso’s re-workings of paintings by Poussin, Titian, Manet, Delacroix, Goya, and
Velázquez, and Monteverdi and the seconda prattica, as well as references from the writings of T.S. Eliot, Franz
Kafka, Stravinsky and Harold Bloom’s The Anxiety of Influence.
Goehr, ‘Using Models … for making Original Music’, 108-123.
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perspective, taking into consideration the necessary information from the aforementioned
musical and extra-musical sources and associations.
My main arguments about this work are as follow: Firstly, through comparison with Goehr’s
other compositions between 2001 and 2004, my research has led me to believe that
Symmetry Disorders Reach serves as an experimentation for Goehr, a work-in-progress, with
a pedagogical purpose intended equally for Goehr himself as well as other musicians.
Building on that, I claim that performers are also in the position of using Symmetry Disorders
Reach as a work-in-progress, exploring and experimenting with the elements of borrowing
within their performance. In addition, the extra-musical implications within this work have
been such a dynamic and vital ingredient in building my interpretation and understanding of
it that they form, in my view, a weighty part of the symbolic structure of the work and
justify being communicated to the audience. Accordingly, for the final project of this
research, I experimented with encircling the performance of Symmetry Disorders Reach with
an additional visual content, through collaborating with a video and sound artist, as will be
discussed below.

Though order never can be willed
But is the state of the fulfilled,
For will but wills its opposite
And not the whole in which they fit,
The symmetry disorders reach
When both are equal each to each,
Yet in intention all are one,
Intending that their wills be done
Within a peace where all desires
Find each in each what each requires,
A true Gestalt where indiscrete
Perceptions and extensions meet.
Figure 2.2 W.H. Auden, New Year Letter (January 1, 1940)252

252

W.H. Auden, as quoted in Goehr, Symmetry Disorders Reach, (Schott & Co. Ltd., 2002), Preface.
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Modelling and Originality in Symmetry Disorders Reach
As has been discussed in the Introduction, modelling in music is one of the oldest surviving
borrowing practices, having been in constant use since the medieval era. In his modelling
compositions Goehr not only borrowed and reworked the melody of a given piece – a
common practice in medieval music – but also modelled his compositions on the structure
of the earlier piece, a practice that arose in the 14th century. Additionally, Goehr borrowed
the title of the pre-existing piece, a technique that was in use from the 15th and 16th
centuries. Goehr’s chosen borrowing practices demonstrate nothing original, although of
course these practices have naturally been altered through time and application. The
musical language in Symmetry Disorders Reach is a mixture of diatonic and chromatic
language. Goehr used harmonic patterns like borrowed objects, creating something that
one might call non-functional harmony, infusing the music with a kind of static quality – a
feature which lies within all of Goehr’s works of that period, as well as earlier works. As a
result, we are left to wonder as to what Goehr considers ‘original’, taking into consideration
that he chose to title his article ‘Using Models … for Making Original Music’.
Initially, Goehr claims that all material exists already. When composing, the composer uses
this pre-existing material and is left to decide how to re-construct it in relation to time and
form253 – the concept of time being the leading preoccupation for Goehr as a composer
throughout his lifetime.254 Goehr says: ‘The only measure we have of viability, is whether
the end result produces something new – and there’s no talk of returning: you have to do
something new. But how you do something new is a different thing; you can use all
techniques.’255 Originality is not found in the material or techniques for Goehr, but in the
choice – the subjective decision of each composer for using one pre-existing piece over

253

‘I wrote down the other day in connection with Kafka that, in a sense, when you compose, all the material
exists already in the world. There’s nothing you can invent, but you can either synthesise the thing into some
new form or fix it in a duration … I mean, first of all, a composer has the right to use any technique he chooses
253
– if he wants to shit on the canvas, he can shit on the canvas.’ Andrew Ford, ‘A composer like Brahms’, in
Composer to composer: conversations about contemporary music (Sydney: Hale & Iremonger, 1997), 133.
254
Goehr, Interview by author (2 October 2015, Trinity Hall Cambridge); private recording.
255
Ford, ‘A composer like Brahms’, 133.
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another – the choice of source.256 And as a result, the source ought to mean something
particular to the composer, as he explains further:
Modeling requires of a composer that he be able to relate nonhistorically and nonanalytically
in the first instance to the fabric of the original as if it meant something particular to him, so
that he could, as if wearing a mask, speak through it.257

Moreover, there is another aspect to Goehr’s compositional modelling. That is
transparency, between the two pieces, the original source and new composition. An
example of this is Monteverdi and the development of the seconda prattica: Monteverdi,
regarded as the inventor of seconda prattica, experienced extensive criticism in his time
(early 17th century) from his contemporary Giovanni Maria Artusi (c.1540-1613), who
accused him of moving away from the rules of prima prattica and transgressing taste.258
Goehr proposed an interesting twist on the subject, offering the possibility that
Monteverdi’s compositions could be either seen ‘as new prima prattica compositions
through which the seconda prattica manner is manifest from time to time, or as seconda
prattica compositions in which the antique protrudes occasionally through the surface
phenomena of the new’.259 This sense of transparency between the two practices, which will
later be reviewed in relation to Picasso’s paintings as well, has influenced Goehr’s
compositional modelling and constitutes the essence of composition for him.
Symmetry Disorders Reach embraces all the aforementioned ideas, both transparency and
the personal choice of pre-existing material. Even the title of the work is ambiguous, and
was chosen by Goehr exactly for this ambiguity.260 These two antithetical and paradoxical
concepts, symmetry and disorders, are harmonised within the context of ‘symmetry
disorders reach’, creating in this way a harmonised paradox. Goehr has freely chosen the
pre-existing pieces he is re-working; they were not imposed on him, and they did not
256

Goehr, Interview by author, 2 October 2015.
Goehr, ‘Using Models … for Making Original Music’, 119.
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For a thorough account of Monteverdi and the seconda prattica see: Massimo Ossi, Divining the Oracle:
Monteverdi’s Seconda Prattica (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003).
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Goehr, ‘Using Models ... for making Original Music’, 118.
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constitute part of a wider fashion or trend. He chose them for purely subjective reasons,
reasons of a musical or non-musical nature, which evoked in him a certain inspiration,
excitement, or even challenge. From Goehr’s perspective, his originality lies in his choice of
source material and the particular transparency that arises between his own work and the
borrowed work.

Introducing Alexander Goehr
Alexander Goehr is an English composer, born in Berlin in 1932, son of the conductor Walter
Goehr who was a student of Schoenberg and particularly known for his conducting of
Schoenberg, Messiaen and Monteverdi.261 Goehr grew up in a highly musical family,
surrounded by leading musicians of the time, with a close relationship to Schoenberg and
his followers, and consequently to the development of the twelve-tone system and
serialism. Additionally, through the influence of his father, Goehr developed a strong
association with and attachment to Monteverdi’s music. He studied composition at the
Royal Manchester College of Music with Richard Hall, being also one of the founding
members of the Manchester New Music Group along with Harrison Birtwistle (b.1934), John
Ogdon (1937-1989), and Peter Maxwell Davies. Goehr later moved to Paris, to study
composition with Olivier Messiaen (1908-1992) between 1955 and 1956. Nevertheless,
Goehr admits that Messiaen’s influence on his compositional output was not as important
as that of Schoenberg, Webern and Boulez.262 One of Goehr’s most notable compositional
successes occurred in 1957 when his cantata The Deluge was premiered under Walter
Goehr, and established Alexander Goehr as a composer of new music. Nevertheless, by the
early 1960s Goehr chose to depart from strict serialism and started experimenting with
earlier traditions of music-making in his compositions, such as modality.
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For more information on Walter Goehr see: Arthur Jacobs et al., ‘Goehr’ in Grove Music Online. Oxford
Music Online, <http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/53781pg1> (accessed
November 21, 2015).
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As Goehr noted in his article ‘Using Models … for Making Original Music’ and other writings,
one of the most stimulating experiences that made him shift his perspective in composing
was the early 1960s Picasso exhibition at the Tate Gallery in London,263 which also displayed
Picasso’s re-workings of earlier paintings by artists such as Velázquez, Édouard Manet
(1832-1883), and Eugène Delacroix (1798-1863). Goehr, who visited the exhibition with
Davies and Birtwistle, describes Picasso’s ‘transformations’ as ‘informal, fantastic, and
seemingly violent’ (Figure 2.3).264 He further noted that this approach did not recall a kind of
‘return to the past’ or traces of neoclassicism, and shared no similarities with musical
variations.265 It was rather something else in Picasso’s transformations that attracted Goehr
and played a significant role in his subsequent reaction to strict serialism. Douglas Cooper
said of Picasso’s re-workings that it is as if he is ‘pushing on beyond the point at which some
other man stopped’.266 Following this quote, Goehr reproduced Richard Wollheim’s
comment on Cooper’s statement with the following: ‘In other words, Picasso would do
precisely what the “other man” didn’t do, but in the course of doing it, he securely
establishes the other man within himself.’267 What attracted Goehr in Picasso’s paintings
was that transparency evident in these re-workings, the sense of clearness of both images in
one, as perceived and understood from Picasso’s point of view. This transparency that
Goehr witnessed not only in Picasso’s paintings, but also in Monteverdi’s seconda prattica
compositions, was hugely influential on his compositional output from that moment to
today, including the composition of Symmetry Disorders Reach in 2002.
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For a more detailed account, see Tim Adams, ‘Picasso, Tate, 1960: the world’s first “art blockbuster”’,
<http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2012/jan/29/picasso-tate-1960-art-blockbuster> (accessed 13
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Figure 2.3 Picasso’s transformations of Velázquez’s Las Meninas268

However, Goehr’s turn to borrowing had not been solely influenced by these two examples.
On the contrary, borrowing for Goehr had been a fundamental ingredient within his
compositional output from the early 1960s, and it has involved the theoretical and inpractice exploration of a vast selection of repertoire and composers, such as C.P.E. Bach and
Brahms.269 Nevertheless, in relation to Symmetry Disorders Reach and other works of that
period, Goehr has used Picasso and Monteverdi as examples for illuminating his approach in
compositional modelling, and for that, they have an immediate relation to and decisive
impact on this research. In borrowing pre-existing music, Goehr was not merely interested
in rediscovering an earlier form, an earlier set of rules to follow in his compositions; rather
he was trying to find how musical material fitted within a given structure.270
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Neha Nair Rohera, ‘Las Meninas through the eyes of Picasso’, <http://thekulturefiles.com/kf/?p=172>
(accessed 27 February 2016). For additional images of Picasso’s Las Meninas, see [Unsigned], ‘Las Meninas
(group)’, <http://www.bcn.cat/museupicasso/en/collection/mpb70-433.html> (accessed 29 February 2016).
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In our conversation, Goehr explained how as an exercise he would count the bars and copy the structure of
C.P.E. Bach’s works, and then re-compose it. He now dismisses this method of composing, describing it as an
‘intentional’ form of borrowing. Nevertheless, even in Symmetry Disorders Reach the borrowing is indeed
intentional, which makes me think that what Goehr was describing as ‘intentional’ was perhaps better
described as ‘superficial’. Goehr, Interview by author, 2 October 2015.
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Returning to the Picasso exhibition, it is important to establish the following point: Goehr’s
interpretation of Picasso’s re-workings of earlier paintings was influenced by and built upon
his knowledge and memory of the earlier paintings (Figure 2.4). The fact that Goehr was
acquainted with the original paintings enabled him to view and observe Picasso’s
transformations within an intertextual and transparent perspective – having the tools to
compare the source with the ‘new’ painting. The original paintings were evidently not
displayed in this exhibition; as such, not knowing the paintings in advance would
presumably lead to a completely different interpretation of Picasso’s paintings. Would
Picasso’s re-workings have had the same impact on Goehr had he not known the original
paintings? This is not to imply that these paintings would not have any sort of effect on
Goehr, or any other viewer for that matter, had they not known the originals. But they
would certainly not have had the particular effect that Goehr described and defined as
transparency.

Figure 2.4 Velázquez’s Las Meninas271

271

Cowling, Cox and Fraquelli, et al, 'The family of Philip IV (“Las Meninas”)’, in Picasso: Challenging the Past,
128.
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In relation to his own works of compositional modelling, Goehr suggested that it is possible
for the listener to enjoy a piece of music without knowing it is modelled on an earlier piece.
Although the consciousness of a model in a composition gives the listener a deeper
‘understanding and pleasure’, it is nevertheless not the vital ingredient for appreciating a
piece of music.272 Offering another perspective, in Symmetry Disorders Reach Goehr chose
to print the original scores as an appendix, in this way explicitly informing the performer of
his compositional modelling. Moreover, in the preface of the score he suggested the
following:
Here I say only that while necessarily my poor transformations must stand on their own, I
hope that the possibility of comparing each with its appropriate model may give a particular
pleasure, not unlike my pleasure in composing in this way.273

Without doubt Goehr is somehow uncertain about where his models stand in relation to the
listener and/or the performer. He suggests that a piece can give a particular pleasure to the
listener – without knowledge of the original model – but at the same time that the
comparison between each piece and its given model can give yet another pleasure,
presumably to the performer.274 It is possible that Goehr in this instance means both
equally, giving both options the same gravity – in a similar way that compositional modelling
works for him – whereby two works are equal each to each. There is a constant double
meaning, a double perspective within this work, offering not only the possibility of choosing
one over the other, but also the possibility of choosing both. From another perspective, it
seems that Goehr is clearly throwing the decision to the performers, giving them all the
necessary tools for engaging with the original models, and enough ambiguity to decide for
themselves how to explore this material.
272

‘At best, an awareness of a model might deepen understanding and pleasure but should not be regarded as
an essential of appreciation. It would surely not be right to question the integrity of a listener who, while
recognizing no quotations, identifying no references, making no associations, simply obtains pleasure from
following the travels of a tune, the intensity of contrast, and the appositeness of resolution in a musical piece.
Be this so, the very discussion of the status of a model within a piece might seem to be little more than
pedantry or cleverness. It is no accident, I suspect, that there are few if any mentions of this aspect of
composing in writings about music.’ Goehr, ‘Using Models … for Making Original Music’, 117.
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Goehr, Symmetry Disorders Reach, (Schott & Co. Ltd., 2002), Preface.
274
Goehr does not clarify in the preface of the score whether he is referring to the listener or the performer,
but I presume he is referring to the performer given that this text is found on the musical score.
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In addition, it is perhaps plausible to compare both Picasso’s transformations and Goehr’s
Symmetry Disorders Reach with Brahms – a composer who has been extensively associated
with borrowing. Despite the borrowings, both hidden and apparent, Brahms as a composer
sustained a clear and distinctive compositional style, infusing the borrowings within his
music. Both Charles Rosen and Burkholder, in their research on Brahms, have pointed out
that an educated listener and performer has more to enjoy in Brahms, as other hidden, or
more difficult to spot, associations with sources become apparent.275 In other words, a nonmusician listener has less to appreciate in Brahms, although as Goehr suggests for his own
music, there is no reason why a listener might not simply enjoy the ‘travels of a tune’.276
Rosen, however, pointed out a special element in relation to Brahms:
With Brahms, we reach a composer whose music we cannot fully appreciate – at a certain
level, at any rate – without becoming aware of the influences which went into its making [...]
Influence for Brahms was not merely a part of the compositional process, a necessary fact of
creative life: he incorporated it as part of the symbolic structure of the work, its iconography.
We might even conjecture that the overt references are often there as signals, to call
attention to others less obvious, almost undetectable.277

Likewise, for Goehr, borrowing has been a vital ingredient of his compositional output since
the early 1960s. He is not choosing to borrow merely out of intellectual interest, but
because he genuinely values borrowing and considers it part of his personality as an artist.
In my meeting with Goehr, he pointed out that borrowing could yet be another prison for a
composer, in the sense that a composer can become addicted to the procedure of
compositional modelling and borrowing in general.278 Yet, when borrowing is at stake, it is
important for us – performers and researchers – to constantly ask ourselves the following
question: What does the borrowing, within a given work, mean to the composer and to the
particular work? And, in response to that, is it important for the listener to know about it?
275

See Charles Rosen, ‘Influence: Plagiarism and Inspiration’, 19th-Century Music 4.2 (1980), 87–100.
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Goehr mentioned that borrowing could be another form of prison, in the same way that serialism and
music post-1945 were, in Goehr’s view, a prison, trapped in their own preoccupations so as to avoid any
connections with the past. Goehr, Interview by author, 2 October 2015.
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There is never a pre-set rule for including or excluding the borrowing references within the
programming of a concert, and consequently from the audience. It is in every case a matter
of evaluation and critical reading of a given score, examining the borrowings within that
particular instance, and deciding whether there is some value in transmitting the borrowing
materials to the audience.
In my view, it is clear that for Goehr the pre-existing material in Symmetry Disorders Reach
form part of the iconography of the new work – acting in a similar way to the borrowed
material of Brahms. It is a work that a listener cannot fully appreciate if unaware of the
borrowings, but most importantly, it is a work that the performer cannot fully interpret and
understand aside from the borrowings. And in my view, the process through which I, as a
performer, worked towards building my interpretation of Symmetry Disorders Reach,
alongside the original models, is a further reason for informing the audience about this
process, as Goehr informs the performer about his compositional process.

Symmetry Disorders Reach within Goehr’s compositional output 2001-2004
In order to comment from a rounded opinion on Goehr’s compositional output from 2001
to 2004, it is important to discuss his compositional output from the 1960s concisely, the
time when Goehr started experimenting with using pre-existing music. Goehr’s
compositional output in the 1960s includes the following works, in which elements of
musical borrowing started to appear: Two Choruses & A Little Cantata of Proverbs (1962), a
combination of serialism with Renaissance modality, Little Symphony op.15 (1963),
composed for the memorial of his father and modelled upon the ‘Catacombs’ movement
from Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition, and lastly, a paraphrase on Monteverdi’s
Madrigal Il combattimento di Trancredi e Clorida (1968) for solo clarinet. In 1985, Goehr
composed the work A Musical Offering (J.S.B. 1985) in three movements (Prelude and
Fugue, Ancient Dance Steps, and Ricercar), in which the musical material derives from the
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plainsong Alleluia.279 Moreover, Goehr composed the Ricercar on Bach’s initials (B-A-C-H), in
a similar manner to the way in which Bach is claimed to have composed the Ricercar of the
Musical Offering on Frederick the Great’s initials. In 1994-95, Goehr recomposed
Monteverdi’s 1608 lost opera Arianna for soprano and ensemble, using the original libretto
by Ottavio Rinuccini. In the front page of score to Arianna, Goehr writes the following:
‘Arianna / composer: Alexander Goehr - Claudio Monteverdi/ librettist: Ottavio Rinuccini/
(lost opera by Claudio Monteverdi), op.58/ composed again by Alexander Goehr’.280
Contextualising Goehr’s compositional output at the time he composed Symmetry Disorders
Reach, we notice the following: Between 2001 and 2004, Goehr composed five works for
different instrumentation in which the element of compositional modelling, and borrowing
in general, had a prominent role. Goehr not only composed on pre-existing models, but also
inter-related these works with self-borrowed material, while using the same models for
different works. In detail, in 2001-2002 Goehr composed …second musical offering (GFH
2001) op.71, in 2002 …around Stravinsky op.72, Symmetry Disorders Reach op.73 and
Marching to Carcassone op.74, and lastly in 2004, Adagio (Autoportrat) for large orchestra
op.75 (See Table 4).
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For a detailed analysis of Goehr’s compositional approach in A Musical Offering, see: Derrick Puffett, ‘... An
Analytical Offering (A. G. 1992)...: On Goehr's Homage to Bach’, Music Analysis 11.2/3 (July-October, 1992),
177-200.
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[Unsigned], ‘Arianna’, <http://www.schott-music.com/shop/9/show,158347.html> (accessed 3 November
2014).
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…second musical offering (GFH 2001) op.71 (2001-2002), for orchestra
-

Title borrowed from Bach’s Musical Offering

-

Based on Handel’s Air from the 3rd Suite in D minor (From 8 Keyboard Suites)

…around Stravinsky op.72 – 2002, for violin and wind quartet
-

Two movements, Prelude for solo violin and a Rondo for violin and wind quartet, to be
performed either side of Stravinsky’s early 1907 song without words, Pastorale.

Symmetry Disorders Reach op.73 – 2002, for solo piano
-

Based on J.S. Bach – Kleines Harmonisches Labyrinth, G.F. Handel – Air (From 3rd Suite
in d minor), W.A. Mozart – Adagio in h, KV 540 and
R. Schumann – Davidsbündlertänze no.8.

Marching to Carcassone op.74 – 2002, Serenade for piano and 12 instruments
-

Shares the same musical material with Symmetry Disorders Reach from Part I:
‘Invention’, ‘Chaconne’, ‘Burlesque’ and Part II: ‘…marching to Carcassone. Labyrinth’
[which is modeled on J.S. Bach’s Kleines Harmonisches Labyrinth]

-

The sixth movement, called ‘Night’ (Passacaglia) is based on the harmonic progression of
Schoenberg’s ‘Night’ in Pierrot Lunaire.

Adagio (Autoportrat), for large orchestra op.75 – 2003 (2004)
-

Based on Mozart’s Adagio in B minor for piano KV 540
Table 4: Outline of musical borrowing in Goehr’s compositional output 2001-2004

A general view of Goehr’s compositional output reveals a composer who has chosen as preexisting pieces a variety of sources, ranging from Monteverdi to Stravinsky. Nevertheless, to
make his choice of sources comprehensible it should be noted that Goehr’s borrowed
material refers to either an influential composer-figure for himself, a composer that
reflected part of his personal biography, or composers who were themselves related to
borrowing in one way or another. He has used music from Monteverdi, Handel, Bach and
Mozart more than once in different periods of his life, for example music by Bach in A
Musical Offering (J.S.B. 1985) and ‘Little Harmonic Labyrinth’ (from Symmetry Disorders
Reach, 2002). Moreover, he has related two of his works of different periods through the
title and approach: A Musical Offering (J.S.B. 1985) and …second musical offering (GFH
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2001). Most importantly though, what all of the aforementioned composers share in
common is their association with borrowing, whether they were borrowers or have been
borrowed extensively. Additionally, in my meeting with Goehr, he mentioned them all as
examples of borrowers, each one of them from a different perspective. The discussion on
Monteverdi’s seconda prattica is an obvious example, as well as Bach’s re-composition of so
many musical works of other composers, for instance Vivaldi’s concertos. Mozart was
mentioned in relation to Rosen’s article ‘Influence: Plagiarism and Inspiration’, in which
Rosen analyses Mozart’s influence from Haydn, setting as an example a Gigue for Piano
(K.574) that Mozart composed in 1789 (in comparison with Haydn’s finale from the Quartet
in C major op.20 no.2, 1772).281 Schoenberg and Stravinsky were both mentioned
extensively, both in relation to their borrowings, as well as in relation to their general
attitude as composers. Goehr borrowed music that meant something to him, from
composers he esteemed and who influenced him as a composer. The sources might seem
like an irrelevance or mere curiosity, but for Goehr they are crucial to the new
compositions, as they represent his background and add some extra biographical context
and content to his works, just as Goehr thought of Picasso’s re-workings of older paintings
as works of art that embedded within them a bit of biography.282

Understanding Symmetry Disorders Reach
Two different ways of explaining and understanding Goehr’s compositional process in
Symmetry Disorders Reach could be as follows:
I. Experimentation/Work-in-progress?
In support of the notion that Symmetry Disorders Reach served as an experiment, a work-inprogress for Goehr, I provide the following comments:
1. In Schott’s website, the Symmetry Disorders Reach score is described as follows:
281
282

Rosen, ‘Influence: Plagiarism and Inspiration’, 88-91.
Goehr, Interview by author, 2 October 2015.
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For Alexander Goehr, like Schumann, teaching and fostering new ideas and talent has been an
integral part of his life as a composer. In these 15 pieces he uses models (by Bach, Handel,
Mozart and Schumann) to explore the creative act.283

This description focuses quite clearly on the procedure of composition rather than on
describing the qualities of it as a work for performance. In other words, this quote projects
the work more as an academic or educational text, instead of a work for performance.
2. In the preface to the score, Goehr writes that ‘… following the pedagogical intention, I
print as an appendix to the second part the pieces by J.S. Bach [?], Handel, Mozart and
Schumann which were my specific models’284 (underlined by the writer).
Accordingly, there is undeniably a pedagogical intention within this work, but still it remains
an open question as to whether Goehr published the original scores for a composer to study
his technique, or for a performer to play the pieces out of intellectual interest, or perhaps
for further supporting the notion that this is indeed a kind of experiment for him.
Notably, of all the works Goehr composed between 2001 and 2004, Symmetry Disorders
Reach is the only work that included the original scores in the published score in the form of
an appendix. It is the only work in which he explicitly discussed his compositional modelling
in the preface to the score – although all of the works of this period use compositional
modelling – and it is the only work in which we can find musical material from all of his
other works of the time.285
The models that Goehr used for composing …second musical offering (GFH 2001) are the
two versions of the ‘Air’ from Symmetry Disorders Reach (modeled upon Handel’s ‘Air’). The
283

This quote has not been written by Goehr. [Unsigned], ‘Symmetry Disorders Reach’, <http://www.schottmusic.com/shop/9/show,158347.html> (accessed 3 November 2014).
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‘The two versions of Handel’s Air from the Keyboard Suite formed the basis of my …second musical offering
(GFH 2001) for orchestra and the version of Mozart’s Adagio reappears in Adagio (Autoportrat) for large
orchestra in 2004. Various of the earlier pieces, compete or in part, are to be found in Marching to Carcassone
for piano and twelve instruments.’ Ibid.
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Adagio for Orchestra is modeled on Goehr’s ‘Adagio’ from Symmetry Disorders Reach
(modeled upon Mozart’s Adagio), while in Marching to Carcassone Goehr used as models a
number of pieces from Symmetry Disorders Reach (Table 4). Goehr therefore is not simply
modelling his works on original pieces, but is also modelling his works on his re-workings of
original pieces, creating in that way variations of a given model.286 The parallel of this action
with Picasso’s variations on Las Meninas, for instance, and the idea of musical variations is
an inevitable result, despite Goehr’s assertion that Picasso’s paintings share no similarities
with musical variations on a given theme. Goehr says: ‘It was entirely obvious that these did
not represent some kind of “return to the past” or neoclassicism; nor indeed were they in
any profound sense like musical variations on a theme, like those of Brahms on a Handelian
air, for example.’287 Offering yet another perspective on the same matter within the same
article, he says: ‘Picasso’s series of variations on Manet’s Déjeuner sur l'herbe both
reproduces the structure of figures and proportions of the model (as one might say Brahms
reproduced the sequence of phrases and harmonies of Handel).’288
In a thought-provoking parallel, Elaine Sisman has suggested that Picasso’s forty-four
variations on Velázquez’s Las Meninas (1957), which is a set of variations on an already reworked first painting, can be related to the variation practices in music (see Figure 2.5 for a
collage of different versions of the same material from Picasso’s Las Meninas).289 As Sisman
explains, some variations concentrate on the central figure of the painting, the Infanta,
while others concentrate on secondary figures creating in that way ‘an engagement with an
earlier “text” that creates varied “views” and different perspectives of a model’.290
Transferring that mode of thinking to Goehr’s work opens up a whole new dimension of
possibilities and questions regarding its understanding; the fundamental question though is:
what possibilities does that create for the performance of Symmetry Disorders Reach? In
these paintings, Picasso, acting no less as a painter than as a director/curator, shifted his
286

It has not been possible to find out exactly which works were composed before other works. Even after
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perspective in each variation by changing the focus. Goehr, by contrast, in Symmetry
Disorders Reach, did something different. On the one hand, Picasso’s directing could be
described as looking at the pre-existing painting through a lens, and moving from left to
right, zooming in on specific objects or characters of the painting at different times. On the
other hand, Goehr’s approach could be best described as zooming in and out of the whole
picture, so that everything remains balanced yet distorted; in other words, a disorder of
symmetry.

Figure 2.5 Different versions of Picasso’s Las Meninas on the same subject291

Indeed, it could be said that Velázquez’s painting is prone to such handling due to its
theatrical and enigmatic nature. Handel’s ‘Air’, the source for Goehr’s ‘Air’ and ‘Air-Double’
– which will be analysed in detail below – can be regarded as sharing a similar nature to
Velázquez’s painting from another perspective. In the published score of Handel’s ‘Air’, the
291
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Cristina Martín, ‘The Chronology of Las Meninas of Picasso’,
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(accessed 29 February 2016).
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important-harmonic notes are in bigger print, while the ornamental-elaborated gestures are
in smaller print;292 explicitly informing the reader, in this way, of the changeable and
improvised features in the piece. Goehr, similarly to Picasso, curated the performance of
Handel’s ‘Air’ in two ways: by zooming in-and-out of the wider structure of the original ‘Air’,
and by re-composing his own ornamental gestures.
II. Developing variations? Developing performances?
It is worth drawing a line of reference between Goehr’s compositional approach and the
Second Viennese School, particularly Schoenberg and Berg. Schoenberg’s ‘developing
variation’ – the concept of varying an initial idea and developing it through its variations –
which formed, as Schoenberg writes, the compositional principle since the 18th century, can
also be discussed in relation to Goehr’s compositional modelling.293 Besides reviewing the
idea of developing variation within each ‘Air’ Goehr composed, I believe it is more
interesting to evaluate this concept in the larger context of Goehr’s ‘Air’, ‘Air-double’, and
later on …second musical offering (GFH 2001); in other words between the different pieces
in which the same material is re-worked – developing a basic unit through variation from
one piece to the other. If we regard Handel’s ‘Air’ as the ‘basic unit’ of Goehr’s composition,
then through the variation of this basic unit, Goehr built his own compositions which
developed into three separate pieces: ‘Air’, ‘Air double’, and …second musical offering (GFH
2001).294 Similarly, Goehr did the same thing in relation to ‘Little Harmonic Labyrinth’: Bach,
Kleines Harmonisches Labyrinth –> ‘Little Harmonic Labyrinth’ –> ‘Little Harmonic Labyrinth
– Double’ –> Marching to Carcassone, and to ‘Adagio’: Mozart, Adagio in h –> ‘Adagio’ –>
Adagio (Autoportrat) op.75. In addition, excerpts from various pieces from Symmetry
Disorders Reach are used in Marching to Carcassone under a similar thought
292
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Writings of Arnold Schoenberg, ed. Leonard Stein (New York: St Martin’s, 1975), 397.
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process/motive. In this respect, it is arguable that to a certain extent Symmetry Disorders
Reach did form Goehr’s work-in-progress variations that would later structure his other
compositions of the time, just as a painter would draw various sketches of a painting.295 The
importance that Goehr gave to these sketches, by printing them as part of the score and
thoroughly explaining his compositional approach, can prove to be equally as fruitful for the
performer as for Goehr himself. In the following section this idea will be brought into trial by
experimenting with ways in which the appendix can be used by the performer, as part of the
‘performance’ score.

Introducing the Practical Material
Throughout the four years of my research, I have performed and experimented with pieces
from Symmetry Disorders Reach on many occasions, in different stages and contexts. Each
one of these occasions, whether positive or negative experiences for me, has influenced and
impacted on my performance in the final project of this research, and for that reason all of
these performances are presented in the webpage of my musical material (under Chapter
II), under three categories: Performances; Work-in-Progress; Experimentations.
I consider some of these recordings ‘work in progress’ material, and as such I would not use
them as promotional material for my work. Nevertheless, these incomplete performances,
including the recordings of my practising and sight-reading, are significant in this context.
Work-in-progress is part of the process of research. Experimentation is also part of the
process (whether that means experimenting with improvising, sight-reading, or
experimenting in performances, etc.), and it might be the case sometimes that the final
project is not as expected, but that is a risk one must take, particularly when it comes to
creative practice research.
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In our meeting, Goehr insisted that he had not planned to inter-relate the aforementioned works with such
a particular way and method, and that it was a rather natural and instinctive way of composing; it was not an
intentional act. Goehr, Interview by author, 2 October 2015.
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A detailed account of what is presented as practical material can be seen in the following list
(in chronological order) and I will be referring to each one of these from now on as Practical
Material 1 to 7:296
1. Work-in-Progress: Studio recording of ‘Little Harmonic Labyrinth’ and ‘Air’ – Trinity
Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance, March 2013.
2. Work-in-Progress: Video documentation of a live performance of ‘Little Harmonic
Labyrinth’, ‘Air’ (Goehr), and Handel’s ‘Air’ (original model) – Trinity Laban
Conservatoire, June 2013.
3. Performance: Audio recording of a live performance of ‘Air’ (Goehr) and ‘Air’
(Handel) – Chapel, Old Royal Naval College, November 2014.
4. Experimentation – Practice: Audio Recording of ‘practice-sight reading’ – Prelude
from 3rd Keyboard Suite Handel, ‘Air’ (from 3rd Keyboard Suite Handel), ‘Air’ (Goehr).
5. Performance: Studio Recording of ‘Air-Double’ (Goehr), ‘Air’ (Goehr), and ‘Air’
(Handel) – Banff Centre of Arts (Canada), March 2015.
6. Performance: Isomorphism (video version) (using my studio recordings from Banff
Centre of Arts, 2015), May 2015.
7. Experimentation: Studio Recording of experimenting with Handel’s ‘Air’ – Trinity
Laban Conservatoire, October 2015.
8. Final performance: Isomorphism, documentation of live installation – Beton 7
Theatre (Greece), November 2015.
At this point, I would suggest listening to the first five performances of this chapter, which
begins with the first studio recording I made of two pieces by Goehr in March 2013, when
my performance was still very rough and immature, and ends with the final studio recording
in March 2015, in which I recorded Goehr’s ‘Air-Double’, ‘Air’, and Handel’s ‘Air’. The final
recording was used in the formation of the first draft of Isomorphism, and this will be
analysed below.

296

Parts of the material (numbers 4-6) have not yet been discussed in detail but are included in the following
section of this chapter.
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Developing Variations in Sound and Image

Figure 2.6 Image from the performance of Isomorphism297

The particular and experimental character of Symmetry Disorders Reach forms a fertile
ground for the performer to experiment and explore ways for de-codifying and approaching
the relationship between original and new work. Furthermore, due to the strong
associations with extra-musical references, text and visual arts, additional possibilities can
be explored in relation to how these can be appropriated within the musical performance.
With this in mind, I initiated a set of sketches of different projects for realising my
performance of Symmetry Disorders Reach within a cross-art context. As a first stage, I
chose to experiment with two pieces from the work, the ‘Air-Double’ and ‘Air’. I
programmed these in the following order (which henceforth I will refer to as the Airsequence):
Air – double, Goehr –> Air, Goehr –> Air (theme), Handel
297

From the performance at the Music Village Festival (Greece, August 2015). Photograph by Nikolaos
Panagiotou.
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In the Air-sequence, the musical material is presented in a different order from that of its
composition, following Ives’s cumulative setting298 of borrowing, providing the original
model at the end of the sequence. My choice of the Air-sequence as my first case study was
inspired by the following observation, and it is the exact reason why Goehr chose this
specific piece by Handel as his model (see Example 2.1):
When Handel supervised the publication of this piece (it was printed by Walsh in London in
1720) rather unusually he had it set in two sizes of musical print: the larger for the basic

harmonic structure and the smaller for his decorated version. Technically we call this a
diminution.
The two sizes of print gave me the idea that it was possible to rework a piece, retaining
some elements of the original and substituting others by my own inventions. […]

The aim in the music is to achieve a kind of effect of transparency. One preserves the gestures
of the old ‘through’ the new music. The idea has something in common with the way in which
painters – Poussin, Manet, Picasso – reworked classical paintings of their predecessors,
making something quite new but in various ways allowing the old to show through. Though
this kind of working of painterly or musical material seems to constitute a special case, I
believe it tells us something about how music has always and will continue to function for the
listener.299
(Change of font size in the original).

298

Cumulative setting: ‘a complex form in which the theme, either a borrowed tune or a melody paraphrased
from one or more existing tunes, is presented complete only near the end of a movement, preceded by
development of motives from the theme, fragmentary or altered presentation of the theme, and exposition of
important countermelodies.’ Burkholder, ‘The Uses of Existing Music’, 854.
299
Goehr, ‘…second musical offering (GFH 2001)’ <https://de.schott-music.com/shop/second-musical-offeringgfh-2001-no175764.htmll> (accessed 11 March 2014).
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Example 2.1 Handel’s ‘Air’: larger and smaller printed notes

Even in choosing his model, Goehr was again inspired by a visual reference. Adding this to
the established relation of Symmetry Disorders Reach with visual references – Picasso’s reworkings – it became clear to me that my project would revolve around a collaboration with
visual art.
On the grounds of the above, the following description was written as a first draft to
accompany the video installation that was created to surround the ‘Air Sequence’:
Description
When Goehr decided to re-compose Handel’s ‘Air’, his instinctive reaction to it was driven
purely from a visual perspective – the two dimensional sizes of notation in Handel’s score.
Moreover, when Goehr decided to theorize his compositional modeling in this piece (and
others), and verbalize his desired outcome, he yet again based that on visual references – the
transformations of older paintings by Manet, Poussin, Picasso and others. Inspired by those
associations, I find the collaboration with visual art in the performance of this work to be
challenging, meaningful, and almost essential to the work. Thus, I commissioned video artist
Daphne Sgourou and sound artist Evi Nakou to collaborate with me, in creating a video
installation to encircle the performance of the Air-Sequence of Symmetry Disorders Reach,
inspired yet again from the visual aspect of Goehr’s and Handel’s scores. A new theatrical
dimension was thus generated to surround the music performance, creating in this way an
additional context in which to realize the music.
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The process of creating the live installation
In one of my first correspondences with Sgourou, the video artist, I sent her the following
text:
Given that the music will be following the cumulative setting, therefore it will start from
deconstructing the original to reconstructing it, the video installation can either respond to
that or not. Any borrowing can be used such as modelling, variations, deconstruction, etc. The
original model – the basic unit - can either be presented or not. The overall aim/concept of
this project is to create a sense of transparency between old and new material, between the
pre-existing model and the contemporary piece; transparency in the sense that one can see
the old within the new and the opposite.300

It was important for me to make clear right from the start that I expected the individual
artistic perspective of the video artist on this; that this was intended to be a collaborative
project. In our lengthy conversations, I had the opportunity to explain the whole context in
which this project was initiated and share my research so far, and I was lucky to have
chosen to collaborate with someone who showed great enthusiasm and passion for this
project. Although my initial idea involved asking Sgourou to use, in a similar way to Goehr,
an original model for the creation of the video, it turned out that she was inspired and
intrigued more by the two-dimensional notation in Handel’s score (that had inspired Goehr
to re-compose that particular piece).

300

Sofroniou, London, Private correspondence with Daphne Sgourou, 21 January 2015. Private document.
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Sgourou’s response to the above can be seen in Table 5, which lists a cycle of five stages
that the video follows, starting from the whole, symmetry, order, deconstruction, and
ending in symmetry disorders reach:
•

Stage 01. Whole
Chaos is not an empty space, nor an unordered one. Like water, it is inseparable
matter with the possibility of emerging into any form. A primordial reality one cannot
ever entirely grasp but can only imagine, before structures have familiar shapes
and binary dynamics. Man is joined to his surroundings, stage 01 is a space of senses
and instinctual responses.

•

Stage 02. Symmetry
Man is no longer part of Nature, he is observing it, scaling it, imitating it – Intellect
versus Senses, Apollonian versus Dionysian – Man’s intellect dominates, becomes
separated from the body, becomes Logos, Ethics and Moral.
(Aristotle rejected flute-playing because a player’s face became distorted whilst
playing the flute, and such distortion was unnatural. Complexity of melody and
rhythm was thought to distract worshippers from their prayers. L. Goehr)

•

Stage 03. Order
Intellectual ascendance over instinctual expression. Man as the ultimate observer.
The world of stage 03 is an accurate score, a map to harmony in perfect sense but not
for the senses. – Evaluation focuses on correctness of execution –

•

Stage 04. Deconstruction
Symmetry falls into pieces. Fragments reform. Imitation is replaced with a combined
principle of expression and embodiment.

•

Stage 05. Symmetry Disorders Reach –
‘The disorders of imagination are to be ordered and extended in the hope of reaching
a “symmetry” or a true “gestalt”’, A. Goehr
The end is the beginning, the birth of a new order based on the awakening of
forgotten, uncivilized forces.

Table 5: The five stages of the video – Daphne Sgourou

These five stages are constructed through the variation of a basic unit, a liquid substance
that reacts to a magnetic field, which Sgourou has documented through video and exploited
through experimenting with different procedures (speed, time, quantity of material, etc.). In
that sense, besides using a pre-chosen structure for the video, in the same way that Goehr
used Handel’s structure as a model, the video is also constructed under the concept of
developing variation, realising each stage of the structure through a constant variation of
the basic unit (Figures 2.7 and 2.8).
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Figure 2.7 Photo from different stages of the video and the development of the ‘basic unit’

Figure 2.8 Photo from different stages of the video and the development of the ‘basic unit’
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The interaction between sound and image within the video installation is described in the
following diagram (Table 6). The sound that surrounds the Air-sequence in the outer parts
of the video (‘stage.01 whole’ and ‘stage.05 symmetry disorders reach’), has been created in
response to the structure of the video, and uses as found material part of my recordings of
the Air-sequence. Initially, there was no plan for including sound in the project, but given
that the video ended up lasting longer than planned, I decided to incorporate a further
soundscape. The broader idea was for the sound artist, Evi Nakou, to deconstruct, in an
abstract and unrecognisable way, part of my recording of the Air-sequence as a prelude and
postlude to the piano performance. Naturally, the sound, as the third element entering this
two-dimensional dialogue of sound (piano) and image, ended up becoming the unifying
point between the two. It is clearly designed in accordance with the structure of the video,
and not Handel’s structure, and yet it relates musically to Handel’s music – however
abstract the relation may be. In the sound-prelude, the sound artist used as a starting point
different tonal centres from my recording, which she deconstructed significantly, creating
new sounds and drones. In both the prelude and the postlude, the sound follows a narrative
of departure from the pianistic sound of the Air-sequence, which becomes even more
intense in the postlude through the addition of noise.
Visual material

Musical material

Stage 01. Whole à

Prelude: Sound art

Stage 02. Symmetry à

Air-sequence:
Air- Double, Goehr

Stage 03. Order à

(Air-Double)

Stage 04. Deconstruction à

Air, Goehr

Stage 05. Symmetry Disorders Reach à

Air, Handel
Postlude: Sound art

Table 6: Interaction between sound and image

Additionally, the following sketches (Figures 2.9 and 2.10) depict an example of the video
artist’s work-in-progress in realising the structure and basic unit of the video. Similarly, like
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Goehr, her inspiration for the material derives from the visual aspect of both Handel’s and
Goehr’s scores.

Figure 2.9 Sketches for video installation – Daphne Sgourou
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Figure 2.10 Sketches for video installation – Daphne Sgourou

Naturally, when working within a collaborative group, the initial concept, however clear and
distinct it is, evolves and alters with the creative input of other artists and art forms, and
becomes something else. Through our collaboration, the project took on a new shape, a
new identity, and was renamed Isomorphism. Although it initiated from my research, and
my theoretical and practical exploration with Goehr’s Symmetry Disorders Reach, it
nevertheless departed from that starting point and became a new work of art, through the
use of pre-existing material – in this case, Goehr’s work. Symmetry Disorders Reach became
as much the trigger point and inspiration as the borrowing and the pre-existing material
within Isomorphism. Thus, in this new project there was a double borrowing: my borrowing
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of Goehr, and Goehr’s borrowing of Handel. As a result, my borrowing of Handel could only
be traced in relation to Goehr, as a loan from Goehr and not an immediate borrowing. In
that way, the influence of Goehr’s perspective with regard to Handel is an inevitable and
dynamic element that surrounds my interpretation of the Handel, as will be analysed later.
Finally, through understanding the borrowings in Isomorphism, I came to understand how
Goehr’s ‘Air-Double’ and ‘Air’ have departed from Handel, and yet remain bound to the
iconography and symbolic structure of the work.301
A new descriptive text was thus generated to comment on the new work – with a clear
reference to the borrowing that occurred:
ISOMORPHISM
Isomorphism is a project that researches symmetry: symmetry as the technique and practice
for processing and re-composing pre-existing material, and as a method for combining
different art forms in creating a unified artistic creation.

The point of departure for this project is Alexander Goehr’s Symmetry Disorders Reach (2002),
a work for solo piano in which Goehr uses pre-existing works as models for composing new
works, through the exploration of symmetry, and aiming at achieving transparency between
past and present. Isomorphism attempts to apply these ideas within an interactive group of
different art forms, and to comment on them through image and sound. Within this process,
this project combines video art, sound art and piano performance, with an aim to explore the
dynamics of symmetries and asymmetries, not only within the limits of one art form – as
Goehr attempted – but within the device of a cross-art collaboration that follows the same
‘programmatic language’.302

301
302

Rosen, ‘Influence: Plagiarism and Inspiration’, 94.
Practical Material 6: Isomorphism (video version).
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Sketches of performing the Air-sequence from a performer’s perspective
I. Analysis Overview
The disorders of imagination […] are to be ordered and extended in the hope of ‘reaching a
symmetry’, or a ‘true gestalt’. But the other way round might work too (and for many does):
taking a symmetry (matrix) and making from it a luxuriant disorder.303

In ‘Air’ and ‘Air-Double’, Goehr followed the structure of Handel’s ‘Air’ in a different way
every time. While in ‘Air’ he used the same number of bars as Handel did in his ‘Air’ (fourbar phrases), in ‘Air-Double’ he stretched the structure by composing a whole bar out of
each crotchet of Handel’s ‘Air’. Goehr also followed the principle of repeating each section,
which means that each section is re-composed twice. Just as a performer would alter, in an
improvisational manner, the repeat of each section of Handel’s work as part of the wider
baroque tradition, so Goehr similarly re-composed each section with an improvisational
attitude. Hence, in these two pieces, Goehr composed four versions of the first and second
parts of Handel’s ‘Air’, and it can be argued that he is already composing variations within
each Air through the repeats.
Harmonically, both pieces lie somewhere between chromatic and tonal ground, while Goehr
is clearly maintaining and following the basic melodic pitches and harmonic language of
Handel’s original. The large print notes of Handel’s original play a leading role in the
structure of both the harmonic and melodic lines in Goehr’s pieces, whilst the small printed
notes, the improvisational harmonic fillings, are treated in a similar manner by Goehr, who
on many occasions shadows Handel’s gestural writing.
Given the stretching of the metric symmetry in ‘Air-Double’, this piece lasts significantly
longer than ‘Air’, as each four-bar phrase is now transformed into a sixteen-bar phrase.
Goehr zooms in on Handel’s original and composes not only what is already there, but also
what could have been there, the possibilities that exist within each given fragment, and
303

Goehr, Symmetry Disorders Reach, (Schott & Co. Ltd., 2002), Preface.
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arise from each predominant pitch (see Examples 2.2-2.4). The streaming flow of the music
and the gestural writing of Goehr in ‘Air-Double’ give the music a kind of moving stillness.

Example 2.2 The opening of Goehr’s ‘Air’

Example 2.3 The opening of Goehr’s ‘Air- Double’

Example 2.4 The opening of Handel’s ‘Air’
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Finally, in both ‘Air’ and ‘Air-double’, Goehr ends with the notes of Handel’s initials in the
bass line, G-F-H, a resemblance of a homage composition and an act of appreciation and
admiration (Example 2.5). This is something he also used at the end of the first movement,
‘Overture with Handelian Air’, in the …second musical offering (GFH 2001). With this, Goehr
openly acknowledges the borrowing from Handel within the score of the ‘new’ work,
without it being necessary for someone to look at the appendix.

Example 2.5 Handel’s initials at the ending of ‘Air-Double’ of Symmetry Disorders Reach

II. Deconstructing Goehr’s ‘Air’ –> Constructing Handel’s ‘Air’
Through the technical analysis of how Goehr used the Handel piece in his re-workings, I
came to realise that the findings can be of significance in two ways. For understanding how
Goehr uses the pre-existing material compositionally, from a technical perspective, but also
for understanding how Goehr ‘interprets’ the pre-existing piece within his own piece. Taking
into consideration his ideal of transparency, in these pieces Goehr is trying to create a
situation in which the listener hears not only the old, but also the new. And so, his own way
of hearing the old is embodied within his new versions of the Air.
For instance, the study of Goehr’s pieces reveals a comparable pattern of dynamic use to
what we would describe as ‘terraced dynamics’, a common practice of the Baroque, with
sudden changes from soft to loud without the use of crescendo/decrescendo. The marking
of echo is very common in Goehr’s score, as are sudden changes of dynamics from one
phrase to another, and sustained dynamics through a long section. Although Goehr uses
crescendo/decrescendo in some places, it is not used in the manner of piano works of the
19th century. In my view, Goehr adds these markings in places where the gesture would
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suggest that anyway, and a harpsichordist would most probably use finger pedal to assume
a degree of crescendo (in ornaments, in virtuosic passages, etc.). Also, there is a specific
change in dynamics in the repeat of each section, in which the second repeat is usually
marked softer than the first (see Examples 2.6-2.9 for an overview of Goehr’s use of
dynamics).

Example 2.6 The use of dynamics within Goehr’s scores: ‘Air’ – subito piano

Example 2.7 The use of dynamics within Goehr’s scores: ‘Air-Double’ – subito piano
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Example 2.8 The use of dynamics within Goehr’s scores: ‘Air’ – gestural writing and crescendo

Example 2.9 The use of dynamics within Goehr’s scores: ‘Air’ – Repeat of first section in a different
dynamic and gestural writing resembling Handel’s semiquaver runs

An interesting incident occurs on the last page of the ‘Air-Double’, where Goehr uses exactly
the same notes as the last crotchet beat in bar 10 of Handel’s ‘Air’ (Examples 2.10 and 2.11).
Interestingly, Goehr does not add any phrasing marks here, although he is clearly interfering
with the phrasing before and after these four notes. In my view, these four notes should be
regarded as a ‘direct quotation’, rather than as part of the overall modelling, and they have
been performed in my recordings with this thought in mind. I prefer to interpret these four
notes in the same way I would interpret them in Handel, treating them as a quotation within
a quotation, and projecting their distinct character in relation to the surroundings.
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Example 2.10 ‘Quotation’ and articulation borrowings between Goehr and Handel: Handel, ‘Air’

Example 2.11 ‘Quotation’ and articulation borrowings between Goehr and Handel: Goehr, ‘AirDouble’

III. Recording the ‘Air Sequence’
During my residency at the Banff Centre of Arts in Canada in 2015, when I recorded the Airsequence, I had coaching sessions on these pieces with Ronan O’Hora and Winston Choi.
Each pianist had a very different approach to Goehr’s pieces, particularly in relation to
Handel’s original ‘Air’. While O’Hora was first interested in hearing Handel’s ‘Air’ and
discussing my interpretation of it before moving on to Goehr’s re-workings, Choi was not
interested in listening to it at all. In fact, he did not listen to it and he did not wonder what
Goehr’s model was. Perhaps he knew the piece in advance, or perhaps he could actually
hear an idea of the piece in Goehr that was sufficient.
Although both took into consideration the idea of what is expected and what is unexpected
in the score, they nevertheless interpreted this idea in completely opposite ways. O’Hora
viewed it as a fundamentally tonal piece in which chromaticism is the unexpected element,
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and Choi as a fundamentally atonal piece in which the tonal elements evoke the unexpected
surprises. This could not but remind me of Goehr’s dual description of Monteverdi’s
seconda prattica – viewing Monteverdi’s scores either as prima prattica compositions with
seconda prattica elements, or the opposite.304 Goehr has been successful in creating both
the duality of perception and the transparency between the two pieces, the two characters
of Handel and Goehr.
IV. Argument
What remains of interest for my research in the above is not necessarily how Goehr
understands the Baroque, or to list the baroque elements in Goehr’s score, but rather how
Goehr hears Handel and how that understanding can influence my interpretation of
Handel’s ‘Air’ – when played in sequence with Goehr’s ‘Air’ and ‘Air-Double’.
As has already been noted, Wollheim supports the idea that in the process of understanding
how borrowing works, we first need to look into what the borrowing material means to the
artist and how the artist understands the original, the context of the background in which
he has seen the original motif that he has borrowed; if he understands it wrongly, then we
need to consider it in that way.305 This opens up the following argument, which connects to
the core of my research questions: Through the realisation of the borrowing techniques in a
composition and what the borrowing material means to the composer (how Goehr
understands and interprets it), could I not then return to the original composition and reconstruct it, through performance, for it to be paired with the new re-workings? In other
words, to interpret Handel’s ‘Air’ in the way that Goehr would ‘interpret’ it.
If I were to perform Handel’s ‘Air’ in a different context – as part of Handel’s 3rd Keyboard
Suite, for instance – I would certainly interpret it in a completely different way. But in the
context of Goehr’s Symmetry Disorders Reach, there would be, in my view, no interest in
performing Handel’s ‘Air’ in the way I would perform it in any other context. For what gives
Handel’s ‘Air’ meaning in this instance is that it is played with the same approach as Goehr’s
304
305

Goehr, ‘Using Models ... for making Original Music’, 118.
Wollheim, Painting as an Art, 189.
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‘Air’, and therefore both are being re-worked at the same time, within the same context,
eliminating the distance between them, as seen through the same lens. Whether or not I
agree with Goehr is beside the point; rather the point is whether I can, at any rate,
understand Goehr through deconstructing his scores.

Another step further…
The first time I performed Isomorphism, in its very early stages and before it was called
Isomorphism, was at the Banff Centre of Arts in an informal gathering with fellow artists in
residence and visiting artists in February 2015. The project was still under construction, a
work-in-progress, and ended up being a rather daunting and unpleasant experience for me,
having to organise a series of technical requirements regarding lighting, projection, and
sound. Nevertheless, it was an experience that taught me a lot in relation to the procedure
of preparing for a multi-media installation. It also provided valuable feedback from the
other artists, as well as the opportunity to document and reflect on the performance.
In general, the project was received positively by the other artists, although specific
suggestions and comments were made that initiated a set of new thoughts and plans. These
suggestions can be separated, for the sake of clarity, into practical/technical and
artistic/conceptual, although in my view the practicalities are always embedded and
reflected in the artistic outcome. The most impactful feedback I received had to do with the
practical elements of the project that initiated a set of artistic experimentations. The
practical elements targeted mainly aspects of the staging of the whole project – how to
situate the piano in relation to the projection and the speakers. The space at the Banff
Centre was somehow problematic as it had certain limitations in regard to moving the piano
and managing a large projection, therefore the setting of the space for this first project was
rather doomed from the start. Figures 2.11-2.13 show the development of the staging
throughout three performances of Isomorphism, starting from the first draft to the final
staging.
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Figure 2.11 Staging at the Banff Centre of Arts (Canada, February 2015) (1st performance)

Figure 2.12 Staging for the Music Village Festival (Greece, August 2015) (3rd performance)

Figure 2.13 Final staging of Isomorphism (Greece, November 2015) (4th performance)
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In the final staging (Figure 2.13), the video is projected as large as possible on a wall,
reflections of which are also visible on the floor. The piano, facing the projection, is
surrounded by the two speakers, right and left, and the audience is situated behind the
piano. In this way, the audience views the installation as a unity, a visual projection that
moves towards and away from the piano, through the means of sound (piano and electronic
sound).
In addition, this staging had a significant effect on my relationship with the moving image,
and consequently on my interpretation. Through the several rehearsals, and different
performances with various staging settings, I found myself relating my playing to the moving
image more and more as the project progressed. Unintentionally, from the beginning of this
project, the movement of the video fitted with the musical gestures at times, even in the
initial video version of this project, in which my recording of the pieces was used. Although
these sudden moments of parallel action had at times a kind of uplifting and powerful
impact, I remained nevertheless skeptical that the synchronisation could hide a potential
superficiality. As an audience member, looking back at the documentation of my
performances, the synchronisation of the sound and image felt at times rather
overwhelming, intense and confusing as to which one of the two to follow. Instead of
unifying the sound and the image, it seemed to me that the gap was growing. In response to
that, I started a set of experimentations that initially concentrated on the timings of my
entrances – attempting to start and end each piece at different times of the video, as well as
interacting with the electronic sound. Nevertheless, there was one point within the video
that all of us within the project wanted to ensure would remain intact: a moment of two
seconds in which the screen is fully white before a single black line enters the screen and
develops into different shapes resembling musical notes (see Practical Material 6:
Isomorphism at 9’ 30’’). That moment synchronises with the beginning of Handel’s ‘Air’ and
becomes a moment of purity, a return to the known original material, in the form of a
memory. This is a memory that has been there throughout Goehr’s pieces and the video,
but remains unrecognised – amid mist and fog – until the moment it reveals itself through
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stripping off the added musical and figurative nuances, creating in this way an intentional
situation of ‘the emperor’s new clothes’.
My final and most effective, in my view, experiment in relation to the timings between the
image and sound occurred after the above realisation. Understanding the aforementioned
moment as a trick of memory triggered a further experimentation in one of my coaching
sessions with my supervisor Douglas Finch. I performed Handel’s ‘Air’ slower than usual,
improvising extensively and in exaggeration all of the moments in the score in which the
notes were in small print. Keeping the harmonic body as in the original, using all of the
larger print notes as they are, as did Goehr, I improvised the ornamental figures, also adding
musical vocabulary inspired by Goehr’s re-workings. Handel’s ‘Air’ ended up lasting twice as
long as before, overlapping with the entrance of the electronic sound at the end of
Isomorphism, deliberately going beyond accepted performance practice norms. Moreover,
the repeats were additionally re-worked, staying faithful to both the baroque tradition of
altering the repeated section, and the general improvisational attitude of my interpretation
of Handel’s ‘Air’. My performance of Handel’s ‘Air’ formed a kind of on-the-spot
commentary on Goehr’s creative process.306 A draft of this improvisation can be heard in
Practical material 7: Experimentation: Studio Recording of experimenting with Handel’s
‘Air’.

306

In my meeting with Goehr, he commented on the similar matter of synchronising the image and sound, and
suggested that for him it would be more appropriate to slow down the speed of the video. Until that moment,
Goehr had only seen the video version of Isomorphism, which used my initial recording of Handel’s ‘Air’ at its
usual speed. In saying ‘usual speed’, I mean at a speed that is part of the wider conception and tradition of
how Handel is performed, infused of course with my own interpretation and taste of the music. As a response
to Goehr’s comment, which I found rather convincing, having thought about it in a similar way myself, I spoke
to him about my choice of slowing down Handel’s ‘Air’ instead of the speed of the video.
Goehr, Interview by author, 2 October 2015.
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Conclusion
This chapter has been composed in accordance with the procedure in which I have worked
throughout my research on Alexander Goehr’s Symmetry Disorders Reach. Right from the
outset, it was a procedure that involved a constant alternation between practice and
theory, an unending update from the medium of performing to the medium of theorising,
and vice versa.
Symmetry Disorders Reach fascinated me from the very start, due to its musical nature and
the composition of its score – with the appendix including the original scores, Auden’s
poem, and Goehr’s preface and article that referred to a set of further extra-musical
associations. I have to admit, however, that the idea of associating it with a cross-art setting
was not my initial plan, but rather something that slowly emerged along the journey of
practically and theoretically researching this work. This chapter, as well as the website page
of Chapter II, follows that narrative and offers a linear account of the facts and recordings
that led to Isomorphism, a project that in reality concentrates only on two pieces from
Symmetry Disorders Reach (or three pieces in my view, including Handel’s ‘Air’ as well).
Through the process of my research, I have, of course, performed other pieces from
Symmetry Disorders Reach within different programming, samples of which are presented
as additional work-in-progress material for this chapter (Practical Material 1 and 2).
In my view, the culminating moment for my research occurred when I shifted my
perspective on the way I performed Handel; when Handel became Goehr and Goehr
became Handel. Of course, there were other significant moments of this process, such as:
the concept of transparency; the understanding of Symmetry Disorders Reach as a work-inprogress amid Goehr’s other contemporaneous works; the recognition of the visual
significance within this work through Picasso’s re-workings of older paintings; and the actual
collaboration and realisation of the ‘Air-sequence’ within a multi-disciplinary setting in
which the visual references were able to transcend the score and be delivered to the
audience. All of these moments were small steps towards understanding how I wanted to
perform this work for it to make sense to me across its embedded borrowings. What did
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Goehr want to achieve in this work? And what did the borrowed (or the borrowing of
material) material mean to him? Through the understanding of the aforementioned, in
combination with the actual directions on the score, I was able to create my own
interpretation. This is an interpretation for Goehr and Handel together, in which Handel’s
score – within Goehr’s score – is also seen as a borrowed pre-existing object, a quotation,
which attains a new identity by being placed within a new context. Goehr not only models
his pieces on pre-existing pieces, but also borrows and quotes fully the pre-existing pieces
and prints them as the appendix. In my view, performers should not limit themselves to just
the pages of each piece when practising Goehr’s Symmetry Disorders Reach. Instead, the full
score of Symmetry Disorders Reach should be taken into consideration (preface, appendix,
Auden’s poem, article, etc.), transferring, in this way, the choice to the performers whether
or not to uncover and expose the embedded knowledge.
In Isomorphism, Handel’s piece was ‘transformed’, and through its transformation it added
to the performance of the ‘Air-sequence’ from Symmetry Disorders Reach a further context,
clarity, and, in my view, the transparency that Goehr was striving for in this work.
Transparency in three different senses: within each ‘Air’ Goehr composed (hearing Handel
within Goehr); between the two ‘Air’s as part of a larger set of variations (hearing Goehr
within Goehr); and finally, within Handel’s ‘Air’, inverting the perception of transparency in
order to hear Goehr within Handel.
The performer, being the medium between the composer and the audience, has the
potential to interfere with repertoire regardless of time. What Goehr tried to do in this work
could only be achieved from one direction: he could borrow older pieces and re-compose
them, achieving a transparency between the two from the new work to the old (not the
other way round). However recognisable the source, Goehr’s re-working would always be
directed from the moment of ‘now’ to ‘then’. In other words, composers are always situated
in their own time, in the present, no matter how old-fashioned or conservative they choose
to be (see Rochberg, for example). Performers, however, having the task of being the
medium between the audience and composer, performing works of all eras through
detailed and well-prepared performances that strive to respect the performance practice
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tradition of each era, as well as each composer individually, can perceptually form a part of
‘now’ as much as of ‘then’. Although performers always carry traces of their own time, they
tend to ‘move’ within time when performing. Viewing this research from the moment of
now backwards (from completion to beginning), I observe how this research has primarily
dealt with how I, as a performer, ‘move’ within time in dealing with musical borrowing
works in general. Where do I choose to stand, and from which perspective do I approach the
musical work? In the case of Symmetry Disorders Reach, guided by Goehr’s way of thinking, I
choose and attempt to stand in the middle, between Goehr and Handel.
As a final conclusion to this chapter, I provide the video of the live installation as
documented in November 2015 in Beton7, Athens – Greece: Practical Material 8:
Isomorphism.
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Chapter III: Rodney Sharman’s Opera
Transcriptions (1989-2013)

The Piano Transcription
Transcription is transgressive because of its potential not only to reconfigure an original
musical text but also to rearrange the socially constructed ideals of originating (pro)
creativity.307
Ivan Raykoff

Piano transcription has been popular among composers and pianists since the 1830s. It was
first initiated by Liszt and Sigismond Thalberg (1812-1871), and later on Busoni, all of whom
transcribed music for the piano in a virtuosic manner – for example, Liszt’s transcriptions of
Beethoven’s symphonies and Busoni’s transcriptions of Bach’s cantatas.
A number of terms have been used for describing this borrowing practice, the most
common of which are transcription, arrangement, and paraphrase.308 The definitions of
these terms are not easily distinguishable, as can be seen by a quick comparison between
definitions in the New Harvard Dictionary of Music and Oxford Companion to Music,309 as
well as the fact that composers tend to apply them individually rather than follow a
generally approved terminology. For the purpose of this research, I will be using Wiffen’s
definitions of all three terms on the grounds that they have been specifically coined for
piano transcriptions, arrangements, and paraphrases within the 20th century. According to
Wiffen, arrangement can be ‘used as a generic term […] but in common practice frequently
307
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denotes a literal version of a musical work involving a change of medium and may not
necessarily be intended for concert performance’.310 Transcription ‘implies a recreation of
an original work for a different medium, often for concert performance and frequently
displaying a degree of creative freedom […] [S]pecific and detailed notation is essential to
the process (although the source itself may or may not be notated)’.311 A paraphrase is ‘a
new and autonomous creation; materials from the source may be used selectively but
structure, medium and genre are deliberately and substantially altered’.312
As mentioned in ‘Why history matters’ (Introduction), transcriptions were common practice
in the Baroque, an example being the work of J.S. Bach. Not only did Bach serve as
inspiration for composers of the 19th and 20th centuries to practice the technique of
transcription, but he has also been the most transcribed composer of the 20th century,
followed by Chopin and Gershwin.313 Nevertheless, the motives for transcribing in the 19th
and 20th centuries were different from those in the baroque period. These were the
constant developments of the piano,314 as well as the emergence of the pianist-composer
persona as constructed by celebrity virtuoso Liszt. Additionally, operatic and symphonic
transcriptions for the piano were used extensively by the bourgeoisie for domestic
amusement and amateur playing, which contributed significantly to the commercialisation
of the piano transcription in the 19th century.315 In the 20th century, by contrast, social
conditions altered significantly – as has been discussed in ‘Why history matters’ – resulting
in the condemnation of transcriptions as inauthentic. When discussing Liszt’s transcriptions
310
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of Schubert’s Lieder, Artur Schnabel (1882-1951) has said: ‘To play these transcriptions
nowadays is an offence against Schubert and a detriment to the taste of our time’.316
Nonetheless, composers such as Leopold Godowsky (1870-1938), Charles-Valentin Alkan
(1813-1888), Rachmaninov, Alexander Siloti (1863-1945), Kaikhosru Shapurji Sorabji (18921988), Percy Grainger (1992-1961), Earl Wild (1915-2010), Stevenson, and others, continued
the tradition of Liszt and Busoni, forming what Marc-André Roberge refers to as ‘the Busoni
network’ of ‘creative transcription’.317 Roberge proposes the term network rather than
school, and defines it as ‘an interconnected or interrelated group’318 that share similar
approaches to musical creation, compositionally and in performance, such as creating largescale virtuosic works that transcribe, arrange and/or paraphrase pre-existing works. The
anti-modernist approach to creation within this network left much of its output outside the
canonical repertoire of Western music tradition until recently. However, Roberge defends
the creative process of transcribing, in the face of accusations of its lacking originality, by
arguing that the transcriptions of the aforementioned composers are significantly coloured
with their personal musical language that makes them sound original, despite drawing on
pre-existing material.319 Additionally, Roberge notes:
Rather than being simple ‘manipulators’ of other composers’ styles, they are as creative as the
Renaissance composers who, in their parody masses, made use of motives from works by
other composers. In this respect, it may be worth recalling that Sorabji is not alone in
comparing Busoni to a man of the Renaissance; this comparison recurs often enough in the
literature to be considered a cliché.320

Roberge’s defence of originality within the works of the Busoni network composers cannot
but remind us of the analogous attempts to defend, or actually identify, what is original
about the compositions of Ives and Satie by Burkholder and Hare respectively. Satie’s
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originality can be found in the aesthetic nature of his works.321 For Ives, it was the way in
which he selected, manipulated, and adjusted the pre-existing material in each
composition,322 and for the Busoni network composers, originality resulted in the way they
coloured each pre-existing composition with their individual voice. Additionally, as discussed
in Chapter II, for Goehr, originality resulted from his subjective choice of the pre-existing
source, as well as the transparency between the original and contemporary work. Within all
these examples, which fall more or less within the first half of the 20th century (excluding
Goehr), there is a clear distinctive approach, identified by each scholar, in which musicians
use pre-existing material and remain original within their borrowing. What these three
examples have in common is that they are all original in their own personal way without
showing symptoms of falling within a general fashion – excluding the Busoni network
composers who indeed belong to a network of common aesthetic values.
Overcoming the modernist critique of piano transcriptions, musicians found a renewed
interest in piano transcription in the last two decades of the 20th century, with pianists such
as Arcadi Volodos (b.1972), Nikolai Demidenko (b.1955), Stephen Hough (b.1961), and Emile
Naoumoff (b.1962),323 and composers Thomas Adès (b.1971), Ronald Stevenson, Salvatore
Sciarrino (b.1947) and Judith Weir (b.1954). Wiffen notes that in the 1920s, 1930s and
1980s, the use of operatic material in piano transcriptions reached its peak.324 A great
number of transcriptions of the 1920s are sourced from non-operatic pieces, particularly
Gershwin songs (Gershwin was himself an active transcriber), while in the 1980s a great deal
of the operatic transcribed repertoire is due to Michael Finnissy’s Verdi Transcriptions
(1972-2005) that inspired a revival of the operatic transcription with works such as Rodney
Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions (1989-2013), which will be discussed in this chapter.325
Further examples include Glenn Gould (1932-1982), who composed transcriptions of
Wagner’s prelude from Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg among other works (1972-1975),
and Yvar Mikhashoff who composed his own transcriptions from operas by Puccini,
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Vincenzo Bellini (1801-1835), Berg, Sylvano Bussotti (b.1931), Kevin Volans (b.1949), and
others between 1976 and 1992.326
Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions form part of the larger web of piano transcription and its
linear evolution through the years, although they mainly result from Sharman’s engagement
with Finnissy’s Verdi Transcriptions. Sharman does not explicitly draw immediate inspiration
from Liszt and Busoni, but he is still implicitly involved in and integrated within this network
through Finnissy. Above all though, Sharman’s transcriptions correspond accurately with the
way in which Goehr, Ives, Busoni, Finnissy, and the Busoni network composers are original
within their transcriptions (and borrowing in general), by remaining loyal to the
transgressive nature of the art of transcription as described in Raykoff’s aforementioned
explanation (quoted once more):
Transcription is transgressive because of its potential not only to reconfigure an original
musical text but also to rearrange the socially constructed ideals of originating (pro)
creativity.327

Rodney Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions (1989-2013)
Introduction
Rodney Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions for solo piano is a set of eight transcriptions, in
which each piece was composed after a particular aria from an opera. It is divided into three
books, each comprising three pieces, the third book remaining unfinished (including only
two transcriptions at the present time),328 and was composed between 1989 and 2013.
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According to Sharman, the inspiration for Opera Transcriptions arose after listening to
Finnissy’s Verdi Transcriptions, a work he has admitted to greatly admiring.329
Sharman (b.1958) is a Canadian composer and flutist based in Vancouver, Canada. He has
studied composition with Murray Adaskin (1906-2002), Rudolf Komorous, Brian
Ferneyhough (b.1943), Morton Feldman (1926-1987), Frederic Rzewski, Louis Andriessen
(b.1939), and Lukas Foss. His compositional output consists of works that range from
traditional instrumentation and ensembles (orchestral, operas, chamber music, choir,
electroacoustic music, etc.) to different and unconventional instrumentation such as After
Truth for baroque flute, vibraphone and glockenspiel, and collaboration with other art
forms, in particular his work with dance.330
Through his compositional output Sharman has proven himself to be a composer who is not
afraid to borrow music, whether self-borrowing or using another composer’s works as
reference. Sharman uses various borrowing practices, such as transcription and quotation,
as well as drawing on pre-existing music of various genres, such as musical theatre. A recent
example is his work Notes on ‘Beautiful’ (2010),331 commissioned by Anthony de Mare for
the ‘Liaisons project’, in which Mare asked 36 composers to ‘re-imagine’ songs by musical
theatre composer Stephen Sondheim (b.1930).332 Likewise, Sharman re-used material from
his opera transcription La Rondine, in his opera Elsewhereless (1998), and for a trio titled
Suspended Waltz (1998) for mandoline, guitar, and harp at the request of guitarist
Francesco Cuoghi.333
Additionally, Sharman’s Gilding the Lily (2004) is an interesting work that relates to this
research as it demonstrates another example of how Sharman used vocal music as pre329
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existing material. It was a request from Michael Juk (music producer of the Canadian
Broadcast Corporation – CBC), who asked the composer for ‘a reduction/ elaboration/
expansion/ transcription’334 of Mozart’s famous duettino ‘La ci darem la mano’ from Don
Giovanni, for two voices, orchestra, and an added virtuoso flute part.335 Sharman’s response
was a re-composition of Mozart’s orchestral part for piano and flute, with an added
introduction, postlude, and a virtuosic cadenza for the flute, based on Mozart’s original
music.336 In this way, the virtuosic flute cadenza resembles the ending of a flute concerto,
an example of the ‘transgressive’ nature of the art of transcription, and as such, Sharman
challenges notions of form and structure in the sense that the vocal parts on many
occasions come across as the accompaniment to the flute soloist rather than being at the
centre of the composition. Sharman concluded his programme notes for Gilding the Lily
with the following comment: ‘The result, I hope, unites Mozart’s music and mine, and that
the transcription, even at its most fanciful, is true to the spirit of Mozart’s playful, flirtatious
original.’337 Arguably, Sharman’s understanding of the term ‘transcription’ is ambiguous
within that last sentence, although the ‘fanciful’ approach he is discussing could suggest the
‘creative freedom’338 within transcriptions identified by Wiffen. Yet Gilding the Lily also
works as a kind of Renaissance parody, in a similar manner to Busoni and the creative
transcription network, which creates a double reading of Mozart’s piece, unmistakable to an
audience familiar with the Mozart.
In Opera Transcriptions book I (1989-1991),339 Sharman transcribed Puccini arias from the
operas Turandot (1924), La Rondine (1917) and Madama Butterfly (1903-1904), while in
book II (1993-2002)340 he transcribed arias by Bizet from the operas Carmen (1873-1874),
Les Pêcheurs de Perles (1863), and La Jolie Fille de Perth (1866). The unfinished book III
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(2008-2013)341 at present consists of a transcription of an aria from Monteverdi’s
L'incoronazione di Poppea (1642) and an aria from Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde (1865). The
aria selection includes three arias for soprano, three arias for tenor, one duet for tenor and
baritone, and one aria for bass (see Table 7 for details on the particular arias Sharman uses
in each transcription), and in most cases the arias were chosen by the pianists for whom the
pieces were composed and the transcriptions commissioned, except for the aria from Bizet’s
Les Pêcheurs de Perles that Sharman chose himself, and the aria from La Jolie Fille de Perth
that Finnissy suggested to him.

Rodney Sharman, Opera Transcriptions (1989-2013)
Book I:
‘La Rondine’ (1991): ‘La Canzone di Doretta’ (soprano), for Yvar Mikhashoff
‘Turandot’ (1989): ‘Nessun dorma’ (tenor), for Anthony de Mare
‘Madama Butterfly’ (1990): ‘Tu, tu, piccolo iddio’ (soprano), for Yvar Mikhashoff and for Anthony
de Mare
Book II:
‘Carmen’ (1993): ‘La fleur que tu m'avais jetée’ (tenor), for John Snijders
‘Les Pêcheurs de Perles’ (1995): ‘Au fond du temple saint’ (tenor and baritone), for Ortwin
Stürmer
‘La Jolie Fille de Perth’ (2002): ‘Serenade’ (tenor), for Rachel Kiyo Iwaasa
Book III:
‘L’incoronazione di Poppea’ (2008): ‘Mercurio dal ciel in terra’ (bass), for Rachel Kiyo Iwaasa
‘Tristan und Isolde’ (2013): ‘Liebestod’ (soprano), for Rachel Kiyo Iwaasa

Table 7: Rodney Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions

My interest in Opera Transcriptions arose from several factors. To begin with, as it is a piano
work based on existing operatic music in the form of ‘transcription’, it provides a useful
opportunity to explore matters of transcribing non-pianistic works for the piano within the
context of contemporary music. Moreover, the fact that the work has been composed over
a span of 24 years, the last transcription having been composed in 2013, offers the prospect
of establishing an insight into the development of this compositional process in the wider
341
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work of Sharman but also in a broader context, through its comparison with other works of
transcription of the last 60 years. Of even greater interest, though, is the fact that Opera
Transcriptions is not merely a transcription of well-known (in most cases) opera arias, but
also a work that emerged after Sharman’s contact with Finnissy’s Verdi Transcriptions, a
lengthy solo piano work of transcriptions of Verdi operas that Finnissy started composing in
1972 and completed in 2005.

Busoni –> Finnissy –> Sharman
These pieces are, and quite obviously from the start, not simply about Verdi. They form a
critique of a musical culture which is over-saturated in its past. About a world which is
cushioning itself in mythology as an alternative to addressing the present. How? By dissection,
analysis, parody and by self-dramatised intent.342

Michael Finnissy is a composer who has long exploited and ‘self-dramatized’ pre-existing
music in his compositions, in piano works such as the Gershwin Arrangements (1978-88),
English Country Tunes (1977/ rev. 1982-85), and the Verdi Transcriptions (1972-2005). It is
apparent, merely by these three examples, that Finnissy does not limit himself in the choice
of musical genres, but rather chooses pre-existing music that means something to him
and/or challenges him.
In the Verdi Transcriptions, Finnissy aligns himself to the Busoni tradition in the following
statement:
[Verdi Transcriptions] are called ‘transcription’ not only in deference to the nineteenth
century ‘tradition’ of virtuosic pianism (amply elucidated by Busoni), but also because each
one is written ‘through’ rather than mapped out, the nine sub-sections of each sequence are
designedly continuous, rather than self-contained entities.343
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Transcription is clearly a term that Finnissy uses loosely. As he explains in the preface to the
work, he distinguishes between three subcategories of transcription, and clearly identifies
Liszt, Busoni and Godowsky as his mentors for composing and transcribing:344
- arrangement, in which Verdi’s material is recognisable
- ‘radically re-interpret or elaborately paraphrase’345

- ‘composition as transcription’, in which Finnissy re-creates the overall impression
and effect of the pre-existing material without though referring to the original
material in any recognisable manner.346
Comparing Finnissy’s definitions of transcription with Wiffen’s definitions of transcription,
arrangement, and paraphrase reveals a similarity in their attitude when using these terms.
Arrangement in both definitions is the occasion in which the original material is recognisable
in the new composition. Paraphrase, for Finnissy, is a ‘radically’ elaborated version of the
source, whilst for Wiffen, the source is ‘substantially altered’. Lastly, transcription, for
Finnissy, implies a reproduction of an impression and effect, which could undoubtedly
correspond with Wiffen’s ‘creative freedom’ within transcriptions.347
In 1910, in what can be considered a ‘manifesto’ for transcription, Busoni wrote the
following in an essay titled ‘Value of the Transcription’:
Notation is itself the transcription of an abstract idea. The moment that the pen takes
possession of it, the thought loses its original form […]. The composer is obliged to decide on
the form and the key and they determine more and more clearly the course to be taken and
the limitations. Even if much of the idea is original and indestructible and continues to exist,
this will be pressed down from the moment of decision, into the type belonging to a class. The
idea becomes a sonata or a concerto; this is already an arrangement of the original. From this
first transcription to the second is a comparatively short and unimportant step. Yet, in general,
344
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people make a fuss only about the second. In doing so they overlook the fact that a
transcription does not destroy the original; so there can be no question of loss arising from it.
The performance of a work is also a transcription, and this too – however free the
performance may be – can never do away with the original. For the musical work of art exists
whole and intact before it has sounded and after the sound is finished. It is, at the same time,
in and outside of Time.348

According to Ian Pace, a pianist who has recorded the Verdi Transcriptions and a scholar of
Finnissy’s music, Busoni’s perception of composition as transcription formed a fundamental
aspect of Finnissy’s personality as a composer.349 Pace says that in Verdi Transcriptions,
Finnissy attempts ‘to make clear his own particular aesthetic and technical priorities by
applying them to something pre-existent, with the intention to remove one degree of
unfamiliarity from the listening process’.350 In fact, this is also true of Sharman’s opera
transcriptions, although technically he applies it in a different way from Finnissy.
Furthermore, discussing Finnissy’s Gershwin Arrangements,351 a work in which Finnissy
arranges songs by Gershwin, Tom Service suggests that within these pieces we can hear
Finnissy’s perception of Gershwin and not so much Gershwin per se.352 Indeed, it could be
argued that to a certain extent we perceive music as an embodied cultural experience, since
as Service has remarked ‘our ears and our brains and our bodies are always making
connections between any new work we hear and every other piece of music and cultural
experience we’ve ever heard and had’.353 In relation to Sharman’s work, the reference
might well be going in two directions, making us ultimately hear not only how Sharman
hears Puccini or Bizet or Wagner, but also how Sharman hears Finnissy. As Sharman himself
shared with me, Finnissy’s transcription ‘O cieli azzuri’ from Aida served as the trigger point
348
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for his admiration of Verdi Transcriptions, and for composing his own set of opera
transcriptions.354 Interestingly enough, this transcription had a similar impact on me when I
first heard it, inspiring me to play this piece and research Finnissy’s Verdi Transcriptions
further. In ‘O cieli azzuri’, Finnissy arranges Verdi’s original aria in such a manner that the
original is audible, although covered with Finnissy’s musical language.355 Upon hearing the
original aria ‘O cieli azzuri’ by Verdi, I created a short text in response:
It was a surprise for me when, possibly for the first time, I heard ‘O cieli azzuri’ from Verdi’s
Aida consciously (I might have heard it in the past but I cannot recall that moment); I started
humming along, following the melody like I had already listened to it a dozen times and
wondered why I knew the melody and not the lyrics (I sing along to operas often, so it would
make sense if I knew the text as well). Finally, I realized that I knew this aria through Finnissy’s
transcription. Of course! Why did I not immediately associate the two? I stood puzzled for a
minute and then realized that this occurred because I always listened to Finnissy’s
transcription as Finnissy (and not a transcription of a Verdi aria). When playing Finnissy’s
transcription I could only hear the musical language of Finnissy and not Verdi’s … [P]erhaps
what I heard was indeed how Finnissy hears Verdi. But how would I know that? That’s
definitely not how I hear Verdi.356

Wiffen suggests a similar approach when discussing Finnissy’s Gershwin Arrangements, in
saying that although these arrangements embrace the atmosphere, impact and musical
material from Gershwin, they are nevertheless re-composed and re-introduced through
Finnissy’s language; ultimately, to perform Finnissy’s ‘Embraceable You’ for example, as
Gershwin and not Finnissy, would inevitably fail.357 This applies similarly to Finnissy’s Verdi
Transcriptions, and accordingly to Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions. However audible the
source is within these transcriptions, these pieces are about Finnissy and Sharman
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Sharman, Interview by author (30 January 2014, Vancouver Canada), private recording.
Pace, ‘The Piano Music’, 94.
356
Ann-Kristin Sofroniou, diary entry (21 January 2014, Banff Centre of Arts, Canada); private, unpublished
material.
357
‘… should be performed as Finnissy rather than Gershwin, otherwise the act of interpretation will have
failed. As Finnissy writes, the work may contain emotions and materials from the source, but it is expressed
uncompromisingly in his own language.’ Wiffen, ‘A survey and critical evaluation of the twentieth-century solo
piano transcription’, 345.
355
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respectively and how they hear, understand, and re-imagine the pre-existing pieces, and not
about Verdi, Puccini, or Bizet.

Sharman’s use of ‘transcription’ in Opera Transcriptions
Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions reveal a variety of applications of transcription, which
loosely fall within the aforementioned definitions of transcription offered by Wiffen and
Finnissy. In most of the Opera Transcriptions, the original source is far from evident, with
the exception of ‘Madama Butterfly’ and a part of ‘Tristan und Isolde’. In other cases, like
the ‘Turandot’ transcription, bits of the original melody can be spotted within the score, but
nonetheless remain well hidden, leaving the choice to the performers as to whether to
project them or not. In other transcriptions, like ‘La Rondine’, the material is seemingly
unrelated to the source, although it can be argued that a given impression of the original
aria is embodied within Sharman’s transcription, in the way in which Sharman hears the
aria.
Nevertheless, Sharman admits that in most cases, most (if not all) of the notes of the
original can be found in the transcriptions, covered with Sharman’s ‘musical graffiti’, as he
calls it, ‘that turns it into something else’.358 For example, in the ‘Les Pêcheurs de Perles’,
Sharman says: ‘the vocal parts from Bizet’s duet are slowed and enveloped by undulating
harmonies that transform Bizet’s music into this gentle piano piece’.359 Indeed, if one hears
Bizet’s duet and then Sharman’s transcription, the distance between the two pieces in
relation to notation, style, and tempo is great enough to suggest that even if one was aware
of the connection between the two, it would be difficult to hear it. This is also the case with
Sharman’s ‘La Rondine’ transcription (of ‘La Canzone di Doretta’ from La Rondine), of which
Rzewski notably said to Sharman after he heard it: ‘you could lock him [Rzewski] in prison
and feed him only bread and water for years and play him only this piece, and he still would
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Sharman, Interview by author, 30 January 2014.
Ibid.
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not be able to hear the original in it, ever’.360 Nevertheless, Sharman says that in this
particular transcription, every note of Puccini is there. What would have been Rzewski’s
impression of the transcription had he not known this to be a transcription, or had he been
unfamiliar with the pre-existing aria?
Taking Finnissy’s and Wiffen’s definitions of arrangement, transcription, and paraphrase as a
starting point for commenting on Sharman’s use of this practice within the Opera
Transcriptions, it can be argued that Sharman’s work does not entirely correspond with any
particular definition. Sharman does not show any traces of ‘arrangement’ in his pieces and
rather shifts between creative transcription, paraphrase, and composition as transcription.
In most instances, he uses the original notes, an act that is most commonly exploited within
a transcription, but, nevertheless, reinterprets the material so radically, resembling more a
paraphrase than a transcription (listen to Practical Material 4: La Rondine);361 however, it
lacks the ‘elaborated’ attitude of the paraphrase and instead offers an ‘unelaborated’
version of the original, for example the ‘Tristan und Isolde’ transcription (see example 3.1).
On another level, it could be argued that Sharman corresponds with Finnissy’s ‘composition
as transcription’ in the sense that he is re-creating the ‘atmosphere and impact’ of the
piece,362 in the subjective way in which he hears the original, but without referring to the
original material in any recognisable manner (although clearly taking material from the
original).

360

Ibid.
This is a recording of a whole concert dedicated to Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions. To hear Sharman’s ‘La
Rondine’ and Puccini’s ‘La Canzone di Doretta’, go to: 7’ 14’’ – 12’ 15’’.
362
‘… the atmosphere and impact without any obvious allusion to the original musical materials.’ Finnissy,
Verdi Transcription (United Music Publishers, 1995), ‘Composer’s Note’.
361
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Example 3.1 Sharman’s ‘Tristan und Isolde’ transcription

Understanding the similarities and dissimilarities between Finnissy’s and Wiffen’s definitions
can prove particularly helpful in discussing Sharman’s use of transcription. In my view,
Wiffen and Finnissy are in agreement over the different ways of transcribing and their
application. Their differences are a matter of perspective: Wiffen is commenting on the
general use of transcription within the 20th century, while Finnissy’s definitions are
particularly and specifically coined for his compositional approach in the Verdi
Transcriptions. That is, Wiffen’s definitions maintain a wider, general and more accessible
standpoint, while Finnissy, who is corresponding with Wiffen’s definitions in principle,
adjusts these terms in relation to his own particular compositional style. Sharman stands
somewhere in between the two, and for that I have attempted to create a set of three
personalised definitions of transcription, out of the aforementioned definitions of Wiffen
and Finnissy, to correspond with Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions: 363

363

‘Such ambiguity and fluidity of terminology symbolizes the genre’s diffusion. Thus, the terminology is
ultimately dependent upon the aesthetics of the composer or transcriber in question.’
Wiffen, ‘A survey and critical evaluation of the twentieth-century solo piano transcription’, 19-20.
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- creative transcription: employing a degree of creative freedom in the exploitation
and re-working of the original aria, while sustaining one level of familiarity with the
source [‘Tristan und Isolde’, ‘Madama Butterfly’].
- composition as transcription (as in Finnissy): re-creating the overall impression and
effect of the original aria, through the use of the original notation, but without
explicitly referring to the aria [‘La Rondine’, ‘Turandot’].
- paraphrase: autonomous composition, using borrowed material from the original,
but deeply re-worked [‘Les Pêcheurs de Perles’, ‘L’incoronazione di Poppea’].
In all cases, Sharman is using the pre-existing material, sometimes even the entire original
score, for constructing his transcriptions. In many cases, he re-creates the atmosphere and
impact of the original aria but without sounding anything like the original. And there is a
definite chance that if Sharman did not call his compositions ‘transcriptions’, or title them
according to the original operas and refer to his compositional process in the preface of the
score, we would remain completely ignorant of the fact that these pieces are based on preexisting music. The understanding of Sharman’s practice of transcription within Opera
Transcriptions allows us to presume that Sharman names his pieces ‘transcriptions’ in
respect to Finnissy’s Verdi Transcriptions above all, and in that way Sharman integrates
himself within the framework of Busoni’s tradition as well, whether intentionally or not.
Additionally, it is necessary to establish an understanding of the different elements of
borrowing between Opera Transcriptions, the original arias, and the Verdi Transcriptions. As
mentioned before, Sharman uses the original arias in different ways throughout the eight
pieces; whether or not we can hear the original in each transcription is not as important as
understanding that a Sharman transcription would not exist at all were it not for the original
aria. Therefore, the arias can be regarded as primary sources of reference. In relation to the
Verdi Transcriptions though, the association between Sharman’s and Finnissy’s
transcriptions is less technical and more a conceptual and inspirational attitude. Sharman is
using Finnissy’s work as an inspirational manual; and although musical material from the
Verdi Transcriptions does not appear in Sharman’s transcriptions, it has nevertheless had a
168

significant influence on the realisation of Opera Transcriptions. After all, Sharman’s
transcriptions output indicates a composer who allows the performers to choose the
original arias; in other words, his main preoccupation is not really with what he is
transcribing (which aria or which voice), but rather with how and why he is transcribing. The
arias could be by any composer, but the creative stimulus could only derive from Finnissy.

Chasing the Absent Melodies (Practical Exploration)
Introduction
The Practical Material featured on the website, and to which I will be referring in the
following section of this chapter, is numbered below. Again, there is a division between
performance, experimentation, and work-in-progress. Projects I and II will be analysed in the
following section, whilst references will be made to the rest of the Practical Material:
1. Work-in-Progress/Experimentation: Audio recording of a live rehearsal of Rodney
Sharman ‘Tristan und Isolde’ (Margarete von Vaight, soprano) – Banff Centre of Arts
(Canada), January 2014.
2. Performance: Project I: Video documentation of a live performance of Marc Sabat
Tristan, Isolde and Rodney Sharman ‘Tristan und Isolde’ (Lara Dodds-Eden, AnnKristin Sofroniou, piano, and Julia Fox, soprano) – Banff Centre of Arts (Canada),
January 2014.
3. Experimentation: Video documentation of a live performance of Rodney Sharman
‘Tristan und Isolde’ – Recycling the Past: Piano Project, Trinity Laban Conservatoire of
Music and Dance, June 2014.
4. Performance: Project II: Audio recording of a live performance of Rodney Sharman’s
Opera Transcriptions – Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance, March 2015.
5. Recording: Studio Recording of Rodney Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions – Trinity
Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance, May 2015.364
364

As the Recording of Performance 5 includes different recordings, for clarity I will be referring to
each recording at a time in the following way: Practical Material 5: Recording, ‘La
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Project I: Rodney Sharman’s ‘Tristan und Isolde’

Figure 3.1 Image from Sharman’s ‘Tristan und Isolde’

Project I took place in January 2014 at the Banff Center of Arts (Canada), and focused on
Sharman’s most recent transcription ‘Tristan und Isolde’ (2013). At the time, ‘Tristan und
Isolde’ had not yet been published and Sharman sent me the unpublished score.365 The
piece is a transcription of the last aria of Isolde’s ‘Liebestod’, from Wagner’s Tristan und
Isolde, as Sharman discusses in the notes on the score:
Like most of the opera, Isolde’s final aria, the Liebestod (Love-death), shows us that everything
we know about harmony until Wagner’s time is inadequate to express Wagner’s vision of
Rondine’ (1991). For ‘Mercurio dal ciel in terra’, there are two recordings named Practical
Material 5: Recording, ‘Mercurio dal ciel in terra’ I and Practical Material 5: Recording, ‘Mercurio dal
ciel in terra’ II.
365
This transcription was commissioned by Rachel Iwassa, and at the time I met with the composer in January
2014, this piece had still not been published and, in fact (besides Rachel Iwassa), Sharman had only sent this
score to one other pianist (in Germany) and myself.
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sensuality, longing and transfiguration. Isolde’s final words are among the most famous in all
opera: ‘höchste Lust!’ is often translated as ‘utmost joy!’, but is literally ‘highest (sexual)
desire’. My transformation is nearly note-for-note transcription of the vocal line and
orchestral melodies. I displace some notes at the octave and sometimes alter the original
rhythms, accentuating what is already there: how as few as two or three notes can relate to
one another.366

Sharman’s transcription of Wagner’s ‘Liebestod’ is quite a contrast to its famous relative,
Liszt’s transcription of the same aria. Sharman offers a minimal, non-virtuosic reading of
Wagner that concentrates on varying a rhythmical unit through each bar, whilst following
the harmonic progression and vocal line of the aria. ‘Tristan und Isolde’ is of moderate
tempo, sustaining a soft to moderate dynamic range, and a held half-pedal throughout the
piece that lasts about five minutes. All of the above are aspects of interpretation that a
performer ought to re-examine and evaluate in relation to the given instrument, concert
hall, etc., and all have been approached differently in each one of my performances.
Although Sharman’s score asks primarily for piano, a few exceptions being mezzo piano, a
closer look in his general compositional style reflects a lyrical and linear composer and
performer more interested in colours and tone projection than being faithful to the
dynamics in a more traditional sense.
The most interesting part of the score, which formed the stimulus for my experimentation
in Project I, can be found on the final page of the piece, where Sharman adds an extra stave
and quotes the three final notes of Isolde’s aria and the text, in the format of a vocal score;
‘höchste Lust!’ (Example 3.2). In this instance Sharman is quoting Wagner’s soprano line
almost exactly – with the only difference being that he is transcribing it an octave lower –
and re-working the musical material of the orchestral part for piano in a recognisable way.
Thus, these three bars become the only moment within the overall transcription in which
Wagner becomes explicitly apparent and the musical material sounds tonal and ‘familiar’,
even to an audience that is unaware of the exact aria. If we compare this instance with the
general output of Sharman’s transcription, this is one of the few moments in which the
366
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source becomes so visible and audible (‘Madama Butterfly’ is another example) and
constitutes a moment of double borrowing – a quotation within a transcription.
Given that this is the only instance within all of the eight opera transcriptions in which
Sharman uses a third stave, the vocal line, and the pre-existing aria in such an obvious way,
my initial response to it as a performer was to regard this as an extra line that was more
referential than part of the performance score. In other words, a line that was not to be
sung or played, but rather experienced, much like how Robert Schumann added an extra
line in the Humoresque op.20.

Example 3.2 Sharman, ‘Tristan und Isolde’ – unpublished score367

In the Humoresque, Schumann added a middle line between the treble and bass clef in the
form of a vocal line which we, as performers, do not play. Rosen specifically suggests that it
is not to be played, but rather experienced. He writes: ‘This melody is embodied in the
upper and lower parts as a kind of after-resonance – out of phase, delicate, and shadowy.
What one hears is the echo of an unperformed melody, the accompaniment of a song. The
middle part is marked innere Stimme, and it is both interior and inward […]’ (Example
3.3).368

367

Sharman, unpublished score of ‘Tristan und Isolde’ from Opera Transcriptions, 27 June 2013.
Quoted in Michelle Elizabeth Yael Braunschweig, Biographical Listening: Intimacy, Madness and the Music
of Robert Schumann, (DPhil dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 2013), 134.
368
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Example 3.3 ‘Innere Stimme’ from Robert Schumann, Humoresque, op.20

Sharman’s third stave is not marked ‘Innere Stimme’, nor does it have any other description.
As such, it remained unclear to me at an initial stage what I was supposed to do with it.
Although I was happy with my ‘Schumannesque’ explanation of it, during the rehearsal of a
concert, I decided at the last minute to ask soprano Margarete von Vaight to come along
and sing those three notes, an octave higher than written in the score, consequently as
written in the original score by Wagner. I was fascinated with the outcome, as it completely
altered my understanding and interpretation of the piece, and as a result I requested a
soprano

to

sing

in

the

concert

that

night

[Practical

Material

1:

Work-in-

Progress/Experimentation].369
The first day I met with Sharman in Vancouver for our first meeting, he was giving a lecture
on his music at the Simon Fraser School for the Contemporary Arts, and he asked me to play
‘Tristan und Isolde’ for the class. In that instance, I did not play or sing or do anything
whatsoever with the third line in the score. As soon as I finished playing, Sharman, standing
at the other end of the room, said: ‘That was great but why didn’t you sing?’ ‘Was I
supposed to sing it?’ It was inevitable that our first meeting was going to begin with the
discussion of the mysterious third line. Sharman was clear that he expected the pianist to
sing that vocal line and that the only reason he transcribed it an octave lower was for the
comfort of the pianist who commissioned the work. Therefore, his initial intention was to
literally quote Wagner in an exact way. Nevertheless, after pointing out to him that this was
not clear in the score and that I considered it a ‘Schumannesque’ characteristic, he agreed

369

Von Vaight was unable to sing that night due to other commitments; therefore, soprano Julia Fox stepped
in for the concert.
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and said that he would make a note of it in the published score. The following day, in our
next meeting, he mentioned it again, saying: ‘[…] I will make sure I write, in fact I thought
about it … It sounds like Robert Schumann to do that but I will write “The pianist sings”’.370
One year later, when I received the published score, the aforementioned had been added in
the score in the following manner (Example 3.4), eliminating, in this way, any attempt of
realising the third line in a more abstract or experimental way, as I had attempted a year
before.

Example 3.4 Sharman’s ‘Tristan und Isolde’ – published score

Yet, prior to our first meeting, I had already experimented with the third line, by having a
soprano sing it for a concert. When I mentioned this to him, he commented that it was not
added for it to be sung in a ‘nice’ way – in other words, by a professional singer. However,
when I played the recording of the concert to him, he smiled at the end and said: ‘it is
actually very lovely’.371

370
371

Sharman, Interview by author, 30 January 2014.
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The effect of having a professional soprano sing the line, rather than myself, is indeed very
different, as it completely alters the atmosphere of the whole event. After my conversation
with Sharman, I experimented with singing the third line myself during practice, and I
recorded it and reflected upon it. I understood what Sharman expressed as ‘having
someone singing it too nicely’, and I was astonished to discover the intimacy and delicacy
achieved when it was sung by me.372
In June 2014, I had the opportunity to perform ‘Tristan und Isolde’ again as part of Recycling
the Past: Piano Project, a two-day project at TL Conservatoire,373 for which I served as
artistic director along with Douglas Finch.374 It seemed like the ideal opportunity to
experiment with singing the third line in Sharman’s transcription myself [Practical Material
3: Experimentation]. The result left me a feeling of purity, introversion, and somehow
created a further context in which Sharman’s transcription, or Wagner’s quotation, was
heard as a moment of sudden and unexpected clarity.
Programming of ‘Tristan und Isolde’ – January 2014
During my Residency at the Banff Center of Arts, the Canadian composer Marc Sabat was
the visiting artist for a week. Sabat’s piece Tristan, Isolde, for two pianos tuned differently,
was composed in 2009 for Akademie Schloss Solitude’s 20th year anniversary and uses only
the ‘Tristan’ chord in inversions throughout the piece.375
As a result, for the programming of a concert I combined Sabat’s piece Tristan, Isolde –
performed with pianist Lara Dodds-Eden – with Sharman’s ‘Tristan und Isolde’ transcription
372

Ibid.
Trinity Laban Conservatoire.
374
‘Recycling the Past’ was a project related to my PhD research and it involved the discussion and
performance of piano works that use musical borrowing throughout the eras, by students and staff of TL
Conservatoire. It was held on the 17th and 18th of June 2014 in Stuart Room at TL Conservatoire, and involved
two evening concerts and three afternoon lectures on musical borrowing in keyboard music throughout the
eras.
375
‘Should a special intonation of the pianos be desired, the two sharp notes may be lowered somewhat to
approach a pure minor triad with the B-natural, and the F may be raised to make a 45/32 ratio with the B.
However, it is not necessary that the two pianos be tuned identically or precisely, some differences of shading
between them may even be desirable.
Marc Sabat, ‘Notes about the Interpretation: Tristan, Isolde’, <http://www.marcsabat.com/pdfs/TI.pdf/>
(accessed 19 March 2014).
373
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without a break between them in an attempt to combine the two pieces that refer to the
beginning and the end of Wagner’s opera respectively.376 Moreover, I asked soprano Julia
Fox, who was to sing the three last notes of Isolde, to stand behind the stage (behind a
wooden panel that was surrounding the stage) and sing from the background without being
visible to the audience. Different positions were attempted during the rehearsal, such as
having Fox sitting in the audience, or on stage from the beginning. Nevertheless, the idea of
keeping the soprano away from the eyes of the audience formed, in my view, a less
conventional situation and excluded the possibility of distracting the audience. Having the
soprano sitting within the audience would inevitably activate movement from the audience
in order to trace the singer. But I aspired the opposite, a moment of stillness, by creating an
atmosphere of sudden familiarity, which would still be absent from a visual perspective.
On reflection, this more theatrical approach and Sharman’s original intention of something
more intimate from the performer both create a strong response in the listener by allowing
this iconic moment from the original opera to be experienced in a more ‘pure’ form
[Practical Material 2: Performance: Project I].377

Absent Melodies: Performing Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions
There is one chair in this room in which no one has ever sat. Perhaps in the past the chair was
in daily use somewhere, but it came through this door during a time when I needed
desperately to remember some years when I knew love. It was to be left unused. It belongs to
memory, it belongs to a man who will not return, whose body is dust but who once held sway

376

I discovered afterwards that a similar approach had been taken by pianist Louis Lortie in a recital in 2013, in
which he combined his own transcription of the Prelude of Tristan und Isolde just before playing Liszt’s
transcription of Liebestod ‘as one unified opening work’. Marta Tonegutti, ‘Lortie program offers a pianist’s
illuminating afternoon at the opera’ [Review],
<http://chicagoclassicalreview.com/2013/01/lorties-program-offers-a-pianists-illuminating-afternoon-at-theopera> (accessed 12 April 2014).
377
Although the discussion on the audience’s reception remains outside the remit of this dissertation, it is
interesting to mention the following: the response of the audience was very positive and supported my
perception of the outcome of this project further as a number of audience members approached me after the
concert commenting on the unified impression these two works gave together as a response to Wagner’s
Tristan und Isolde.
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in the world. He will not come back. I keep the chair in the room because he will not come
back. I keep the chair empty, it is not much to do, and sometimes I look at it as I pass and that
is as much as I can do, maybe it is enough, and maybe there will come a time when I will not
need to have such a reminder of him so close by. Maybe the memory of him as I enter my last
days will retreat into my heart more profoundly and I will not need help from any object in the
room.378

Slavoj Žižek discusses the ‘absent melody’ in Schumann’s Humoresque, concentrating on the
second appearance of that same section, in which the third stave is no longer there. He
remarks: ‘What is absent here is the absent melody, i.e. absence itself’,379 but for the pianist
the question remains over how one should interpret this section, given that the notes are
exactly the same as before. For Žižek, the pianist, the ‘true pianist’, must make the audience
hear the absence of the ‘absent melody’.380
Transferring that mode of thinking to Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions, the following
question arose in relation to the absent melody within each transcription: is there not
always an absent third line within these transcriptions, since although it is not visible or
audible, as pianists we still consider it and anticipate it when performing an opera
transcription? Even if the original melody cannot be heard in Sharman’s opera
transcriptions, we are constantly aware of it and challenge our hearing to find the
associations between the original aria and the transcription; in a similar way to how Rzewski
was ‘ready to suffer starving’ in order to hear the aria of Puccini in Sharman’s ‘La Rondine’.
Besides, could the audience also be included in this chase after the ‘absent melody’? My
view of performing these transcriptions lies in the conviction that the audience should
experience the struggle of trying to hear the ‘absent melody’ alongside the performer.
Accordingly, my expectation when choosing a singer to sing the third line – ‘höchste Lust!’ –
and not myself, within Project I, related to the fact that through hearing the singer, the
audience would violently be dragged to the realisation that this was a transcription of an
378

Colm Tóibín, The Testament of Mary (London: Viking, 2012), 20-21.
Slavoj Žižek, ‘What’s Wrong with Fundamentalism? – Part II’, <http://www.lacan.com/zizunder.htm/>
(accessed 18 April 2014).
380
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aria. And that could potentially create within them a gap of all the absent melodies that
were there, throughout the piece, but which they could not hear.

Project II: Rodney Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions in Concert – Chasing the
Melody
Project II was a concert fully dedicated to Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions, an event that
Sharman attended.381 The preparation for the recital included a coaching session with the
composer, in which I had the opportunity to discuss his work and develop further insight
into his compositional approach.
For Project II, the idea of the ‘absent melody’ was explored from a different perspective
given that I had, by then, re-established my understanding of the third line in ‘Tristan und
Isolde’. Furthermore, Project II was a concert fully dedicated to Sharman’s Opera
Transcriptions, rather than being one part of a concert as in Project I. Therefore, in the
programming of this concert, I had to consider the audience’s awareness that Sharman’s
pieces were aria transcriptions, which meant that they would have an expectation of an
‘absent melody’ quest. Whether or not the audience was expecting to hear the original arias
within the transcriptions – in other words, however abstract they expected the
transcriptions to be – they would still keep their ears open for any sign of attachment to
something they recognised.382
A final aspect to consider in the programming of the concert was the relationship between
Sharman’s transcriptions. Not only the relation between each transcription and the original
aria, but also that between the transcriptions as a whole, viewing them as a set of
transcriptions by the same composer over a span of 24 years. If I were to be in the audience
for this concert, I would ask the following questions:
381

The concert took place on the 25th of March 2015 at TL Conservatoire of Music and Dance (UK).
Given that I also knew in advance that I would mostly have a musically educated audience, I expected them
to explore Sharman’s transcriptions musically and intellectually, while at the same time enjoying them for
what they are.
382
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Does Sharman approach each source (aria) differently, and if so, how?
Does the original context of the aria affect Sharman’s approach to composition?
Concert overview
The order of the programme followed the order in which the transcriptions were published
unintentionally.383 The narrative of the concert began with the Puccini arias about love, and
ended with the last book of opera transcriptions that Sharman composed under the theme
of ‘death and transfiguration’.384
The concert began with Finnissy’s ‘O cieli azzuri’ transcription from the Verdi Transcriptions,
one of the main inspirations that drew Sharman into composing the cycle of opera
transcriptions. It was immediately followed by Sharman’s ‘La Rondine’, which was then
followed by the aria on which it was based, Puccini’s ‘La Canzone di Doretta’. The reason for
choosing ‘La Rondine’ was partly due to the fact that it has a similar duration to Finnissy’s
transcription (not lasting more than two minutes each), but most importantly because of
the dissimilarities and similarities between the two transcriptions. Both pieces are lyrical,
delicate and refined, although in Finnissy this is portrayed within a rhythmically and
technically complicated setting, whilst in Sharman it is done within a minimal and controlled
setting (see Examples 3.5-3.6). Given the fact that ‘La Rondine’ was composed in 1991, quite
early on, any associations with Finnissy would be more interesting to explore here than with
Sharman’s later transcriptions. Ultimately, by combining these three pieces in the opening
of the concert, I had already raised awareness, in the first five minutes of the concert, of the
two borrowing aspects of Sharman’s transcriptions: the influential borrowing from Finnissy,
and the material/source borrowing from Puccini. Sharman’s compositional response to both
Finnissy and Puccini was presented in between the two borrowings and made clear, from
the very beginning of the concert, that Sharman’s transcriptions were not going to be
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The transcriptions are not published in the order in which they were composed though in Book I. The order
of publication is: ‘La Rondine’ – ‘Turandot’ – ‘Madama Butterfly’, while the order of composition is: ‘Turandot’
– ‘Madama Butterfly’ – ‘La Rondine’.
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Sharman, ‘Opera Transcriptions’ [online].
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predictable and easy to decode, but yet beautiful, lyrical and refined [Practical Material 4:
Performance: Project II].385

Example 3.5 Finnissy’s ‘O cieli azzurri’ from Verdi Transcriptions

Example 3.6 Sharman’s ‘La Rondine’ (excerpt)

Six out of the eight opera transcriptions were performed in this concert, two of them were
paired with the original arias (‘La Canzone di Doretta’ and ‘Mercurio dar ciel in terra’), and
one of them was paired with another study of the same aria by the original composer
(Wagner’s ‘Im Treibhaus’, 1858). In other words, three out of six transcriptions were set in
context with their original source, while the other three were not – but were on another
385

I would suggest that the reader listen firstly to the full concert at this instance before moving on to the
discussion of each individual transcription. Within the following discussion of the concert, I will additionally
refer the reader to the studio recording of each transcription that was recorded two weeks after the concert.
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level set in context within the general frame of Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions. The
decision regarding which arias would fall in each context was taken out of a combination of
pre-decided arguments and practical reasons that will be discussed below.386 The final
programme of the recital was as follows:
Michael Finnissy

‘O cieli azzuri’ [Verdi, Aida] from Verdi Transcriptions

Rodney Sharman

‘La Rondine’ transcription (1991) [Puccini, ‘La Canzone di
Doretta’, La Rondine]

Giacomo Puccini

‘La Canzone di Doretta’ from La Rondine
Anna Greco, soprano

R. Sharman

‘Turandot’ (1989), [Puccini Turandot]

R. Sharman

‘Madama Butterfly’ (1990) [Puccini, ‘Tu, tu, piccolo iddio’,
Madama Butterfly]

R. Sharman

‘Les Pêcheurs de Perles’ (1995) [Bizet, ‘Au fond du temple
saint’ Les Pêcheurs de Perles transcription]

Claudio Monteverdi

‘Mercurio dal ciel in terra’ from L’incoronazione di Poppea
(Recording) and Improvisation

R. Sharman

‘Mercurio dal ciel in terra’ (2008) [Monteverdi, L’incoronazione
di Poppea]

Richard Wagner

‘Im Treibhaus’ (study for Tristan und Isolde) from Wesendonck
Lieder
Emma Lewis, soprano

R. Sharman

‘Tristan und Isolde’ (2013) [Wagner, ‘Liebestod’, Tristan und
Isolde]
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Two of Sharman’s transcriptions were not presented in this concert, for practical reasons relating to limited
time for preparation, ‘Carmen’ and ‘La Jolie Fille de Perth’, as well as Sharman’s work Gilding the Lily, which
was initially planned to be part of the concert. The following is a diary entry that I wrote a year prior to the
concert: ‘My future plans concerning Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions is a concert programme that I plan to
give early next year which includes Sharman’s work surrounded by some of the original arias, a selection of
Finnissy’s Verdi Transcriptions as well as Sharman’s Gliding the Lily (a work that, as I mentioned above is built
on Mozart’s duettino ‘La ci darem la mano’ from Don Giovanni). The arias will be presented either live or
through multimedia and sung by professional singers. Whether or not this concert programming will have the
effect I want on the audience and on my interpretation, it is something that I can only discover through doing
it, documenting it and reflecting upon it.’ Ann-Kristin Sofroniou, diary entry (12 May 2014, London); private,
unpublished material.
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Project II in detail
‘La Rondine’ (‘La Canzone di Doretta’)
‘La Rondine’ is a transcription that reproduces the effect and impression of the original aria
but without sounding anything like it. For the aforementioned reasons, the opportunity of
pairing it with Puccini’s aria seemed challenging and essential, having also in mind Rzewski’s
remark that it was impossible for him to hear the original in it. This was the perfect
opportunity to comment on how a composer could deconstruct pre-existing material in such
an effective way, through the use of the original notation as Sharman admits, yet leaving no
marks of familiarity with the original in it at all (Examples 3.7 and 3.8). The pre-existing work
disappears from the listening process of the transcription, although conceptually and
theoretically it is still there. In this respect, it is plausible to assume that the audience would
not have been able to recognise the exact borrowing, besides the evident borrowing in the
title of Sharman’s transcription, unless it was so explicitly communicated to them as in this
concert [Practical Material 5: Recording, ‘La Rondine].
The combination of Sharman’s ‘La Rondine’ with the ‘Canzone di Doretta’ unlocked hidden
connections and similarities that somehow readjusted my perception of Sharman’s
transcription. It did not affect the way I would hear Sharman’s ‘La Rondine’ in that context,
but it did affect the way I think about the Puccini aria (or any aria): viewing it as the
beginning of something else, rather than as a ‘fixed’ composition of the past.
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Example 3.7 Sharman’s ‘La Rondine’
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Example 3.8 Puccini’s ‘La Canzone di Doretta’ from La Rondine

‘Turandot’ (‘Nessun Dorma’)
‘Turandot’, a transcription of ‘Nessun dorma’, consists of two parts, an introduction of a
cluster quarter-note progression, and a freer, lyrical, and gestural second part (resembling a
recitative followed by an aria). Although I could work out parts of the tenor line in
Sharman’s score (Examples 3.9-3.11), it was nevertheless so well juxtaposed within a
polyphonic setting (in the same register) that it was a challenge to bring it out – making this
transcription by far the most complicated one.
In fact, it is up to the performer, in this case, to choose whether to project the vocal line or
not, something that, in my opinion, could vary in relation to the programming. For if it were
to be paired with the original aria, I would opt to keep the line in the shadows, in the mist of
everything else surrounding it, as the original would be too fresh in the memory and would
be more easily noticed (despite the popularity of this aria). Since in this case the original aria
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was not included, I considered the projection of the vocal line to be a positive addition to
the performance for creating a further sound context of familiarity, besides the theoretical
context of knowing that this is a transcription of ‘Nessun dorma’. During my coaching
session with Sharman prior to the concert, he pointed out that for him this transcription was
more about the complexity of the combination of the different voices and less about
following a vocal line. Nevertheless, he made it clear that it was up to me to decide
[Practical Material 5: Recording, ‘Turandot’].

Example 3.9 Sharman’s ‘Turandot’
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Example 3.10 Puccini’s ‘Nessun Dorma’ from Turandot

Example 3.11 Sharman’s ‘Turandot’
186

‘Madama Butterfly’ (‘Tu, tu piccolo iddio’)

Example 3.12 Sharman’s ‘Madama Butterfly’ quoting Puccini’s vocal line

The ‘Madama Butterfly’ transcription is unique amongst Sharman’s transcriptions, insofar as
Sharman quotes distinct parts of Puccini’s vocal line, making the source – the absent melody
– audible to the audience and in this way preserving a level of familiarity with Puccini. The
vocal line is surrounded by slow cluster chord progressions in the same register as the vocal
line, sharing similarities with the opening of the ‘Turandot’ transcription and Finnissy’s ‘O
cieli azzurri’ [Practical Material 5: Recording, ‘Madama Butterfly’].
Accordingly, ‘Madama Butterfly’ is one of the transcriptions that evidently refers to all three
aspects of Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions: it clearly refers to the original aria by quoting
the vocal line (Examples 3.12 and 3.13), making the borrowing of the source easy to spot; it
refers to the influence of Finnissy by sharing similarities with the compositional attitude in
‘O cieli azzurri’ (Example 3.5); and finally, it relates to the rest of the Opera Transcriptions,
especially ‘Turandot’ in the cluster quarter-note opening (Examples 3.14 and 3.15), and ‘La
Rondine’ in its lyrical and refined character.
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Example 3.13 Puccini’s vocal line in the ‘Tu, tu, piccolo iddio’

Although my choice of not including the original aria was effective in its own way for this
concert, I nevertheless considered that the dramatic distance of character between the
transcription and Puccini’s ‘Tu, tu, piccolo iddio’ would also create a very powerful
resonance and relationship between the two pieces. It definitely had a great impact in my
preparation for this concert, which made me consider that the more musically related a
transcription is to the original, the more necessary it is to use it as guidance in preparing for
the performance, and the less possible it is to include it in the programming of a concert.
This was also the case when preparing Finnissy’s ‘O cieli azzurri’.
If I were to include the original aria in the concert, I would programme it after Sharman’s
transcription, as Sharman has switched the order of the aria and placed the recitative after
the aria. Thus, ‘Madama Butterfly’ ends with the chords of the orchestra in the recitative
(resonating through harmonics), which could form an interesting introduction for the
recitative of the aria were it to follow (Example 3.16).
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Example 3.14 Sharman’s ‘Madama Butterfly’ transcription – recitative

Example 3.15 Sharman’s ‘Turandot’ – opening cluster note progression
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Example 3.16 Puccini’s recitative in the ‘Tu, tu, piccolo iddio’
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‘Les Pêcheurs de Perles’ (‘Au fond du temple saint’)

Example 3.17 Sharman’s ‘Les Pêcheurs de Perles’

The ‘Les Pêcheurs de Perles’ transcription of Bizet’s duet ‘Au fond du temple saint’ was
presented on its own in the concert. As mentioned above, Sharman is using material from
the original notation, which he deeply re-works for composing a new, autonomous
composition that falls in the category of paraphrase. The original material is extensively reworked and slowed down, creating a minimal, Feldman-esque response to Bizet’s beautiful
and lyrical duet, two qualities that Sharman retains in his transcription. This transcription,
lasting about five to six minutes, has few dynamic changes, but sets about to create
powerful sonorities and soundscapes through its long lasting chords and pedal use (Example
3.17).
I have to admit that throughout all of my research within the wider subject of borrowing in
contemporary piano pieces, this was the only instance in which the original aria was of no
use in building my interpretation. Was it because I could not capture the connection
between the two pieces? Or perhaps it was simply that this particular transcription by
Sharman entered an already-known world for me, meaning that I relied on my pre-existing
conception of this music for building my interpretation.
This was not the only instance in which the material of the original aria and transcription
was so difficult to trace. On the contrary, Sharman as a composer usually seems to depart
significantly from the aria that he is transcribing, although in every case I would say that
Sharman recreates his impression and effect of the aria, in the sense of ‘composition as
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transcription’. In ‘Les Pêcheurs de Perles’, I was not able to trace, or perhaps understand,
Sharman’s use of the pre-existing material. What played a more significant role though, in
my view, was that from the first moment of experimenting with this transcription, I seemed
to feel comfortable with the score, with my impression of it, and my approach in performing
it. Strictly speaking, this transcription entered an already established performance tradition
for me. Additionally, this transcription is part of the second book of Sharman’s
transcriptions, which I did not include in the concert, and therefore it felt slightly out of
context given that Sharman seems to follow a common attitude in each book. So, in a
paradoxical sense, this transcription was as alien within the programme as it was familiar
and comfortable to me as a performer [Practical Material 5: Recording, ‘Les Pêcheurs de
Perles’].
‘Mercurio dal ciel in terra (‘Mercurio dal ciel in terra’)
Rachel Kiyo Iwassa, the pianist who commissioned the ‘Mercurio dal ciel in terra’
transcription, and a regular collaborator of Sharman, describes the work as follows:
The 88-day orbit of Mercury matches the 88 keys of the piano, all of which Sharman employs
in this piece. To launch our journey into the heavens, the piece quotes Mercurio’s aria
from L'incoronazione di Poppea as he informs Seneca of his impending execution:
Gladly then, prepare yourself
for the celestial journey,
the sublime passage,
I shall show you the way
that leads to the starry pole.387

Sharman’s transcription has little in common with the original aria at first glance, but most
importantly it shares even fewer similarities with the rest of Sharman’s transcriptions. In
total contrast to the first book of opera transcriptions, with its narrow and limited usage of
keyboard register, ‘Mercurio dal ciel in terra’, the first transcription of the third book, sets
off with the two hands at each end of the keyboard. The continuous quaver-note
choreography in both hands travels through all of the keys, in mirror gesture, contrasting
387

Rachel Kiyo Iwassa, as quoted in Sharman, ‘Opera Transcriptions’ [online].
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each other, or parallel gesture (Example 3.18). The hands slowly approach each other
towards the middle of the piano and depart again to end the transcription at the lower end
of the keyboard. Illustrating, in this manner, the title of Monteverdi’s aria and the text of
the vocal line: ‘Mercury from heaven on earth’.

Example 3.18 Sharman’s ‘Mercurio dal ciel in terra’

In order to bridge the disparity between this transcription and the rest of the transcriptions,
and between Monteverdi’s aria and Sharman’s response, I considered it challenging to
somehow include the original aria. Monteverdi’s aria, for bass, was presented in a less
conventional way. A recording of the aria was played from the speakers whilst I improvised
over the top of it, limiting myself to the very ends of the keyboard, and also using material
from Sharman’s transcription for my improvisation. In this way, Monteverdi’s aria was heard
in its own register whilst having the rest of the keyboard resonating throughout the piece,
at times in accordance with the flow of the original, and at other times interrupting the
original. Sharman’s transcription was played immediately after, without pausing between
the two [Practical Material 5: Recording, ‘Mercurio dal ciel in terra’ I & II]. The intention was
to prepare the audience for the sudden, and intense, register and character change in this
transcription, through the sounds of something more familiar. As much as my improvisation
was spontaneous in the concert, there were certain moments of random coincidences that
united the two seemingly unrelated sound worlds of the ‘ciel’ and ‘terra’, of Monteverdi and
Sharman, and of this transcription and the other transcriptions.
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‘Tristan und Isolde’ (‘Liebestod’)
Instead of performing ‘Tristan und Isolde’ along Wagner’s ‘Liebestod’, I considered it more
appealing to perform another song by Wagner which was composed as a study for Tristan
und Isolde, ‘Im Treibhaus’, from the Wesendonck Lieder. With this, I was attempting to unite
the transcription not only with its original aria, but also with its original context, given that
‘Im Treibhaus’ was composed as a study for the entire opera Tristan und Isolde rather than
only as Isolde’s ‘Liebestod’.
This transcription had served as the trigger point for the ‘absent melody’ experimentation in
Project I, by requesting a soprano to sing those three final notes of Isolde’s aria.
Nevertheless, since February 2014, a lot of things had changed including the score of
‘Tristan und Isolde’ itself.388 In contrast to the previous concert where the ‘presence’ of the
singer was anticipated to impose on the audience the realisation of all the absent melodies
that were there in this piece but that they could not hear,389 this time it felt inappropriate to
consider having a soprano singing those three notes. Clearly, this concert was all about
absent, transcribed melodies; therefore this act would not have had a similar effect as in
Project I. As a result, I decided to invert the argument of the above sentence for this
concert: the gap between the absent melodies and transcriptions was already there; in
some cases, I attempted to overcome it, whereas in other cases, it was left hanging like an
empty chair in the room that no one sits on; but it was there.390 And having myself sing
those three notes, and consequently ending the concert in this way, immediately and
violently created within me a sense of relief and of personal association. I enjoyed very
much singing those three notes with my rather amateur voice and in this way myself
transcribing a fragment of Wagner’s ‘Liebestod’ through Sharman’s guidance. It was yet
another borrowing within a borrowing.

388

See page 176 and Example 3.4.
See pages 176-178.
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Tóibín, The Testament of Mary, 20-21.
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Conclusion
Rodney Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions is a work that has been composed over a span of 24
years, the most recent of the transcriptions having been composed in 2013. It arose out of
Sharman’s appreciation and admiration of Michael Finnissy’s Verdi Transcriptions (19722005), a solo piano work of sheer virtuosity, a collection of intensely rich and radically
elaborated re-workings of Verdi’s operas. Verdi Transcriptions corresponds fully to Finnissy’s
longstanding practice of musical borrowing within his compositional output, and his
influence on and enduring relation to the way in which Ives, Busoni and Liszt, to name but a
few, approached composition and borrowing: by maintaining an individualistic and
subjective standpoint for creating something new through injecting personal insight into
something pre-existent.
I believe Sharman’s inspiration arose from all these factors. From the magic in which
Finnissy transforms a given borrowed material into his own, not by totally deconstructing it,
but by adding a degree of familiarity and removing ‘one degree of unfamiliarity from the
listening process’ of the pre-existing piece.391 Similarly, Sharman has a very distinct and
individual sound as a composer. Also, the contextualisation of Sharman’s use of
transcription reveals a way of thinking analogous to Finnissy’s and Wiffen’s definitions.
Sharman is re-working the borrowed material radically, removing a degree of unfamiliarity
from the listening process and adding a degree of familiarity with his own music. Sharman’s
transcriptions were commissioned from pianists who, in most cases, chose the pre-existing
arias. Although Sharman did not himself choose the sources (except in the Les Pêcheurs de
Perles transcription), this does not mean that he did not ‘approve’ them, or that he would
not have chosen these sources himself. Nevertheless, when comparing his borrowing to
other composers, particularly to Rochberg and Goehr (within this research), it is still
important to acknowledge the fact that someone other than Sharman chose the sources. It
is understandable that, for Sharman, as it stands for Goehr, the choice of the pre-existing
source does not constitute the original element of his borrowing approach. Instead,
Sharman’s transcriptions are ‘original’ because they all maintain the individualistic and
391

Pace, ‘The Piano Music’, 74.
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subjective standpoint of Sharman as a composer, regardless of the source, and remain loyal
to the transgressive nature of the art of transcription.392
Within the 24 years in which Opera Transcriptions were composed, Sharman’s individual
sound as a composer has remained consistent, although naturally his compositional
approach has altered over time. Indeed, in my view, it becomes more experimental
throughout the years – ‘experimental’ in the sense that in the third book he uses elements
that are uncommon in the rest of the Opera Transcriptions.393 Nevertheless, the lyrical,
refined, and introverted character of Sharman’s transcriptions is unmistakable to someone
who has been well acquainted with Sharman as a composer.
It can be argued that each book of Opera Transcriptions follows a similar attitude, while at
the same time each transcription has a distinctive element that differentiates it from the
group. In all the transcriptions of the first book Sharman uses a very limited range of the
piano, mainly the upper register, in composing dense phrases of voices moving
simultaneously within the same register.394 Moreover, in both ‘Turandot’ and ‘Madama
Butterfly’, Sharman employs a cluster chord progression.395 ‘Turandot’ is different from the
rest in its complex rhythmical nature. In ‘Madama Butterfly’, Sharman quotes the original
melody extensively and explicitly, something that he does not employ to that extent in any
other transcription.396 The simplicity, lyricism and short duration of ‘La Rondine’ is again not
to be found in Sharman’s other transcriptions.397
Although the two transcriptions of the third book have an almost antithetical nature, in my
view, they share a similar attitude insofar as they are more ‘experimental’. ‘Mercurio dal ciel
in terra’ is an exception within Sharman’s compositional output of Opera Transcriptions as it
uses all 88 notes of the keyboard. ‘Tristan und Isolde’ is limited in its range (resembling the
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first book), and focuses on constantly altering the rhythmical pattern, making each bar
distinct in rhythm (rather than pitch). It is ‘experimental’ in the sense that it requires the
performer to sing a quotation of the vocal line of the aria.
From the point of view of this research, I found the binding element between all of the
Opera Transcriptions, when practising and performing them, to be their relationship to their
respective original arias. However abstract Sharman’s transcriptions, however seemingly
unrelated the pre-existing arias are to Sharman’s transcriptions, they have had a significant
and influential impact on my interpretation. In ‘La Rondine’, the aria directed my
performance in terms of mood and character. In ‘Turandot’, my exploration with the aria
was insightful as I discovered the hidden melody in Sharman’s transcription, something that
empowered me to choose whether or not to project it. ‘Madama Butterfly’ is built on the
pre-existing melody, and therefore the association with the pre-existing aria directed not
only my understanding of the mood and character of the transcription, but also the
structure of the transcription.398 My preoccupation with the pre-existing aria of ‘Les
Pêcheurs de Perles’ helped me realise that I would rather follow my instinctive
interpretation and performance tradition, whilst taking into consideration the mood of the
original aria. The distance between Monteverdi’s aria and ‘Mercurio dal ciel in terra’ opened
up new performance ideas about how to connect the two through improvisation. In
addition, the understanding of the context, and theoretical content of the aria, assisted my
perception of Sharman’s transcription. Finally, in ‘Tristan und Isolde’, knowing and practising
the pre-existing aria helped me to intensify and experience those subtle rhythmical and
harmonical changes in Sharman’s transcription with a Wagnerian gravity, also adding a
further vocabulary to my singing (or not) of the vocal line.
Consequently, the relation between the original arias and Sharman’s transcriptions formed
a primary role in my understanding of the Opera Transcriptions. Observing the wider scope
of my projects that emerged out of this research, my preoccupation with the pre-existing
arias had as much gravity as the transcriptions themselves. Moreover, my exploration of
398
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the transcription.
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Finnissy’s Verdi Transcriptions, both theoretically and practically, opened up new
perspectives for understanding Sharman’s use of transcription and his inspiration.
Project I, a project shorter in duration, was successful in that it ‘used’ one of Sharman’s
transcriptions to create a ‘new’ performance project: a project that revolved around an
absent melody, an empty chair in the room, through the use of Sharman’s and Sabat’s
pieces that were both initiated from Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde. Both Sharman and Sabat
created an un-elaborated and minimal response to Wagner’s opera that matched one
another. Moreover, the idea of having a singer hidden behind the stage supported even
further the concept of the ‘absent melody’, and also turned Sharman’s transcription into
something else. Sharman did not want a professional singer to sing those three notes; he
wanted the pianist to sing those three notes to himself/herself as if singing to the mirror, in
a personal, simple, and solitary manner. Not following Sharman’s prescription in this
instance (unintentionally, as it happened) generated a new realisation of this transcription.
In Project II, the relationships between transcription and original source were explored in
different ways. It was again a concert of chasing absent melodies, but it was also a concert
fully dedicated to Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions that included original arias, as well as
myself singing the three notes of Isolde in ‘Tristan und Isolde’. In my view, the relationship
between each pair (original and transcription) was effective within the concert, although
ideally I would have preferred to have experimented with pairing all transcriptions with
their original, in less conventional ways (multimedia, improvisation). What I found lacking in
Project II was the relationship between Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions, the linearity of the
programming as that progressed from one transcription to the other. The diversity in both
the source selection and the transcriptions per se created, in my view, a further difficulty for
programming these pieces and further supported my initial concept of exploring one pair at
the time, as in Project I.
Reflecting on Project II, I realise that the reason why the linearity between Sharman’s
transcriptions was unsuccessful was due to the pre-existing arias that interfered with the
narration. In my view, the fact that some pre-existing arias were performed while others
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were not, broke the symmetry of Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions as a whole. There are
three aspects to consider in Sharman’s transcriptions: the relationship between each
transcription with its pair; the relationship between the transcriptions within each book;
and the relationship between the three books.
If I were to perform all of Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions again, I would choose to perform
them either without the original arias, or with all of the original arias. In this way, the
similarities and dissimilarities between Sharman’s transcriptions would be more easily
exposed and projected more effectively.
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Conclusion
Recycling music has been an ongoing component of musical creation since the very first
traces of musical notation, as much within Western classical music as within other musical
genres and cultures. To date, the field of musical borrowing has directed its research
towards the investigation of the meaning of borrowing for the composer and listener – thus,
from a musicological perspective and within the research of musical interpretation. The
present thesis adds another dimension to the significance of research on borrowing, by
discussing how it can be approached from another perspective – namely that of the
performer. Through combining the field of musical borrowing with the discipline of creative
practice, this thesis aimed to explore theoretically and practically piano works of the last 6070 years that use pre-existing music as a source. It aspires to initiate a discussion amongst
performers for sharing, contemplating, and analysing the uses of pre-existing material in
compositions (throughout the eras) from an interpretative perspective.
The primary research questions explored in this thesis were the following: What is the
relation between the contemporary and pre-existing work from a performer’s point of
view? And how can the understanding of the above activate performance decisions and
affect the programming of these works within a concert? These research questions were
studied through the exploration of three case studies: Rochberg’s Nach Bach, Fantasia for
Harpsichord or Piano (1966), Goehr’s Symmetry Disorders Reach (2002), and Sharman’s
Opera Transcriptions (1989-2013). These case studies form a diverse range of musical
borrowing works, in relation to their borrowing practice and the conceptual approach to
borrowing that each composer employed in their work. This offered the opportunity to
experiment with a variety of material and observe the similarities and dissimilarities not
only between these three works, but also, most importantly, between their different effects
upon my approach. One of the pivotal similarities of these works is that they all use a
complete pre-existing work as a source, attempting to integrate it in different ways within
the new work. This inspired me as a performer to explore and experiment with the
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performance both of the source and of the new work, as well as their combination within a
single performance. However interesting and enlightening it is to observe the compositional
attitudes of each composer in relation to borrowing, this was not the primary aim of this
research. Given that my main focus is the performer, and the performance of such works,
the concluding arguments of this research will follow a similar path: my approach as a
performer in regard to each borrowing practice, and how each practice/composer/etc. was
approached in performance.
My overall attitude to these case studies involved a constant combination and alternation
between theoretical and practical research. From the theoretical side, my research involved
the study of the historical evolution of borrowing as well as the composer’s initial idea in
borrowing and the specific timeframe in which each case study was composed. From the
practical side, my research combined collaborations and coaching sessions with performers,
and valuable opportunities to discuss my case studies with the composers themselves. The
practical explorations of these case studies are divided into distinct actions: practising,
work-in-progress, experimentation, and performances. Within each of these actions, my aim
was to investigate how the source was related to the new work, through playing as well as
programming.
The programming of a concert, when it is not bound to regulations relating to educational
purposes, auditions, wider festival specifications and so on, can be a very creative process
for the performer(s). The order in which musical works are programmed within a concert
constitutes its own creative process that, in fact, in the field of borrowing can have an
immediate effect on the perception of these works by the audience, and moreover can form
its own borrowing sequence. For instance, my programming of Goehr’s ‘Air Sequence’ from
Symmetry Disorders Reach within Isomorphism was inspired by Ives’s cumulative setting
method of presenting the source at the end of the sequence. Nevertheless, my
programming in each performance did not always follow the narrative of a borrowing
practice, as in Isomorphism, but was also inspired by the borrowing practice of each case
study. From a broader point of view, my programming in each performance revolved
around the following ideas: 1. The possibility of using borrowing practices in the
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programming; 2. Relating each work to its particular source, or other references; and 3. It
aimed at enhancing, or not, the relationship with the pre-existing material in the hope of
having an impact on the overall perception of the new and the old work.
Through obtaining historical awareness in relation to the evolution of musical borrowing, it
is possible to observe recurrent borrowing practices from the medieval period to the
present within these case studies. The borrowing practices are not necessarily in their
‘original’ state and certainly not with the same social significance and appreciation. They
have themselves transformed over time – and just as we could discuss the difference
between quotations, pastiche, and transcription (to name a few), so too could we discuss
the different journeys and evolutions of each of these borrowing practices. Goehr’s
‘compositional modelling’ is evident since the medieval period and Sharman’s
‘transcriptions’ fall within the linearity of the piano transcriptions that emerged in the 19th
century. Rochberg’s ‘musical commentary’ is a rather more complicated matter. Although I
have not encountered the term ‘musical commentary’ as such, the idea of ‘commenting’ on
a pre-existing source cannot be regarded as new and is even mentioned in Burkholder’s
table of typology of borrowing practices (Table 1).399
Another significant point in relation to borrowing in the 20th century is the split between
the post-tonal musical language that was developed in the early 20th century and the tonal
language of the past. This introduced a further dimension to the conception of borrowing,
something to which composers responded in various ways – using pre-existing material to
create an antithesis, or to infuse nostalgia, for instance. Consequently, even when a
composer used an older borrowing practice (such as variations), the way it was inserted
within a new work, and the meaning it gave to the work, changed over time. Evidently,
composers such as Charles Ives (in the first half of 20th century) and Peter Maxwell Davies
(from the mid-20th century onwards) addressed this issue through various styles, or
through collective movements such as the neoclassicism of the 1920s and 1930s and the
399

As an answer to the question ‘[w]hat is the function or meaning of the borrowed material within the new
piece in associative or extra-musical terms, if any?’, one of the possible answers is ‘comments on or suggests
parallels to its source’. Burkholder, ‘Borrowing’, Grove Music Online.
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new romanticism and postmodernism that emerged in the 1970s. In some cases, composers
aimed at reducing the distance between the two musical idioms (the pre-existing and
current at each time), while at other times they chose to project this distance even more.
The 1960s is a clear example of a time when composers intensified and juxtaposed
fragmented quotations from various eras, and musical genres, into a ‘container’ collage
composition.
Rochberg’s Nach Bach engages fully with the aesthetic and conceptual tradition of the
1960s and clearly distinguishes between two musical languages: the various quotations
from Bach, and Rochberg’s free atonality. Goehr’s Symmetry Disorders Reach, on the other
hand, focuses on reducing the gap between the two languages – Goehr’s own language and
Handel’s – with the aim of reaching transparency between the two. Sharman, being
comfortable in his musical language, adds tonal material, exploiting the ‘comfort’ of the
source, but yet surrounds it with his own language, making the source non-audible in most
cases.
Consequently, each composer had a different intention with regard to the use of each preexisting work, and to borrowing in general. For Rochberg, the ultimate intention in
borrowing was the renewal of the past, in reaction to modernist aesthetics, which was
initiated on the grounds of a broader cultural change and reaction in the 1960s. Goehr had
already shifted towards the use of the past when he was composing Symmetry Disorders
Reach, therefore his intention was not to react to something in that particular moment. It
was more the idea of further exploring the practice of modelling and achieving transparency
between older and new works, similarly to how painters such as Poussin, Manet and Picasso
would rework pre-existing paintings.400 Finally, Sharman’s intention in Opera Transcriptions
was to experiment with the practice of ‘transcription’, inspired by what Finnissy had done in
Verdi Transcriptions.
Each composer addressed the issue of ‘originality’ from a different perspective. According to
Goehr, originality derives from the choice of material. Sharman’s originality seems to derive
400
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from the way in which the source is assimilated within his musical language, his
individualistic and subjective standpoint regardless of the source. Rochberg’s Nach Bach
was original at the time it was written, in the sense that it was, firstly, ‘original’ for Rochberg
– being his first piano composition of a collage nature – and, secondly, in relation to the
radical time of the 1960s, in incorporating quotations and commenting, in that way, on the
source.
All of the aforementioned ideas had a significant impact on the way I approached each case
study in performance, as will be discussed below. Although my research questions were
consistent throughout, each work suggested its own set of sub-questions and accordingly,
its own methodology, performance projects, and documentation process:
1. Rochberg’s Nach Bach
The distinctive element of my approach towards Nach Bach in relation to the other two case
studies was that I considered the preoccupation with Bach’s Partita as forming a necessary
stage from the very beginning. In my view, Rochberg’s Nach Bach is to be understood
through its borrowings, through the exploration of the various quotations, re-workings,
influences and associations with the Partita. To understand Rochberg’s intention, it is thus
important to understand his exploration of the Partita, which ultimately leads to an
understanding of how Rochberg hears/understands, or wants at each instance to approach,
the Partita. Another important aspect that derives from this exploration is the identification
of specific attitudes towards quotations that Rochberg employs in this work: ‘indirect
quotations’, ‘edited (non-literal) quotations’, and ‘non-literal quotations’. The identification
of the above enabled me to approach each type of quotation with a different mindset and a
different intention, adding, in this way, variation in my interpretation. Moreover, it enabled
me to develop an insight into how Rochberg heard the pre-existing material, which I then
employed to my interpretation of the Partita when the two were set in direct dialogue
within a concert.
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2. Goehr’s Symmetry Disorders Reach
In Symmetry Disorders Reach, my practical explorations revolved around two aspects: (1)
the relationship of each piece Goehr composed with its model; and (2) the relationship of
Symmetry Disorders Reach and Goehr’s broader compositional output at the time (20012004) with extra-musical associations, particularly connotations from the visual arts. My
focus revolved around the experimentation with one pair (new-source) from Goehr’s
Symmetry Disorders Reach, the ‘Air Sequence’, which includes Goehr’s ‘Air-double’ and ‘Air’
followed by the source, Handel’s ‘Air’. Furthermore, my preoccupation with the visual
references in Goehr’s work initiated a new multimedia project, embedding Goehr’s ‘Air
Sequence’ within a video and sound art installation (Isomorphism). In this instance, Goehr’s
pieces became the borrowed material out of which a new work emerged, which naturally
had a different intention and meaning from that of Goehr’s initial work. Nevertheless,
through my explorations within the context of Isomorphism, I was still, at the same time,
working on my interpretation of Goehr’s pieces. This resulted in experimenting with my
interpretation of Handel’s Air, improvising the small print notes whilst keeping intact the
harmonic core, and achieving in that way a unified, transparent interpretation of Goehr and
Handel. Transparency was thus achieved in three different ways: within each ‘Air’ Goehr
composed (hearing Handel within Goehr); between the two ‘Air’s as part of a larger set of
variations (hearing Goehr within Goehr); and finally, within Handel’s ‘Air’ (hearing Goehr
within Handel).
3. Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions
My approach to Sharman was affected by the following factors, which are in contrast with
the other two case studies: the fact that Sharman did not himself choose the sources (with
the exception of Les Pêcheurs de Perles transcription), as well as the fact that he composed
his transcriptions out of inspiration taken from, and an appreciation of, someone else’s
piano transcriptions, which were composed within a similar timeframe. Opera
Transcriptions was composed over a span of 24 years, during the course of which Sharman
remained loyal to his musical language and vision as a composer. Despite the seemingly
dissimilar nature between the original arias and Sharman’s transcriptions, the
preoccupation with and understanding of the sources had a valuable influence on my
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interpretation of these pieces. In these transcriptions, Sharman borrows from the sources in
many ways: the mood and character of the source, the structure of the source, and the
original notation of the arias. Additionally, Sharman titles his transcriptions with either the
particular name of the aria or the title of opera from which he is borrowing. Despite all of
the ‘borrowings’, they yet remain unrecognisable in most instances and the sources become
a sort of ‘found object’ for Sharman to compose fresh-sounding pieces. Nevertheless, as
they are composed in such a specific manner out of the source, the opportunity of setting
them in a dialogue within a concert with their original source creates further content and
context for hearing these transcriptions for what they are: distorted ‘versions’ of wellknown arias through the vision of Sharman. My performance projects in relation to Opera
Transcriptions moved in two directions: (1) relating one to the other, within the context of
each book of transcriptions as well as the overall Opera Transcriptions; and (2) relating them
to their original source, or other works that relate to that particular source, such as Sabat’s
Tristan, Isolde or Wagner’s ‘Im Treibhaus’ (in relation to Sharman’s ‘Tristan und Isolde’
transcription).401
The binding element of my approach as a performer towards all three case studies, and
which is presented here as my contribution to research on borrowing from the performer’s
perspective, is the following: regardless of the case study and its source, considering musical
borrowing as a field and creatively researching the borrowings within my pieces enacted
insightful performance responses that benefited not only my interpretation of each case
study, but also my interpretation of the source through the lens of the new work. In other
words, my interpretation of the source was directed from the point of view of the new
work, and allowed me to make associations and share performance directions from the new
work to the older work. The dialogue between the two works within a performance evolved
in unexpected ways and enabled me not only to hear the new work through its associations
with the older work, but also to hear the older work through its associations with the new
work, eliminating in this sense the temporal distance between the two works.
401

The Conclusion section of the website includes three selected performance projects, one of each case
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recording of Nach Bach; the documented live performance of Isomorphism; and Project I: Tristan und Isolde
from Sharman’s Opera Transcriptions that includes Marc Sabat’s Tristan, Isolde and Sharman’s ‘Tristan und
Isolde’ transcription.
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Consequently, the title, as well as the focus, of my research progressed from ‘Recycling
Music’ to also include ‘Recycling Performance’, although the point of view of each one of
these titles is different. ‘Recycling Music’ is the use of pre-existing material in new
compositions, how composers have embedded the sources within their practice as
composers. ‘Recycling Performance’, however, begins from the new work and looks back at
the pre-existing work, through the lens of the new work, from a performer’s perspective:
Recycling music: source --> new work | Recycling performance: new work --> source
Additionally, the research on the borrowings within each case study has empowered my
perception and interpretation of the given piece, regardless of the borrowing practice and
the degree to which the pre-existing work has been reworked by each composer:
Rochberg’s borrowings are overtly recognisable, Goehr’s transparency is evident (yet the
source is not clear), whilst Sharman has reworked the material so deeply that the
association with the pre-existing material is almost non-audible. Nevertheless, from my
point of view, my preoccupation with the pre-existing material as a performer had a similar
significance in all three case studies. My research on each ‘pair’ – old and new – revealed
hidden associations, the meaning of the borrowed material to the composer, and enabled
various performance ideas that were then trialled through the different performance
projects. It is possible that in some cases I decided not to perform the pre-existing work
alongside the new work, as in the case of some of Sharman’s transcriptions in Project II, or
even in the final performance of Nach Bach. Yet that does not diminish the impact of this
experimenting with the association between old and new on my interpretation of these
works. Whether or not the pre-existing work enters into a creative dialogue within a
performance setting (within the programming of a concert) is less important than the fact
that it is embedded within my perception of the new work, hence my interpretation of each
case study.
The conclusive statement of this research does not aspire to provide a set of rules in
relation to how performers should approach, interpret, and programme works of musical
borrowing. Accordingly, it is not purporting to provide definitive answers to each research
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question, but rather sets out a range of possible answers and ideas of what can be achieved,
in terms of gaining further insight and knowledge for the performer and for the
performance, within the process of combining creative practice and musical borrowing. This
research aspired to provide an account of the various processes that inform the approach of
a work of musical borrowing by the performer, and the fresh possibilities in terms of
performance that arise through such an approach. Moreover, it aspired to act as a case
study itself of how creative practice and musical borrowing correspond in practice and in
theory, and to demonstrate, in this way, a further intertextual and interdisciplinary prospect
in the combination of the discipline of creative research and the field of musical borrowing.
The research questions were approached as ‘discovery-led’ questions rather than
‘hypothesis-led’.402 In other words, I was not aiming at reaching specific predetermined
conclusions in the strict academic sense; instead I was open to experimenting and
discovering the possibilities that develop for the performer within such a research on
borrowing. Within my work as an artist, this research has prompted further ideas, sketches,
and performance projects connected to the outcomes of this research and ways of taking it
forward, such as: do we approach ‘variations’ in performance with a similar attitude
regardless of the pre-existing theme? For example, Rachmaninov’s Variations on a Theme by
Corelli op.42 (set on the Follia) and Rzewski’s The People United will never be defeated (set
on a Chilean mass song). What further possibilities arise with regard to our approach to
programming and curating a concert through the research of works of musical borrowing?
In addition, the following ideas also emerged through this research:
1. Creative practice research on borrowing from extra-musical associations: a good
example within this research is the project Isomorphism that emerged out of Goehr’s
Symmetry Disorders Reach. Whilst I was undertaking research on the musical
borrowing that occurred between Goehr’s and Handel’s music, I discovered the
extra-musical associations of this work with visual art. This enabled me to
incorporate a visual perspective within my performance output, relating in this way
Goehr’s work not only with the musical source, but also with the extra-musical –
402
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visual – source. The understanding of the above initiates a new dimension in the
research of borrowing, that of exploring the relationship of the pre-existing source
within the new composition, regardless of the art form. An example being Rzewski’s
De Profundis (1994) for speaking pianist, in which the primary extra-musical
reference derives from Oscar Wilde’s (1854-1900) De Profundis (1905) (although
more musical borrowing occurs within the work).
2. The possibilities of using ‘borrowing practices’ as a technique for programming
concerts that incorporate works of musical borrowing. For instance, my research on
Nach Bach has enabled me to use Nach Bach as the primary source upon which I
structured my programming of a concert. Taking into consideration Nach Bach’s
experimental, fragmented, cinematic, and ‘oppositional’ character, through the
concert programming I aspire to produce an overall experience that surrounds Nach
Bach in a more insightful way: for example, including works that not only relate
theoretically and practically to Nach Bach (such as the obvious borrowings from
Bach’s Partita, and the less obvious borrowings from Chopin and Brahms), but also
placing them either complete or in fragments in order to comment on the
fragmented/oppositional character of the work.403
Recycling music is so interwoven within our musical culture and within our lives as
musicians. Besides the obvious borrowings that this research has dealt with – the preexisting material within a composition, which the composer has overtly acknowledged –
borrowing occurs in less obvious and conscious ways. This research aspired to open up a
new perspective in the way we think about our routines and artistic outputs as performers:
the identification of borrowing as a compositional practice, a field of research, but also as a
discipline. Borrowing can be of use to the performers not only for enlightening our
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G. Rochberg, Nach Bach
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J.S. Bach, Air (Partita in E minor BWV 830) --> in the style of Chapter I: Practical Material 7: Experimentation
F. Chopin, Etude op.10 no.6 --> improvisational attitude with a further tango-rhythm.
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interpretation of musical works that use borrowing, but also for being itself the ‘source’ and
the generator of a broader artistic productivity for the multi-dimensional performer – acting
no longer as just the interpreter of a work, but also as a researcher and curator of one’s own
artistic output – that will inevitably be recycled itself in the future.
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Appendices
Appendix I: List of piano works and performance projects that have used preexisting music since the 1960s
Alfred Schnittke, Improvisation and Fugue (1965)404
imitation/parody, allusion *
Paolo Castaldi, Grid (1966)405
quodlibet *
George Rochberg, Nach Bach Fantasia for Harpsichord or Piano (1966)
musical commentary **
Jonathan Harvey, Four Images after Yeats (1969)
collage **
Peter Maxwell Davies, Sub Tuam Protectionem & Ut Re Mi (1970-1971)
transcription/re-composition **
Ronald Stevenson, Peter Grimes Fantasy on themes from the opera by Benjamin
Britten (1971)
fantasy **
Michael Finnissy, Verdi Transcriptions (1972-2005)
transcription, arrangement, paraphrase **

404

One asterisk is used when the borrowing practice has been identified by myself and two asterisks are used
when the borrowing practice has been identified by the composer.
405
A quodlibet of Liszt’s Liebesträume no.3 (1850) and Chopin’s Etude op.10 no.3 (1832).
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George Crumb, Makrokosmos II & III (1973-1974)
quotation **
Gyorgy Kurtag, Játékok (1973-2003)
imitation/parody *
Frederick Rzewski, The People United will never be defeated (1975)
variations on popular song **
Salvatore Sciarrino, Anamorfosi (1980)406
quodlibet, quotation *
Mauricio Kagel, Rrrrrrr... (Ragtime-Waltz) (1980-1981)
imitation/parody *
John Corigliano, Fantasia on an Ostinato for solo piano (1985)
re-composition *
Cristobal Halffter, El ser humano muere solamente cuando lo olvidan (1987/1993)
quotation *
Rodney Sharman, Opera Transcriptions (1989-2002)
transcription **
Thomas Adès, Darknesse Visible (1992)
re-composition,red * an explosion of Dowland’s song **

406

Quodlibet: 'I'm singing in the rain' and Ravel’s Jeux d'eau. Quotation from Ravel’s ‘Une Barque sur I'ocean’
from Miroirs.
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Frederick Rzewski, De Profundis (for speaking pianist) (1994)
quotation, collage, cross-art references *
Alexander Goehr, Symmetry Disorders Reach (2002)
compositional modeling **
Tansy Davies, Loopholes and Lynchpins (2003)
deconstruction **
David Del Tredici, Three Gymnopedies (2003)
imitation, re-composition/quotation407 *
Hans Werner Henze, Preludes to “Tristan” (2003)
transcription, re-composition, homage408 *
Douglas Finch, Preludes and Afterthoughts, fantasy-transcriptions (2009-2011)
deconstruction/transcription **
Nicole Lizee, Hitchcock Études for piano, glitch and film (2010)
deconstruction, cross-art references *
Nicole Lizee, Kubrick Études for piano, glitch and film (2013)
deconstruction, cross-art references *

407

Imitation of Satie’s ‘Gymnopedies’ and re-composition/quotation of J.S. Bach’s theme from the Goldberg
Variations BWV 988.
408
An homage to Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde, as well as a transcription/re-composition of Henze’s ‘original’
Tristan for piano, tape and full orchestra (1973).
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Appendix II: Reflections on compositions and performance projects of
musical borrowing
The following section offers my brief reflections in relation to selective compositions and
performance projects since the 1960s that use pre-existing music in various ways: Berio’s
Sinfonia and his use of collage; Kagel’s borrowing of Beethoven in Ludwig Van; The Kronos
Quartet and their borrowing from traditional music of Greece; Uri Caine’s The Goldberg
Variations and his use of pre-existing music as a composer and performer and within a
multi-genre perspective; Marino Formenti’s Kurtág’s Ghosts in relation to concert
programming; and Nicole Lizee’s Hitchcock Études and its cross-art character and
borrowings.
The diversity of the aforementioned case studies includes both performers and composers
from a wider chronological range and deals with the use of existing music as a
compositional tool from composers and performers within a cross-art and cross-genre
perspective. Additionally, Formenti’s Kurtág’s Ghosts uses borrowing practices in building
the programming of his project.
All of these complementary case studies have had an immediate effect upon the
development of my research, in the following ways: (1) in providing me with further
understanding on a particular case study (such as Caine’s relation to Rochberg) (2) in the
understanding of a particular historical context (such as the 1960s that this research
considers a turning point to musical thought), and (3) in gaining a broader insight and
reflection on past and current performance projects that have informed my personal artistic
development. These case studies have functioned as part of the canvas upon which the
present research was contextualized. Although some of these works may not seem to have
had an immediate response to the performance projects that form the practical component
of this thesis, they have nevertheless enlightened my general perception of borrowing
within performance.
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Luciano Berio, Sinfonia, 1968
In 1968, Berio composed Sinfonia (for the 125th anniversary of the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra) a work for 8 voices and orchestra in five parts, dedicated to Leonard Bernstein.409
The third movement of Sinfonia was Berio’s most ‘experimental’ music he had ever written,
as he said, and an ‘homage to Gustav Mahler’.410 Similarly the title of this movement, ‘Inn
ruhig fliessender Bewegung’, is the tempo indication of Mahler’s scherzo from the Second
Symphony which is used as the cantus firmus of the overall movement;411 Berio explains the
structure of the movement with the following:
The Mahler movement is treated like a container-rather, a generator-within whose framework a
large number of musical references and characters is proliferated; they go from Bach to
Schoenberg, from Beethoven to Strauss, from Brahms to Stravinsky, from Berg to Boulez, etc. The
different musical “characters” are always integrated into the flowing harmonic structure of
Mahler’s Scherzo; actually, they are signaling and commenting upon the events and
transformations. Therefore, the references do not constitute a collage but rather illustrate a
harmonic process.412

Although Sinfonia was not the first collage work to appear in the 1960s – as Rochberg’s
Music for the Magic Theatre and Contra mortem et tempus were fundamentally collage
works both composed in 1965, it nevertheless signaled a change in the way composers
approached the past and established for many the moment in which the turn to the past
emerged.

409

I feel it is important to include Berio’s commentary on his decision to call this work Sinfonia which explains
its relation to the classical symphony as a form: ‘The title of Sinfonia is not meant to suggest any analogy with
the classical symphonic form. It is intended more etymologically: the simultaneous sound of various parts,
here eight voices and instruments. Or it may be taken in a more general sense as the interplay of a variety of
things, situations and meanings.’ Berio, ‘Work Introduction’, <http://www.universaledition.com/LucianoBerio/composers-and-works/composer/54/work/4672> (accessed 6 May 2014).
410
Quoted in Watkins, ‘Uses of the Past: A Synthesis,’ 649.
411
Michael Hicks, ‘Text, Music, and Meaning in the Third Movement of Luciano Berio's Sinfonia’, Perspectives
of New Music, 20. 1/2 (1981-1982), 212.
412
Quoted in Watkins, ‘Uses of the Past: A Synthesis,’ 649.
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In this movement, Berio generates an extraordinary effect within a musical journey, a kind
of ‘voyage to Cythera’ as he refers to it,413 juxtaposing various ways of borrowing in no more
than thirteen minutes creating a soundscape of contained chaos. Besides the use of cantus
firmus, modelling – in regards to using Mahler’s scherzo as the structural model – and
programmatic references, Sinfonia is mainly regarded as a collage composition; Burkholder
in particular refers to it as the ‘best known collage and perhaps the most complex’.414 The
paradox is that Berio himself disregards the term collage saying characteristically that ‘the
references do not constitute a collage, but rather illustrate a harmonic process’.415
On many occasions Berio’s Sinfonia has been compared to James Joyce’s Ulysses (1922), as
in the writings of Michael Hicks, for they share a similar structural approach. Hicks remarks
that ‘in Ulysses Joyce, like Mahler, takes an existing model, the Homeric epic (itself a
compendium of earlier oral traditions), then fashions within it the “traditions” of his own
experience’.416 Joyce in his own words described it
[…] as the epic of two races (Israel-Ireland) and at the same time the cycle of the human body as
well as a little story of a day (life) [...] it is also a kind of encyclopedia [...] (every hour, every
organ, every act [is] interconnected and interrelated in the structural scheme of the whole).417

In this sense, Joyce’s comparison of the structure of Ulysses to an ‘encyclopedia’, draws a
line with Derrida and deconstruction, on the basis that deconstructionists considered that
there is an endless association of one word with the other, the dependence of one concept
to the other which could allow us to travel through a dictionary just by looking into one
word; this was initiated by the understanding of conceptual oppositions – such as man and
woman, or, in the case of music, work and performance – not as oppositions, in which one
surpasses the other, but as interdependent conceptions.418 Christopher Butler discusses this

413

Ibid.
Burkholder, ‘Collage’, Grove Music Online.
415
Quoted in Watkins, ‘Uses of the Past: A Synthesis,’ 649.
416
Hicks, ‘Text, Music, and Meaning in the Third Movement of Luciano Berio's Sinfonia’, 208-209.
417
Ibid.
418
For additional information on Derrida and deconstruction see Leslie Hill, The Cambridge Introduction to
Jacques Derrida (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007).
414
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idea of the inter-dependence of words within a dictionary, and how that has affected the
creative output of writers with the following:
We could travel right through the dictionary on the pathways opened up by one word. This
notion of a dynamically inter-related, potentially unlimited language ﬁeld, helped to ally
deconstructive theory to the experimental attitudes of many avant-gardist, postmodernist
writers.419

In other words, by looking up a word in a dictionary, that will point us to another word that
relates to it, which will then point us to another word, and so on. Rose Rosengard Subotnik
remarks that in ‘this sense we can envision meaning, or “polysemy,” as a kind of openended network. […] In one way, when we use the dictionary, we make no progress: to
understand the signified of a signifier, it seems we must be able to understand in advance
the signifier or its equivalents.’420 Applying that thought to Berio’s Sinfonia, we could argue
that the significance of the work does not only relate to the fact that it initiated a new age
for composition, a ‘new period of fresh air and fun … a time of reconciliation with the past’,
as Bernstein notes,421 but that it also exemplified, within its structure, the interdependence
and intertextuality of words, notes and traditions. Each quotation, each pre-existing piece,
acted out as a signifier for the following quotation, and so on. Interestingly enough, Losada’s
research (Chapter I, pages 72-73) discusses the relationship between the various quotations
from a technical perspective, noting how the seemingly dissimilar quotations within Berio’s
piece, relate in fact to the progression and process of chromatic complementation. In other
words, Berio’s Sinfonia is as much a piece bound to modernism, as it is resisting to it,
through its multiple use of quotation and fragmentation.422 If approached in this way, then
perhaps Berio’s insistence of not referring to the Sinfonia as a collage of different material
placed arbitrarily one after the other, can be viewed from another perspective; in that the
structure of material reveals an inevitable association of material that interrelates
autonomously within a fixed conceptualised past. In relation to that, Berio, in this instance,
419

Christopher Butler, Postmodernism: A very short Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 23.
Rose Rosengard Subotnik, ‘How Could Chopin’s A-Major Prelude Be Deconstructed?’, in Deconstructive
Variations: Music and Reason in Western Society. (Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 1996), 78.
421
Bernstein, The Unanswered Question, 423.
422
Losada, ‘Between Modernism and Postmodernism’, 60-61.
420
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can be seen more as the constructor of a work rather than the creator, resembling in this
way Busoni’s perception of composers being ‘prophets and ambassadors rather than
creators’.423
Additionally, it is interesting to note Berio’s description of Mahler’s scherzo as an objet
trouvé,424 a term borrowed from the visual arts that describes the way artists in the 20th
century used a found object and displayed it as a work of art, with minor or no alternations
at all – the most famous example being Duchamp’s Fountain (1917). Whether Mahler’s
scherzo should be seen as Berio’s found object, or cantus firmus or more abstractly his
inspiration for composing this movement is not as important as to realise its function within
the composition.425
Mauricio Kagel, Ludwig Van, 1969
A year after Berio’s Sinfonia, Kagel created Ludwig Van, a meta-collage, as Kagel puts it,426
which contains three separate versions: a film (1969), a musical score (1970) and a
recording (1970) as a celebration of Beethoven’s Bicentennial. The musical score, a work
that has long been examined as a postmodernist approach for reasons that will be explained
shortly, consists of fragments from Beethoven’s scores that the performer(s) can collage in
any possible way, in any combination of instruments and for an unspecified duration; it
could, therefore, be described as a musical collage of fragmented pre-existing material that
the performer is responsible for realising in a performance.427 And in that way it
corresponds significantly with three characteristics that have been associated with
postmodernism: musical collage, fragmentation and the challenging of notions of
authorship that can be related to Barthes’s ‘Death of the Author’.428 Burkholder says that
423
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the difference between Berios’s, or Ives’s, use of collage and Kagel’s Ludwig Van lies in the
fact that the former used it with programmatic associations while the latter used it to
deconstruct conventions of the western classical music in general, a similar approach to
Satie’s aesthetics in the early 20th century.429 Moreover, Heile mentions that, although both
Ludwig Van and Sinfonia were regarded as a kind of ‘postmodernist manifesto’, Berio from
his side condemned this association.430 Ludwig Van represents the only instance within
Kagel’s compositional output in which the musical material derives in total from another
composer, restricting in this way ‘compositional control and invention’.431 Nevertheless, it is
not a coincidence that Kagel created this work within the time range of the so-called turn to
postmodernism. He is clearly addressing matters relating to its concept, and contributing in
the aesthetics of the time by questioning aspects of our inherited western musical tradition,
such as the role of the performer and our understanding of originality in a musical work.432
As Stavlas mentions in his thorough research on Ludwig Van:
[…] in Ludwig van, there is no eternal truth to look for, no author’s message to interpret, no
essence of the work to grasp, no real Beethoven to get to: the grand narratives of modernism are
irrelevant here. It is an invitation for the performers to find their own ephemeral truth, to express
their own intentions, to create rather than decipher a meaning, to invent their own Beethoven.433

The Kronos Quartet, Smyrneiko Minore, c.2008
Over the last forty years the Kronos Quartet has built a diverse repertoire for string quartet,
encompassing a broad range of styles including minimalism, jazz, rock, popular music and
performance art, with a long reputation of commissioning more than 800 new works and
arrangements.434 Among the many arrangements of the Kronos Quartet stands one of
Marika Papagika’s song Smyrneiko Minore, a Greek urban song from Smyrna, Turkey that
was recorded by Papagika in 1917. Kronos Quartet commissioned Jacob Garchik for an
429
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arrangement of the song ‘as sung by Papagika’.435 David Harrington, the leading violinist of
Kronos Quartet, captivated by Papagika’s singing, particularly Papagika’s first note,
considered it a challenge for him to play this song and attempt to re-capture the emotional
background of the particular recording.436
Interestingly enough, Smyrneiko Minore represents its own story of musical borrowing. It
was ‘conceived’, as I will explain shortly, around 1870 in Smyrna by the violinist Giagkos
Alexiou. Smyrna at the time enjoyed a very vibrant musical life that included, in equal
importance, Western and Eastern music.437 Due to the great difference between the two
musical traditions - taking into consideration the modal system of eastern music – the
musicians of Smyrna found it difficult to familiarise with both traditions and were therefore
separated in two groups, those who performed Western music and those who played
Eastern music; and in that way every music club in town always had two orchestras on stage
switching from Eastern to Western music. It was at that time that Alexiou first experimented
with combining the two traditions, by taking the monophonic makam nichavent - one of the
melodic modes of Eastern music - and adding Western chords to it. This experiment left us
with Smyrneiko Minore; the first ‘composition’ or ‘re-composition’ of two materials of preexisting and co-existing traditions which eventually initiated the composition of thousands
of other songs of similar attitude and most importantly embodied the keystone of the later
development of Greek music.438
What Alexiou did in that instance was evidently initiated because of socio-economic factors,
Smyrna had a clear need for finding a way of combining the two traditions and two groups
of musicians. What the Kronos Quartet did on the other hand, was based purely upon
artistic criteria and musical programming, intending to arrange that song, the way it was
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sung by Papagika.439 I doubt that the Kronos Quartet knew or cared about the thousands of
other recordings of that song; Harrington was merely pre-occupied with reproducing that
particular recording.
The

source

that

a

composer

or

performer

chooses

as

a

model

for

his

composition/performance/improvisation forms an important matter that can be traced in
many different music traditions. Tracking the source of reference is an integral part of
ethnomusicology for instance, as it can reveal significant aspects of social conditions and
enable a thorough understanding of the musical tradition within a community. Transferring
that mode of thinking to research into musical borrowing in the Western music tradition can
reveal fascinating associations between the source and the new composition, associations
that we would not be able to decode unless the particular source, the particular
score/edition, was taken into consideration. Whether we are discussing Rachmaninoff’s
Variations on a theme by Corelli, or Finnissy’s Gershwin Arrangements,440 the question
remains: how does the understanding of the particular source affect our hearing or
performance of that work? In Symmetry Disorders Reach, Goehr printed the pre-existing
works that he uses as models for his compositions in the Appendix of the score,
exemplifying in this way the importance the particular source has for a composer.
Additionally, within this project, the acknowledgment of that particular source proved to be
of tremendous importance in analysing the borrowings within this work as well as my
interpretation of it.
In the Kronos Quartet’s arrangement of Smyrneiko Minore, Harrington was interested in recapturing/re-inventing/re-imagining Papagika’s interpretation of the song. Reversing this
thinking, it is plausible to assume that what Harrington was trying to re-capture in his
performance was not simply Papagika’s interpretation but his own perception of that
interpretation. In other words, he was trying to re-invent his way of hearing Papagika’s song
as well as re-activate the emotional field which was embedded in Harrington’s subjective
439
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hearing of the song. Accordingly, this mode of thinking has been applied to my case studies
of musical borrowing, with the aim of answering the following question: to what extent are
we dealing with the composer’s ‘hearing’ of the pre-existing work? Furtermore, how can the
realization of the above influence our interpretation of both the contemporary and preexisting work?
Uri Caine, The Goldberg Variations, 1999-2000
Uri Caine (b.1956) is an American classical/jazz pianist and composer who has long been
involved in re-composing repertoire of Western classical ‘canonical’ composers such as
Mahler, J.S. Bach, Verdi, and others, besides his jazz recordings. Heile describes Caine’s recompositions of Mahler as ‘radical interpretations’ that embed within them a ‘pluralistic
subjectivity’ of various ‘cultural identities and traditions’441 – which forms part of the whole
of Caine’s musical output. At the University of Pennsylvania in the 1970s, Caine was a
composition student of Rochberg and Crumb, two composers whose work is strongly
associated with musical borrowing, and he regards Rochberg, in particular, as a central and
influential figure in his personal development as a musician.442 Indeed, the following brief
examination of Caine’s The Goldberg Variations BWV 988 (1999-2000) displays influences
from Rochberg, which have been useful in this research for understanding further
Rochberg’s approach in composing. Additionally, the interesting aspect of this project is that
Caine’s role in this project, and all of his creative output, takes multiple forms: the role of
the composer, performer, and curator. In this sense, it is interesting to observe how a
composer/performer has approached borrowing in relation not only to his compositional
style but constantly relating his compositional decisions/outputs with his identity as a
performer.
The Goldberg Variations BWV 988 is a double CD of seventy variations in total – including
the two Arias and two ‘versions’ of each of the 30 variations. The result forms a multiplegenre and multiple-identity response to Bach’s work that makes us hear how Caine hears
Bach as a jazz pianist, classical pianist, and a composer. Caine’s Goldberg Variations display
441
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a great amount of borrowing practices and borrowed material, in response always to the
harmonic language of Bach’s ‘Aria’. In this respect Caine’s Goldberg Variations can form an
excellent case study for examining the various uses of a pre-existing musical work, from
Western classical music, within a multiple-genre work. Caine collaborates with more than
fifty musicians, mixing jazz, classical, popular musicians and sound artists, to create an
album of constant mood changes. The following borrowing practices are evident within
Caine’s Goldberg Variations: arrangement, recomposing/reworking, deconstruction,
allusion, pastiche, and variations. There is not a strict way in which all of the
aforementioned borrowing practices are used, rather they vary in the degree in which Caine
has transformed the pre-existing material. For example, Caine offers two versions of the
quodlibet variation no.30: in the first version, ‘Variation 30 Quodlibet’, Caine arranges
Bach’s quodlibet for a classical ensemble while he is improvising in a jazz style on top; in the
second version, ‘Variation 30 Quodlibet: The Drinking Party’, Caine arranges Bach’s
quodlibet for a choir, but reaches the highlight of his humorous approach by asking the
Kettwiger choir to get drunk before singing the arranged version of Bach’s quodlibet. Both
versions are arrangements as the original material is arranged for different instrumentation,
easily recognisable by an audience acquainted with Bach’s quodlibet. Nevertheless, in the
first one Caine improvises on top of a ‘literal’ arrangement crossing in this way genres of
music whilst in the second one he deconstructs the social (or performance practice)
conventions of performance by asking the choir to perform drunk.
The interest for this research lies more in the allusion and pastiche of Caine’s
compositions/interpretations, in which he re-composes/improvises Bach’s material in the
style of other composers, such as Mozart, Handel, Vivaldi, and Rachmaninoff (and explicitly
titles these variations as ‘Mozart’, ‘Vivaldi’, etc.). This is a clear reminder of Rochberg’s
pastiche practice – in which he would compose music as if it was, for instance, by Beethoven
(Third Quartet, Ricordanza (Soliloquy) for cello and piano). Caine’s pastiche compositions
follow a similar nature although they clearly maintain a different character and approach, in
accordance with Caine’s improvisational identity as a performer and humorous approach,
which is evident in the whole of this album. Accordingly, he does not only pastiche Western
classical composer’s styles, but alludes also to non-classical genres such as tango, waltz,
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gospel, constantly shadowing the harmonic line of the Aria. Within these variations, Caine
shows his extensive knowledge and appreciation of both Western classical music, and the
individual styles of each composer, as well as popular and jazz styles.
Composing in the style of another composer was a compositional technique that Caine
recalls being part of Rochberg’s teaching process when studying with him in the late 1970s:
Basically he would take a form—like a Chopin prelude or a Bach chorale—and say: “Study
examples of this.” And we would study, and he would say: “Write one or two, and bring them in.”
So every week I would be writing pieces in different styles. It forced me to really break things
down in terms of understanding—harmonically and formally—a lot of different pieces.443

To conclude, throughout the album Caine makes conscious or unconscious references to the
following: classical, jazz, popular and traditional music, Glenn Gould (in the virtuosic
variations), and George Rochberg. It is an intensely self-referencing project that reflects
Caine’s personal exploration of music throughout his life, merging his two identities, the jazz
and classical composer/performer.
Marino Formenti, Kurtág’s Ghosts, 2009
Marino Formenti (b.1965) is an Italian pianist and conductor, who has worked closely with
composers

Helmut

Lachenmann

(b.1935),

György Kurtág (b.1926),

and

Salvatore

Sciarrino.444 Formenti has long been involved in creating projects that question the relation
between ‘old’ and ‘new’, programming concerts in such a way that compositions from
different eras are set in a musical dialogue. Kurtág’s Ghosts, is a project by Formenti of 2009
in which he collages different musical works within Kurtág’s Jatekok.445 Formenti describes
his project as a tribute to Kurtág’s music, a composer ‘whose music is indeed – maybe more
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than anyone else’s – full of explicit homages to, memories of, echoes from…’,446 as well as a
‘reflection about our musical heritage and about what it means to us’. 447
In this project music by Kurtág is set in a dialogue with music by Machaut, Stockhausen,
Messiaen, Boulez, Mussorgsky, Domenico Scarlatti, J.S. Bach, Haydn, Schubert, Bartók,
Beethoven, Purcell, Janáček, Chopin, Schumann, Ligeti and Liszt. Indeed, Formenti’s
programming in this concert – the fact that each work responds to the previous or the
following work, challenges our inherited perception of these works, as one can no longer
hear individual isolated works but a larger ‘work’ – a collage of shorter little pieces. This is
further intensified by the fact that in many occasions Formenti plays only fragments of a
piece, presenting within this project a total of seventy shorter pieces, either complete or
incomplete. Joshua Kosman comments on Formenti’s programming with the following: ‘[…]
the most striking thing about his performance was the way he brought together the old and
new repertoire in a single voice. He played Boulez and Stockhausen as though they were
closet Romantics – then turned around and probed for all the dissonance and modernity in
Beethoven and Chopin.’448
Through its programming, Kurtág’s Ghosts becomes a ‘new’ work, a mega-collage of various
and diverse pieces that intermix under the common ground of Kurtág’s Jatekok, as
subjectively assembled by Formenti. The fragmented version of some pieces along with the
collage element of the wider form of the project can relate to the use of collage by
composers in the 1960s (Berio’s Sinfonia, Rochberg’s Music for the Magic Theatre), and also
the concept of objet trouvé, in the sense that Formenti uses Jatekok as a source for
constructing a ‘new’ composition.449
Certainly, Kurtág’s Ghosts demonstrates Formenti’s personal perception of Kurtág’s general
musical output and its relation to composers of the past – a ‘realization’ that arose from
Formenti’s detailed observation and pre-occupation with Kurtág’s scores (within the
446
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multiple homages and references to other composers that can be found in Jatekok).
Subsequently, in Kurtág’s Ghosts Formenti ‘manipulates’ the perception of Kurtag’s Jatekok
through the means of programming – which follows its own path of borrowing through the
practice of collage. In that sense, it is perhaps plausible to suggest that Formenti can be
seen as the ‘author/composer’ of this project, through the use of programming. In a sense,
Jatekok has a similar function as Mahler’s scherzo in Berio’s Sinfonia: ‘The Mahler
movement is treated like a container – rather, a generator – within whose framework a
large number of musical references and characters is proliferated’.450 Nevertheless, in
Kurtág’s Jatekok the pieces clearly point out to specific composers, some even through the
titles: ‘Hommage à Pierre Boulez’, ‘...humble regard sur Olivier Messiaen...’, etc. Jann Pasler
says that Berio’s Sinfonia, together with other collage works, superimpose pre-existing
works throughout the eras, forming a kind of musical commentary on the ‘history of musical
traditions’, and in that way ‘construct a sense of time as embodying many times, a self
made of many memories’.451 A similar approach can be traced in Kurtág’s Ghosts, for which
Formenti writes that it represents a ‘reflection about our musical heritage and about what it
means to us’.452
Nicole Lizée, Hitchcock Études, 2013
Nicole Lizée (b.1973) is an emerging Canadian composer who composes works for
conventional and unconventional instrumentation (stylophones, Atari 2600 video game
console, etc.) and whose music can be characterized by a particular ‘glitch’ sound that she
combines with live performance; the sort of ‘glitches made by outmoded and well-worn
technology’.453 In her website she states the following as her influences: ‘the earliest MTV
videos, turntablism, rave culture, Hitchcock, Kubrick, 1960s psychedelia and 1960s
modernism.’454 Hitchcock Études was composed in 2013 and incorporates many of the
aforementioned qualities of Lizée’s music in combining live piano performance with an
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audiovisual projection of a video soundtrack made out of fragments from Hitchcock’s
films.455 Lizée describes it as follows:
[…] All of the soundtrack material and visuals are from middle period Hitchcock films:
deconstructed, spliced and otherwise damaged, resulting in layers of disjunct, erratic rhythmic
material, twisted melodic lines and harmonies.
The living performers interact with the lost, forgotten or even dead icons, simultaneously
breathing new life and emotion into the characters while bending, stretching, and hacking the
original context, function and storyline.456

In Hitchcock Études Lizée borrows from a non-musical source; she borrows material, both
sound and image, from Hitchcock’s films (Psycho, The Man Who Knew Too Much and The
Birds), which she deconstructs through various methods. There are thus three distinctive
elements in Hitchcock Études that nevertheless interact between them and comment on the
already established content of the film: live piano performance, soundtrack, and video. Her
chosen sound palette in both soundtrack and piano score, derive from the original sounds of
the film, most usually ‘non-verbal sounds’, which she repeats and loops in accordance, or
not, with the moving image of the video. There is a constant interplay between these three
elements that comments on the original narration of the film.457 For instance, the ‘Stutter
Etude’ from Hitchcock Études, concentrates on looping a short clip from Hitchcock’s The
Birds, in which the soundtrack and piano interplay with the repetition of the image. Whilst,
in the scene, from the same film, ‘where the flock descends in force on the fleeing
schoolchildren, Lizée latches onto the song sung by the children immediately beforehand,
serving as a poignant reminder of how much things have changed in only a few minutes’.458
As a continuation of this project, Lizée composed the Kubrick Études for piano, glitch and
film in 2013, for Megumi Masaki, in which she follows a similar compositional narrative as
her Hitchcock Études.
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The case studies included in this section constitute only part of the wider secondary
compositions and performance projects I examined in relation to my research. Through the
brief discussion of these examples I attempted to illuminate my process of thinking about
and reflecting upon other borrowing projects, sharing glimpses of how my research has
been affected by some of the illustrated complementary case studies.
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Appendix III: Recycling the Past – Schedule of events
Stuart Room – Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance, London
17-18th of June 2014
Artistic Directors: Douglas Finch and Ann-Kristin Sofroniou

Day one – 17th June 2014
17:30

Lecture

John Irving, 'Reading Between the Lines in Mozart's Piano Sonata, K.309’
18:45

Concert

Michaella Livadiotis

C.P.E. Bach, 12 Variationen auf die Folie d’Espagne für Klavier
(1778)

Panaretos Kyriatzidis

B. Bartók, ‘With Drums and Pipes’ from Out of Doors (1926)
Nikos Skalkottas, ‘Theme and variations’ from 3rd Suite for
piano (1940)

Madelaine Jones

Madelaine Jones, Languishing Down (2014) and Ages of Man
(2014)

Raya Humphreys

F. Liszt/Schubert transcriptions, Gretchen am Spinnrade and
Auf dem Wasser zu singen (1837-38)

Nicholas Gouastor

Nicholas Gouastor, Transcription of Frank Zappa’s The Black
Page (2014)

Nicholas Gouastor

Video screening: Frank Zappa and borrowing (video by N.
Gouastor) (2014)

Nicholas Gouastor

Johan J. Froberger, Fantasy II from Libro Secondo (1649)

Claire Simmonds

J.S. Bach, Fugue in E major BWV 878 (1740?)

Ann-Kristin Sofroniou

G. Rochberg, Nach Bach (1966)
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Douglas Finch

Douglas Finch, Fantasy on themes of Arthur Bliss (from his
ballet 'Adam Zero') (2008)

Michaella Livadiotis

Improvisation on multiple themes from the repertoire of the
concert

Day Two – 18th June 2014
17:00

Lecture

Karl Lutchmayer, ‘Transcription and the Horizon of Expectation’
18:00

Lecture

Aleksander Szram, ‘Back to the Future: Transcription in the 21st Century’
19:15

Concert

Clare Simmonds

S. Sciarrino, Anamorfosi (1980)

Yena Jenna Sung

C.V. Alkan, Festin D'Esope (1857)

Claire Habbershaw

A. Siloti, Melody from ‘Orfeo ed Eruadice’ (1926)

Giulia Semerano

J.P. Rameau, Premiere Livre de Pieces de Clavecin - Sarabande
I – II (1706)
C. Debussy, ‘Hommage a Rameau’ from Images Book I (19041905)

Ann-Kristin Sofroniou

R. Sharman, ‘Tristan und Isolde’ from Opera Transcriptions
(2013)

Clare Simmonds

R. Stevenson, Cradle Song from Wozzeck (1953)
R. Stevenson, Peter Grimes Fantasy (1971)

Douglas Finch

Preludes and Afterthoughts, fantasy-transcriptions (20092011)
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RECYCLING THE PAST:
Musical borrowing in keyboard music
17 and 18 of June 2014, Stuart Room,
TL Conservatoire

Lectures and Performances by TL Staff & Students
17th of June, 2014
17:30 John Irving
18:45 Concert, TL students and staff
18th of June, 2014
17:00 Karl Lutchmayer
18:00 Aleksander Szram
19:15 Concert, TL students and staff
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